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Abstract 

Eurocanadians unquestioningly exercise the voice of self-expression but the extent of the denial 

of this privilege to the First Peoples c m  only be seen by examining the social and cultural history 

of Abonginal education. Because interpretation is the basis of heritage representation, 

Abonginal self-expression must begin with an understaadhg and articulation of indigenous 

histories as various First Peoples. What has been available to the public has too often been the 

commodified versions produced from the exploitation of colonized peoples, and from the 

assumption that unly what is written is truth, whereas the unwzitten, such a s  the oral histones of 

indigenous people, is fdlacy. 

Education is vital in the process of Native self-interpretation because of the signïficant amount of 

ac tivity required for Aboriginal historic regeneratior Heritage interpretive programs developed 

and delivered specifxcally for and by Aboriginal people will help inculcate appropriate and 

respecthl ~ a h v e  represenration within a nationai Canadian identity-. 
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Preface 

This writing explores the issue of the need for Aboriginal self-interpretation in al1 aspects of 

heritage presentation in Canada It recognizes the role that educational and political influences 

have played in the misrepresentation or invisibiiity of the Fist  Peoples in widely accepted 

histonc portrayds. As well, it acknowledges the influence of different worldviews in the various 

conceptions of historical interpretation and the thought that, as worldviews themselves change, 

parallel reflections in heritap representation will r e d t  Contemporary times are showing. 

partially because of persistent and effective lobbying efforts and a growing awareness of the lack 

of Kative voices king heard, that positive and signif~cant changes are beginning to taire place. 

For example, the 1997 Supreme Court decision regarding the Delgamituh case fïnally deemed 

oral histories valid and credible enough for admission into the Canadian court system; this 

noteworthy decision will undoubtedly initiate an increase in M v e  self-expression througbout 

the country. 

The recent Royal Commission on Aboriginal Peoples fepcn is acknowledged to be exuemely 

helpful in paving the way for attitudinal changes in the Canadian populace regarding Native seif- 

interpretation. As well, it supports w w  and consmictive ways for Native people to authenticate 

their realities through education Abonginai heritage inierpretive programs that recognize 

contemporary technologies in the heritage field need to be developed and deiivered in ways 

congruent to traditional Aboriginal ways of learning. 'Ibis can only talce place when Native 

people themselves d e h e  the curriculum and identify suitable delivery merhodoiogies which 

righâully belong within the overall educational system. 

The fonnat of the Thesis requins some explanation in that it encompases several different 

ideas which fit rogether to fom a centrai thought: the necessity of Aboriginal self-interpretation 

in heritage presentation. Chapter One acknowledges different historical conceptions held by 

different peoples, and highlights the resulting variety of conclusions about history and of heritage 



expression. The Thesis does not ascribe a "rightness" or "wrongness" to various 

interpretations, but it does recognize the effect of the ùitellecnial and physical devastation, in the 

case of European and Abonginal contact, that in many ways accounts for the dismal starur quo of 

the First Peoples in Canada today. Chapter Two examines the historic motivations of the 

particularly negative interpretation of the Abonginal peoples by the newly-amived Europeans. 

This aspect of the study is to help readers undemand the political and economic ambitions which 

inspired die activity that has led to such fa.-reaching consequences with such relentless force. 

Chapter Three specifcally examines the education systems that served to re-uiterpret Native 

peopie for the purpose of supporting those colonialkt motivations. It details the result of these 

imposed systems on the self-image of Native people as a whole, for education (particularly 

religious education) is a powemil way of inculcating given standards onto others. The First 

Peoples, however, firmly did believe in education - but not the type that the Europeans brought 

over with thern; Chaper Four is an examination of this aspect of the Thesis. Chapter Five is 

devoted to contemporary Native education in general, and then specifically to Aboriginal 

interpretive programming. It summarizes some ways that individual instructon can improve 

student-teacher interactions so that Aboriginal students can take fidl advantage of their 

educational opportunities while at the same time improving their self-image either as ùidividuals 

or as communities by learning about their cultures and hentage. As well, the c m  of the Thesis 

appears in this chapter, for it describes an Aborigiwl Heniage Interpremtion Program that can 

help Native students deal with historic and hentage issues in a contemporary society. Its 

conclusion is that many more Aboriginal heritage practitioners are needed to help fill the void in 

Native representation in Canadian heritage today. - 

Finally, this writing reflects a colloquialiam in bat homogeneous groups such as Elders, 

students, teachers, readers and Abonginal people are referred to in a genenc masculine sense. 1t 

is in no way meant to minimiie the significant non-masculine input, acknowledged to be at least 

50% of those groups so refemd. 



The Manv Conceptions of Ristow Resentation 

There are many examples that demonsuate the reality that heritager interpretation and its 

subsequent presentation can be neither e a d y  accomplished nor necessarily trustwonhy. Nor 

can it c m  ever be exact and concise because it is those in some form of authority, such as 

political or social, or active lobbyists for any number of causes who determine the outcome of 

heritap interpretation. In Canada, most recordings of the European - Aboriginal relationships 

have been preserved, presented and accepted accordiag to the values, perceptions and general 

life philosophies of the prevailing EuroCanadian society. Even within the relatively short span of 

that society, historiographyz points out an interesthg phenornenon: that narrations over ihe  are 

recorded, shaped and fixed accorduig to prevailing societal attitudes. Parallehg any change in 

the view of the present is a change in the view of the past. 

Simply, historians' inherent biases and prejuclice~, such as politicaliy- or culturally-influenced 

ones, surface in their wrinen recordings. As humans first and as historians second, they are 

subjective beings, and their works minor their own seiitidents and record their objective 

digressions. Further, only select topics w k h  in some way reflect theu interests, are those that 

s u ~ v e  the erosion of tirne while everythuig else has been chosen, advenently or inadvenently, 

for omission, and are king denied to future generations. Historical arguments are, necessarily, 

based on "facts"; problems arise!, however, as Yacts" are identined and articulated through the 

eyes and thoughts of writers and are based on whichever side of controversies or social 

structures they may by chance find themselves, or on their own personal motivations or agendas. 

There is more than one view on any topic, and as trutbfully as documentation can support one 

version, there is always another truthful interpretation which can refiect a very different view. 

"Definitive history", for example, is meant to tell th uue story of the way events happened. 

1 This writing often reflects an on-going coatroversy regirdmg the relation&@ berneen hisrory and heritage. One's 
historicai perspective is generally accepred as baving becD daivdd nOm tk commtmai d t V P I  dues of tbe group U, 
whîch one beloags. Sometimes i&aq is seen as -euunû and baitage as mgi'ble. Bezause of this closeaess and 
ambiguity in specific meaning, tbe terms irie afed int#Ch4Dgtabiy. 

2 Historiography is the study of how historiai mterpaatioas change- 



But. one can very legitimately ask, For whom did these things happen? Did it happen rhe same 

way for ail those involved in rhese evenrs? One historian has stated that, "There can never be 

such a thing as definitive history; it's simply an impossibility" (Dickason, pers- comm-, 1998). 

Another. an ethnohistorian, made the following observation: 

What we cail "history" is a recitation of events selected from the past, 
which in its most literal sense is al1 that has preçeded the present: 
whether it be a rock that fell, a dog that barked, an infant who cried, a 
woman who coughed, a prince who was enthroned king. AU historians - 
and on occasion each of us is a historian - select kom this infinity of 
events those we deem worth telling. The basis of that selection 
provided the built-in bias of history- Hûtory, more than being a &bate 
about the pst, is an argument about the present and future- It often 
tells us less about what was and more about who we are. It is a tool 
used by ail of us either as we now perceive it to be or as we think it 
ought to be. The past is immutable, but history, a battleground for the 
public mind, is ever changing (Fontana, 1994, xi)- 

There are, further, many pitfalls in cenain so-caiied Oistorical works. Chief Seattle's renowned 

and widely-respected speech, ''AU Thinp are Co~ected", is interesthg because it is a classic 

example of this. Here, the errors begin early. Chief Seattle3, &ter whom the city of Seattle was 

narned. was reaUy cailed Seal'th; the name Seanle was interpreted as such by the Europeans of 

his era (late eighteenth to mid-nineteenth century) who could not properly pronounce the deep 

guttural enunciations of the Lushotseed language and to this day, that city bears Seal'th's 

misinterpreted name and the error is perpetuated to this &y. The foilowing excerpt is the best- 

known part of this talk: 

The air is precious to the red man. For a l i  things share the same breath - 
- the beast, the trees, the man, they aii share the same breath . . . What 
is man without the beasts? If a l l  the beasts were gone, men would die 
from a great Ioneliness of spirit For whatsoever befalls the beasts, 
soon befalls the maa AU things are comected - . . Whatever befalls the 
earth befalls the sons of the earth (Knudtson & Suzuki, 1992, xvi) 

The eloquent speech itseif has long been viewed by many, both scholars and non-academics, as a 

3 He was the chef of rbe Suquamish and Duwamish peuple of the Noatbwest amst in the present-day state of 
W&hhgto& U.S A 



rich and moving narrative that more than amply demonstrates the love and a f f d y  of the old Chief 

for his land, his people and his culture. In Europe, where interest in traditionai Native customs is 

ardent it has been identified as the "mostquoted" commentary by any Aboriginal North 

American. The text, in fact, has been proven to be e h l y  fraudulent in that Seal'th did not 

speak one word of it; funher, it was by chance that a contemporary writer found legitimate cause 

for questioning its authenticity. 'This text does not represent the mind of the old Chief. but the 

mind of a sensitive EuroAmencan, worried about our ecological situation and the generd duaiism 

in our culture", asserted the German researcher, Rudolf Kaiser (Knudtson & Suniki. 1992, xvi). 

This revelation was particularly a p p a b g  to both non- and Abonginai people who cherished thïs 

speech because of its "Native" connotation- Undoubtedly, Kaiser had good intentions for he was 

senring a given morally-defined purpose, but the underlying principle of Iegitimacy of voice had 

been broken. Appropriation of voice is as much theft as robbers steaiing the propeny of another. 

The entire issue of attributing authorship, includiag subsequent distortions of text over the years, 

rises to the surface for these are ethical concerns- 

To question and probe what is commonly accepted as authentic or "Native", as this case aptly 

demonsuates, can be problematic with far-reaching consequences. It means that the ongin of 

any text and its paths throughout the decades with consideration to the prevailing attitudes that 

may have unwittingly contributed to the shaping of the contained ideals should be thoroughly 

examined as weU Undoubtedly, much convoluted historiographical influences will emerge from 

such a process and there will aiways be those who disagree with the outcornes. It is generally 

understood, however, that the discovery of faiiacy in single rexts such as "Seanle's Speech" 

need not be a senous contradiction to the real outlook that Seal'th and his Aboriginal 

contemporaries had towards Me and the Creator, and this can be substantiared in many other 

ways. However, this example demonstrates the need to process interrogatory thought and 

examine those cliches which are deemed to espouse the concepts of certain groups of people. for 

as well as for ethical reasons, there is the capacity to establish, rieinforce or &bu& stereotypical 



images. 

Different kinds of history and heritage presentations, then, have many serious limitations. They 

have been, and stüi are, used as tools for propaganda to encourage inspiration and mould thought 

into a predetermined fonn- The "battieground for the pubiic mind" has had, and will c o n ~ u e  to 

have, many different fronts. These could be for settling controversies about cultural landmark 

identifications, religious argument, legal diversions in any field, political manipulations, 

establishing criteria for expon-readiness in heritage presentations, or any number of other 

motivations, For example, much of the early history of Canadian education was written with the 

motive to inculcate prospective and practising teachers with the belief that theirs was a worthy 

and noble occupation and to ultimately nourish and enforce a strong sense of professionai 

purpose within their vocational group. Teachers were to see themselves as foundational 

influences in a new and upright society and encouraged to believe that they could achieve high 

status by inculcatuig accepted societal values and uuths onto those they taught One can now, 

however, interpret and recognite that panicular writing .style and presentation as a cover-up of 

the harsh and isolated conditions that teachers most often.encountered in both the rural and 

urban classrooms of eariy Canada- As weli, it cannot be argued but that this was a most 

expedient way in which to disseminate the accepted traditions of au upcorning society throughout 

the general popuiace. 

Another serious limitation of heritage and historical interpretations is that there are always gaps 

in the information provided by historiam. One can question whether or not educated guesses - 
or not-so-educated guesses, for that matter - have been made in the conclusions established by 

interpreters. For instance, after the Ruthenian School Revolt just prior to World War 1, a i i  the 

Galician4 teachers were replaced but why? They could not possibly all have been poor -chers; 

a more plausible, but educated, guess is that the Minister of Education, Mr. Boyle, was simply 

4 Galicians are Lkammns . * . T k  Rutbenian Scbool Revoit h k c  ait in 1915 in MimiWa 

6 



supponing his own political and personal platform. This itself is an interpretation. but some may 

concIude from exarnining the facts that the fuings had been organized to support a predetermined 

interpretation of earlier events - one that convenientiy suited Minister Boyle's own agenda of 

working against the Ruthenian immigrants. This exarnple also reveals the relationship of those 

in power over the powerless and how it has been recorded in Canadian history. Other historical 

recordings adequately demonstrate the fact that collusion was directed not only at the 

Ruthenians, but also at the Aboriginal people. In essence, histoncal text has been written to 

support a particula. point of view, the methodology of which includes deliberate omission of any 

information which c o d d  change what historians would want their readers to concIude, 

The subject of most Canadian historians' writhgs, also, have had an effect on the interpretation 

that Aboriginal peoples did not figure prominentiy in signincaat events which non-Native 

Canadians defme as  k i n g  vital to their own herirage. For example, in the area of European 

imperialism or Canadian immigration, very few historiaos identify Native personalities a s  being 

central figures. As a resuit, mains~eam heritage lirerature tends to present only the views 

founded on EuroCanadian beliefs while neglecting or ignoring the very Werent concepts that the 

Aboriginal people had on such topics; this tendency has sometimes been labelîed ''unthinking 

Eurocentrism" (Shohat & Siam, 1994, 1). So prevalent is this impression that it may not 

ordinarily be understood that Aboriginal people even had views on immigration and imperialism, 

let alone having them articulated in the pages of history. When, and if, other ways of viewing 

important events or m d s  in the unfolding of Canadian experiences are acknowledged to exist, 

they are often deemed, by definition, to be faulty and invalid. This cm be attributed to the 

extremely Eurocentriç attitudes of the prevailing Canadian population; m e r ,  such attitudes are 

difficult to idenbify because they are raken so largely for gxanted, behg so subjective and weii- 

ingrained into the overaiï Canadian consciousness. Readers wodd do well to understand that 

other views on history and heritage, such as those of the Aboriginal peoples, though not voiced in 

the historical record, are just as valid and as credible as those of other Canadians. 



The asture reader can recognize that some subjects themselves simply do not easily lend 

themselves to include the F i s t  Peoples, except perhaps in passing. This does not, however, 

justify ignoring the First Peoples' roles in these and in other more signifcant Canadian events. 

An absence of any historical presentation has caused many Aboriginal people. particularly the 

Metiss, to see themselves as having been invisible to or infamous in the rest of Canada Most 

Canadians have heard of Louis Riel or Gabriel Dumont, but usually in an unfavourable Iighti The 

common view was that these leaders were traitors fighting against the "real" Canadian 

aovemment, when in facf it was just foming in Western Canada in those days and Riel was the C 

leader of that govemment It is not general Canadian knowledge rhat the Metis heritage includes 

powerful personalities wbo were physicians, fok poets, judges, lawyers, a Manitoba premiefl, 

and many others of very respectable professions. Today, the Metis suffer from false 

interpretations by outsiders in the presentations of some historicdy significant sites which are 

being developed without their input, and the= are inappropriate displays which are conuadictory 

and disrespecthl to the Metis themselves. This, for example, U evidenced by the paraphemalia 

used in the hanging death in 1885 of Louis Riel which are on display at Casa Loma in Toronto. 

These items include the handcriffs and the death hood in which he was hanged. moccasins he was 

wearing at the tune, some haïr taken from his dead body and, the coroner's death cemfcate 

(Royal Commission on Aboriginal Peoples, 4, 243). It was only several years ago that a sample 

of the rope which was d to hang him had ken on display in Regina at the RCMP museum - a 

place where al1 RCMP officers receive their basic training. One c m o t  help but wonder how bis 

subiixninal but nonetheless extremely powemil message affected ail offcers in training, and how 

this shaped their views and especially their actions towards Metis people whom they would later 

encounter in their role as policemen. It is such insensitive and biased showings that reinforce the 

predominant Eurocanadian image of Riel as criminal and traitor, whereas the reality of the Metis 

people is diarnetrically opposite - a hero and a champion of their cause. No one who is afforded 

6 This was John Notquay who held OIE of the langest temis as nemier in early Manitoba history. 

8 



the tmth of history, even those of strong EuroCanadian beiief, can deny that Louis Riel was the 

hunder of the province of Manitoba even though there is Little interpretation which authenticates 

this mth to the rest of Canada- 

hstructors are a group which should be specificdy educated to the reality that history and 

heritage presentations depend a great deal on the interpretations of its uniters; they are ideally 

positioned to pass that knowledge onto others -- their students. This, though, does not seem to 

be happening on any large s a l e  in the presentation of Eurocanadian - Aboriginal history and in 

most heritage presentations in this country. There are also those in other professions who can 

make a ciifference as weU, and these include museologists, curators, parwnature interpreters, 

historians, s peech-writers and researchers. 

It is clear that a great deal of historical research is needed to revise serious written distortions 

and to acknowledge different historical interpretations. Proper and accurate presentations of the 

heritage of Aboriginal people need to be founded on more objective and unbiased research, 

preferably conducted and adjudicated by Abonginal peoples themselvzs who have been educated 

to the awareness of the fallacies, due partly to subjectivity which EuroCanadian historians have 

propagated. Even though some wouid argue that true objectivity cannot exist, and while this 

may be me, writings and teachings could be prefaced by identifying authors and their 

perspectives in a l l  information. This way, the trends of calumny to which the First Peoples of 

Canada have been subjected cm evennially be eradicated. Littie-known historical truths, as 

well. c m  be lifted from their present archival homes and made available to many by new cumcula 

for secondary and, particularly, for post-secondary educational systems. This can help pave the 

way for massive and long-term institutional changes that wouid positively affect Aboriginal 

people in all aspects of Canadian life. 

As well, there is a dominant European-based belief, adopted by the generai Canadian public and 



generated by its formal academic institutions, that histories are necessanly true b y virtue of 

being physically documented according to western scientifc rhought and scholarly research. An 

accompanying assurnption is that writers, using common sense and without prompting, seek 

objectivity by Fust recognizhg, then avoiding, their own culnual biases. Heritage interpretations 

and histoncal records are thereby founded on what commonly comes to be known as solid and 

well-grounded authorities; therefore end products often remain unquestioned and validity is often 

asserted as the starus quo because it reflects the viewpoint of writers who are accepted as 

experts in their field- Oral traditions, on the other hand, such as those of Aboriginal 

historicallheritage recordïngs, are seen as informal, unreliable and somehow tainted and thus 

infenor and very much open to question. These different approaches and methodologies of 

historical gleanings are rooted in diametricaily opposite cultural foundations so it becornes 

inevitable that the two interpretations of the same historyheritage will be radicaiiy different from 

the other. 



Origjns of the E u r o C c  2. - 

The underlying history of Native Canadians had its roots in a "missing hîstory", for Europeans 

around the times of the "Age of Exploration" generally assumed that eariier peoples, which is 

how they Iobelled Aboriginal people, would eventuaily end up in the same state as they 

themselves. A I I  humanity was considered to have the same basic human nature, so the hïstory 

of the First Peoples in their "progression toward civilization" was anticipated to correspond to 

that which had already taken place with the Europeans. Such reasoning provided a framework or 

reference, hypothetical as it was, for how Aboriginal people would develop in the following 

centuries. This frame of reference predicted both natural and anomalie changes. and so eariy 

European philosophers began to derive the d e s  of behaviour that would guide tbem in 

measuring the state of others' civilization. Hist0rica.I wnitings during these eras used Aboriginal 

peoples' Lifestyles to exemplify and describe these steps, and the original state of nature or pre- 

civiiization came to be equated with the everyday M e  of pre- and early Contact indigenous 

peoptes. An English professor in 1767 wrote: "It is in their pesent condition that we are to 

behold, as in a mirror, the features of our own progenitors" ( B m w ,  1966. 12). Cornmon thought 

was that al1 hum-d passes through savagery because of the Bibliul 'Tali of man" (Rom. 5: 

12 - 14; Isa. 43: 27) in order to reach civilization. 

From these concepts arose the divisions of human progression into epochs or distinct periods of 

"growth" such as  the Stone, Bronze and Iron Ages. There were several different measuring 

sticks used to gaup bis, such as intelligence or division of Labour; different European countries 

used different scales. but, predictably, all positioned themselves at the highest levels. Aboriginal 

people always ranLed low and their outcome in historical development was predetermined as 

C O ~ M U ~ ~  king behind that of the Empeans. 'Lbese convictions became fertile ground for the 

newer philosophies in the upcoming nineteenth century - ones on which a simcont doctrine 

would be founded - that of evolution which itself woutd become the basis of the differentiated 

and specific scientific disciplines seen today. 



Priminvism or the "noble savage" presentation as it referred to indigenous people needs 

mention, however, for this powerful belief was dichotomous to evolutionary thought This 

particular flavour of outside interpretation saw Aboriginal people in a romantic light; it was based 

on the notion that it was indeed possible to have paradise on earth, in contrast to the grossly 

imperfect society of the day (which was the sixteenth cenniry; this tradition reached its zenith in 

the mid- to late-eighteenth). Those wbo were lucky enough to live in such happy and faraway 

lands possessed traits seen as sadly lacking in European society: egalitananism, moral 

strength, peacefulness among the nations, profound spiritualitty, physical strength and endurance, 

and, generally, uncomplicated and modest lifestyies that were congruous with the cycIes of 

nature. Some even equated these to the Biblical Garden of Eden (Gen. 1 - 3) which was 

cornmonly thought to be in the western unexplored areas of the world. Columbus' k h g s  reflect 

the notion chat he had landed in a primitivistic Society: he noted their communal property, peace- 

Uce dispositions, congeniality and impressive physiques. He and others named places such as 

"Paradise Valley" and 'The Fountah of Youth" (Stanford, 1961, Chpt 3 - 4). In generai, this 

view saw indigenous people as iiving in a "Golden Age" and as "children of nature" away from 

the corruption of histoneal complexities and social propneues such as those which saddled the 

Europeans and from which they could not seem to extricate thernselves. 

The primitivistic interpretation, however, serveci a purpose for those who espoused them, and 

these included philosophers such as Rousseau and Voltaire and economists such as Locke and 

Hobbes who furthered these views for their own purposes. 'Lbey used it as a meam of attacking 

the ills of European institutions by putting the "noble savage" on a pedestal to be emulated 

while denouncing by cornparison the flagrant shortcomings of their own society- In other words, 

they used rhis imagery to champion causes for social and political refonn by afcentuating a mode1 

of what all men ought to be like, and what they ~ a ü y  could be. Supponers of E u r o p e .  

institutions, such as the church, state and iduential social leaders, however, retaliated by 

attacking the bon sauvage and began to highlight what they labelled as the Abonginal peoples' 



wretched existence, traits of uncivilization, and basic lack of tefinement, The clash over these 

interpretations ended with the revolutions in France and the United States for they ushered in 

new social orders. In North America, new European societies, free from "back home" thinking, 

began to spring up and there was less reason to propagate a "noble savage" image, for there 

were no corresponding causes to push (Fairchild. 1928. 328 - 328). Thus, whïie this porcraya1 

contulued for a time in arts and literary cirdes, it was soon dispelled by the ensuing societal 

dynamics and by the polemics of academics, inteIIecniaIs and political refonners who looked to 

newer and more sophisticated ways to make the world a better place for themselves. 

2.1 - 
The concept of worldview consists of any number of suppositions about h u m e d ' s  role within 

the universe and the resulting exchanges of humans with other living and non-living creation. As 

well, a worldview holds a perception about how time passes and its bearhg on ali reiaaonships. 

Another important element includes a concept of the essence of human nature; this assigns 

fundamental motives to the way homans shodd, and do, hehave. These. in tum. shape and 

uphold a people's ideology which is their belief in what constitutes perfect or ideal human 

interchange with one another and with n a m .  As such and within these parameters. various 

worldviews are comtructed and social d t i e s  are founded and fashioned in many different ways 

with many different outcornes. Languages are representative of basic worldview variations in 

that different people express their understandings about their environment in different ways - a 

language provides a way of sharing .cimilar universal concepts among those who use it (Farb, 

1968, 224). 

With the advent of Christianity, Europeans tended to thiaL of human nature in different phases, 

the opMial and final being diviaity - life in heaven, manlMd's after-death and final utopian 

destiny. These beliefs are Biblicaily founded: man was bom in sin (Ps. 5 1:S)I; it was only 



through conversion and subsequent salvation that man was "to be made new in the attitude of 

your mincis; and to put on the new seif, c ~ a t e d  to be like God in m e  righteousness and 

holiness" (Eph. 4: 22- 23). Christian religious rites. some taking place as early as birth, ensured 

that people would be ready for heaven's gates at their time of physical death, Common 

understanding was that most of the European masses were already in this category, for salvation 

was assumed to be systemic, built into the cultural network - as long as one worked loyally, 

faithfully and obediently within that system - and it was assumed that nearly everyone did so. 

Durkg the " A p  of Exploration", as Europeans began making inroads into other parts of the 

world, they identified the Mgenous peoples whom they encountered as 'bon-Christian" or 

Pagan, although they acknowledged them as having the potenrial of king Christian- Along the 

same vein, they viewed them as king ptentially Europeaa2. The newcomers viewed 

themselves, from what they interpreted as divine instruction, as king the instigators and 

perpetrators of both Christianity and the re-making into Europeans of indigenous inhabitam. 

As rhey undertook these efforts while they were Smdtaneously furthering irnperialistic policies 

to expand their land bases, Ewopeans became asrare of the reality that their everyday thought 

was being subjected to and iduenced by the diverse values of foreign culaires. A new and 

heightened awareness combined with m e n t  doubt regarding the validity of the notion of divine 

creation caused many Europeans to begin questionhg the fundamental assumptions associated 

with their own worldview. The founding pinnacles of European ideology began to falter, including 

the concept that all humankind possessed a univerd nature. The need quickly amse, in the 

throes of British VictorianiSm, for a certainty that the people would accept and "for ethical 

premises which shoulcl not be arbiuary and recommendations which should be more than 

tentative and piecemeal" (Burrow, 59). This is the background from which Darwinism arose; it 

was a biological speculation about the emergence of new species and the reasons for the 

extinction of present ones; it was a specdation whose basic essence was change. 

2 ~twasfromane~mofrhistbou~ttbntmtlnadsofAbangmalpeapkcomctobelaw,~bytheforeip~ 
of the explorers' mother cocmaics: New Engbd, New France, New Spain. 



Darwin called this process ''naairal selection" and wrote that it '5s daily and hourly scnitinizing, 

throughout the world, the slightest variations; rejecting those that are bad. preserving and adding 

up ail that are good" (DanMn, 1897, 103). He talked about there being only one general law by 

which ali organisms would reproduce with some variations and "let the strongest live and the 

weakest die" (365). He explained his belief that both upcoming species and the variations 

within them came about from advantages they had over others that competed for the same living 

spaces and materials; he said that, '?he consequent extinction of leu  favoured forms almost 

inevitably follows" (323). 

At fxst Darwin did not speak of his theories applying to human evolution, but he eventually did, 

stating that humankind's gradua1 emergence came fiom non-humans and that humanity had a 

common ancestry with apes. He stated that those who believed otherwise were only biased 

towards and unduly influenced by Christianity which is inculcated in the belief of the divine 

destiny of humankind. He emphasized the similarities shared by humans and animals; any 

differences, he claimed, were qua~titative and pertaiDed to such characteristics as reasoning 

capacity, creativity, m o d t y  and language.. Human body variations were explained as having 

originated from the same laws and general causes as those to which the "lowel' anirnals were 

subjected. Earlier and present fonns of humady, Darwin believed, were hierarchical in their 

closeness to animals; the most civilized peoples needed far l e s  of a 'cstruggle for survival'q 

than the uncivilized societies (Burkhardt in Kohn, ed.. 1985,325 -365). It was oniy inevitable, 

accordingiy, that the civiiized would exteminate "the savage taces throughout the world as well 

as the anthropomorphous apes" (Darwin, 241 - 242). Any nation, by vimie of what Darwin 

cailed "~ivilization~~. would have achieved the heights of naturai selection. 

3 This means îhat, to Darwin, d y  hammkWs pqmhtbm flUCmYdd bCCrUllt its ways and rxwaus of 
meeting basic livelihood needs wcre not aîways suoassrui and that thae wae times of extrane hardship just to 
survive. Some died and some survivcd, but this was according to tbe "rigid iaw of natnral sclection". 



Darwin, as well, pondered the reasons for the extremely large land masses in the New World4 

that were king wasted by what he viewed as "the wandering savages' lack of 

agricdturalization". He concluded that the "snuggle for existence" had probably not been 

sufficiently intense because this p a r t i d a .  species of humanlMd was obviously still in existence 

(219). This ùnpiies that he surmised a time when circumstances would be severe enough that 

their existence would cease entirely. 

As Darwinism began to take deep root in Europe. the prevailing worldview there began to alter 

in a number of ways because the aspects of the, nature. humanity and its nature were king 

elucidated in ways very different f?om the traditional Christian ones. As many variations of 

Darwinism began to spring up, the serious questioning of the concept of "universality in the 

nature of man" came to have far-reaching effects for there were those who advwated Darwin's 

theones who also came to influence the colonization of indigenous peoples in muiy pans of the 

world. One of these was Patrick Matthews who came h m  an agriculturai background, and wrote 

about nature's copiousness and stated that: 

As the field of.existence is limited and prewcupied, it is only the 
hardier, more robust, better suited to circumstance individuals, who are 
able to sauggIe forward to maturity, these i n h a b i ~ g  only the situations 
to which they have superior adaptation and greater power of occupancy 
than any other kind; the weaker? less circumstance-suited, king 
premanrrely destroyed (Tii Dempster, 1983. 107 - 108). 

These observations applied to societal systems, and the "weakei' were the poor in Engiand and 

Scotland, Matthew beiieved By the existence of relief programs, he saw the English laws as 

encouraging poveny and idleness among the unemployed, whereas in Scotland6, the absence of 

4 Of course, these lands were not new - it was a~ old hnd tbat bad been inhabitcd by Aboriginal people since time 
immemorial. However, the pmkmbant EuroCairabiYr view has batn ha& as Europeans were unQubtediy tbe mt 
Caucasians to set fmt on these rtgiolls previdy rnihnwn to tbem, tbese lands were 'bed', and thus behg 
"discovered". As the year 2000 appoacbes. it is boped rbft such archaic ard aniiqiiated amœpts wiU be aadicated. 

5 Actuaiiy, there is s a  debaie whelha or not Manbew pieceded Dmvin in tk "law of Daairal seiectiod* tbeories. 
Matthew lived from 1790 to 1874 and wiote Naval T i r  & Ahn'culrutc aPd r e f '  his belief as "the iaw 
universai in nature". 

6 Matthew hïmse!lf was Scots. 



such worked to cultivate self-diciency and fmancial fimedom. By extension of these thoughts, 

Manhew encouraged the emigiation of the poor because it would nanirally place the strong and 

competent into "their naniral positions as leaders". As for the weaker ones, which he tenned 

the "more irnprovident varieties" (102). they would f a  by the wayside, rneaning that they would 

not survive. His motivations were colonially inspired, too, for they were the basis of hîs work on 

naval timber -- ocean-going vessels had been ensuriag the strength of British overseas power for 

some cime. His views on war were si-cant, too. He wished to see a more cohesive European 

family and believed that war should be expended oniy upon non-Europeans for the purposes of 

acquiring lands for occupation by the strong and hardy emigrants who had shown their superior 

humanity by their survival. 

As these ideas deepened in the Euopean community, they found ferrile soi1 for vivid and rampant 

s peculation. Acadernics. pbiloso phers and other enthusias tci took Danwinian principles and 

kgan applying them to many different areas: race, gender, class, social structure, religion, war, 

peace and labour divisions. Race and contlict were one of the most popular areas of discussion. 

German geologist Freidrich Rolle, for example, wrote about space m d  was seen as space] 

suuggles between different races of people; the group which eliminated the "weaker'* race 

showed progression and development (Hawkins, 1997, 62). rather than genocidal practice, or 

what is known today as "ethnic cleansing". 

Another noteworthy conmbutor to Darwinian racial and moral thought was Charles Brace, an 

American who lived from 1826 to 18907. He used DiiNvinism to account for the common origins of 

al1 humanity. He was troubled by the slavery of black people Ui the south for he surmised that 

their ongin could be traceci back to perhaps the white, brown or even some other coloured man; 

he believed that races were not species but merely varieties of the same stock. He rejected 

hierarchical categorizatïon among the nias. for as there were no real races but one, there could 

7 These years saw the heibcigbt ofthe AmcricPa C i d  WI aad slavery issues werc rampant. 
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be no infenority - superiority aspects among men (Brace, 1863,375 - 395). Brace's theories are 

radical and important because they contradicted the prevailuig attitude that southem black 

slavery was normal and natural due to the blacks' extreme and obvious inferionty- One of the 

main proponents of this latter thought was J.H. van Evrie who is attributed by Dr. Hawkins as 

concluding: 

. . . racial crossings were violations of nature and bence abominations, 
while slavexy was the natural condition of negroes. To gant them 
independence was akh to forcing ten-year-old cbildren to fend for 
themselves: the result would be the extermination of the negroes in 
Arnerica (201)- 

Unlike Brace, another prominent Amencan thialrer, J. Le Contee, used Darwinism extensively to 

protect the stanis quo of American black siavery during these years (1823 - 1901). He used 

hierarchicai structuring to categorize the evolutionary development of different races. He 

determined that blacks were at an early state of evolution - this meant that their king 

submissive, manageable and alterable made their slavery fitting and correct. all the while 

overlooking the fact b a t  these qualities were enforced rather than natual. Concerning the F i t  

Peoples, Le Conte judged their progres as having become more specialized and therefore more 

ngid; this meant that their "extermination is unavoidable" (Le Conte, 1892, 3R - 361). Le 
Conte and maay other similar thinLers of his time incongntously believed in creationism in that 

they interpreted the laws of nature, including "naturai selection" and ''survival of the fittest" as 

the laws of God. OveraiI, the theories of Charies Darwin validated the smcturing of racial 

hierarchies and through the conduit of the principle of 'Wuggle for survivai", legitimized gromds 

for predicatiag the a-treatrnent of and mcivilized behaviour towards both the Abonginal and 

African Amencan peoples. 

As Europeans gained a foothold in the New Worlâ, they conMually promoted the credibility of 

their own systems of materiaihm while at the same time debasing the native and African 

He was ;ilso the presidmt of the Ams*.n Asroaiion fn tbe Adwmœmem d Science. 
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Amencan value systems, Academic racial theories, rooted in Darwinism and influenced by other 

European hreUectuals, reduced the great nations of Fit  Peoples of North and South America 

into a biologically infenor and savage red race which needed the patronage of Caucasian 

immigrants to redeem and protect them. Outright imperialism was supported by doctrines that 

denied the essential humanity of the inhabitants of the Americas. This type of thinking was 

encouraged to facilitate the conquest of the F k t  People9 and to confiscate their traditional 

homelands; sufficiently indoctrinated European eyes saw this as a justifiable means to a worthy 

end- 

There were those, though, who spoke out about injustices against indigenous peoples. An early 

European jurist and theologian who dimissed some of these issues was Francisco de Vitoria, a 

professor of theology. He gave two famous lectures on aboriginal rights entitled De Indiis ïZ 

(1 537 - 8) and De Jure Belli 10 (1538 - 9). He argued that the F k t  Peoples were the rightfid 

owners and controllers of t h e ~  own lives including their uaditional temtories. In his reply to four 

arguments raised against aboriginal ritle and in support of the basic humanity of Native peoples, 

he arrived at these conclusions: 

The fist argument stated that the First Nations people could not own land because they 

were heathens and did not belong to the Catholic f a .  De Vitoria said this was not a 

valid denial because heretics in Europe were not deprived of their property merely 

because they were heretics, and the same d e s  should be applied to ai l  indigenous 

people (Hamilton, 1963, 120). 

-A second argument was that native people were iderior beings and rightfidiy depnved of 

tùeir lands (Daminian priaciples were directly founded on these older thoughts). De 



Vitoria argued that they were at l e s t  as intelligent as Spanish peasants and thus equally 

fit to have legal rights that included land ownersbip (121). 

A thkd argument was that the Pope had p t e d  the New World to Spain. De Vitoria 

stmd that the Pope was a spuitual emperor who had no temporal or worldly power over 

native territories and therefore any grant issuing h m  hïm on this question was invalid 

(122)- 

A founh argument was that Spain codd claim the lands because it had discovered them. 

De Vitoria dismisseci this argument on the grounds that one could c l a h  lands through 

discovery only when the lands were uninhabited, or "terra nullius", and that this was 

obviously not m e  in the Amencas where indigenous peoples were 'in the peacehil 

possessions of rightfui owners" (1 23). 

Five years later, Pope Paul HI, in the papal edict of 1537. stated that the New World inhabitanu 

were sufficiently human t6 be capable of receiving Christianity and. being qua1 to other 

Europeans in this sense only (McGrane, 1989, 15). In part, he stated: 

" . . . Indians are truly men . . . they may and should. freely and 
legîtimately. enjoy theîr iiberty and the possessions of their property; nor 
shouid they be in any way enslaved; should the con- happen, it shall 
be nuii and of no effect." 

During the colonization of America, a letter of însrniction from the Massachusetts Bay Company 

to Captain John Endicott in 1629, reads: 

"Above all, we pray you to be carefiil that the= be none in our p&cts 
pennitted to do injury in the least kind to the heathen people; and if any 
offend in that way, they themselves receive due correction . . . if any of 
the savages pretend right of înhentance to aii or any part of the lands 
granted in our patent, we pray you endeavour to purchase their titie, 
that we may avoid the least m p l e  of inmision*" 

The reality is that the early recognition of First Nations' nghts to their own tenitories was a 
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result of the European need for Native CO-operation in terms of survival and trade, for war against 

other European and Native rivals, and for protecthg the territorial =ope of their own claims 

agauist other foreign cornpetitors. As this need subside& so did the willingness of Europeans to 

recognize that the First Peoples had any rights at all to their own lands, let alone their cul& 

traditions, and so began the process by foreigners to abrogate Native cultural, physical, 

intellectual and spiritual domination, Danivinism's major role was that it laid the foudational 

thinking that validated aU such activity; it was the pillar upon which rested much of the European 

methodology in developing policies that directly subverted the Abonginal peoples. 

22s 

Non-Native Canadian herifage interpretation infea that humans are the nucleus of aiï wonbwhile 

and universal activity, and never at its periphery or fringes. Anthropocentrism, as this 

perspective is known, is a direct reflection of the cosmology of the Old World. Founded on older 

enlightenment beliefs in days long put, these ideais are suongly influenced by a long-standing 

interpretation of the-Old Testament which was energized and reinforced by the advent of 

Christianity. Specificaiiy, the fust book, Genesis, portrays manLiad as king such a special 

creation of God and so highly esteemed that he is 'Yormed in his image" (1:12) and elevated 

above all other life types. The predominant Christian domine that establishes this 

anthropocentric perception is the narrative of Jesus Christ, the son of the God of ali things. 

According to the Biblical account, Christ experienced physical birth for the sole purpose of dying 

so that al l  humans, having been identifiai in an entirety as having lived in a marner that warrants 

etemal death, could be redeemed h m  certain ami h a 1  destruction (Rom. 3:25). Accordingiy, the 

status of humankuid is so highly esteemed by God that he allowed his only son to be saHiceci 

as an offering of e t e d  life to ail humans into a Utopian state. 

There is, in Native spirituaiity, the same rnse of an omnipotent Being at its hem, but this 

Being, aaoslated into Englûh as the Creator (not God), is much more inclusive of a i l  creation 



whether anima& or inanimate. Traditional Native belief is wt anthropocentric. The following is 

an excerpt from Black EUc, a spiritual advisor of the Oglala Lakota, speaking fkom his 

cosmologicaI perspective: 

You have noticed that everything an Indian does is in a circle, and that 
is because the Power of the world always works in circles and 
everything tries to be round. In the old days when we were a saong 
and happy people, aii our power came to us from the sacred hoop of the 
nation and so long as the hoop was unbroken, the people flourished. 
The flowering me was the living centre of the hoop and the circle of the 
four quarters nourished us. The East gave peace and light, the South 
gave warmth, the West gave rain and the North, with its cold and 
mighty wind, gave strength and endurance. This knowledge came to us 
from the outer world with our religion. Everythuig the Power of the 
World does, is done in a cïrcle. The sky is round and 1 have heard the 
earth is round iike a bail and so are the stars. The Wind, in its greatest 
power, whirls. Bir& rnake their nests in circles, for theirs is the same 
religion as ours. The su. cornes forth and goes down again a &le. The 
moon does the same and both are round. Even the seasons form a 
great Ncle in their changing and aiways corne back again to where they 
were. The life of man is a circle h m  childhood to chiidhood and so it is 
in everything where power moves. Our teepees weie round Wre the 
nests of birds and these were always set in a circle, the nations hoop, a 
nest of many nests where the Great Spirit meant for us fo hatch our 
chüdren (Black Elk, 1961. 198 - 200) (Emphasis mime). 

This passage shows the belief in the interrelationship of humankind with all global entities, both 

human and non-human, living and non-living; this link was symbolicaüy expressed in Aborigiaal 

ntuals and ceremonies, the primary vehicles of deep reiigious expression. According to Black Elk 

and other spinnial leaders, the fundamental focus of aU eanhly and universai activity w u  not 

particularly identifed as humaalincl, but nther as Mother Eaxth and the Great Spirit who gave 

humankind the responsibility of stewardship of the h d  and creation. In fulnlliag this duty, 

Native people knew that the land and creation would taJce care of hem and meet all their needs. 

Even today, many Native children are taught that they are not on levels above, or are more 

siWcant than the insects of the meadows, the trees on the mountainsides or the rocks in the 

field. Rather, they are instructed in the belief that all  are equal; some elders teach that these 

things are on pater  levels than humans and have more magnitude in the realm of the Great 



Spirit. Teachings always emphasize the need for each person to seek and explore the great 

ways of the four directionsii so that he can gain a thomugh understanding of his own nature in 

relation to the earth, the resources and the Creator- 

European belief is adamant in the concept that humanity is so meaningfbl to God that nature 

itself was given for his domination: '* . . . let them have dominion over the fish in the sea, the 

birds in the air and over every creature that creepeth upon the face of the earth . . . subdue it (1: 

26, 28). This doctrine was so powerfully ingrained in the consciousness of n e w l y - d e d  

Europeans <bat without question they began to appropriate the natural resources and, later, even 

different parts of the environment itself- They felt justified in taking the earth's raw resources for 

the production of tangible goods ia Europe to help aileviate the depressed economy there. 

Landscapes in the New World, too, such as the ancient living forests, were deemed a 

"wildemess" to be battied, and tamed so they couid resemble, as much as possible, the terrain 

and landscape of the counayside back home (Mason, 1980, 191). Nowadays, there are many 

such landscapes in Canada that have resulted from this ideology; they are copies of denuded 

heritage landscapes in far-away places: As time passes, though, they have become the heritage 

landscapes of the contemporary descendants of those fust Europeans who arrived on New World 

shores many centuries ago. The seeds of the notion to dominate nature have blossomed to this 

very &y as immigrants to New Wodd civilizations have C O I I M U ~ ~  over time to cultivate, groom 

and manipulate the countrysides according to older European homeland models. 

Included in the EuroCanadian cosmology are concepts of social or cultural Darwinism, societal 

evolution and the "march of progress". This is evident in writings even to this day, and the 

portrayal of the First Peoples by the Europeans make this concept clear: that the Abonginal 

people were iiving at a very primitive stage from which the European societies back home had 

already long since advanced - this was according to progression dong Darwin's evolutionary 



ladder (Mander, 1991, 210). A strong element of "'superiority and infenonty" was deeply 

embedded in this thought, and certaialy, from the EuroCanadian perspective, the Aboriginal 

cultures and traditions were not worthy of king conserved in everyday life, although it was 

acknowledged that they would do weil reposing in the artificial smoundings of quaint country 

museums. This type of heritage interpretation and subsequent conservation undergoes a process 

of preservation that includes mummification, wbich for all intents and purposes, means that what 

is k i n g  institutionalized is dead- EuroCanadians fully believed that this process would indeed 

happen and that the Native cuhres and traditions would quickly die; in 1868, they enforced 

federd legislation, the Indian Act, to propel this belief. 

This particular aspect of EuroCanadian cosmology presented a total porrrayal of Native people in 

a negative light The interpretation, a farce, was full of inaccuracks and misinformation. This 

understanding is vitally important because the First Peoples "must endure a history that shames 

hem, destroys their confidence and causes hem to reject their heritage" (Adams, 1975, 41). 

Evidence of mass misinterpretation from the instrument of social Darwinism is still on-going, but 

several older examples deserve mention and some examinahon, for cenain trends from the past 

have never disappeared but continue to thrive unabated in contemporary times. 

From the very beginning of European en- into the New World, there was awareness of the 

ciifferences among the F h t  Peoples. The Mestyle variations among the Inuit and those of the 

more southem climes, for example, were weil-noted by both the French and English- Even 

though the knowledge of such differences began to increase and be amassed. the general tem 

"Indian" to describe indigenous peoples remained fauly constant. This usage served to 

generalize d l  the First PeapIes so they codd be seen as a collective. This, in mm, spawned a 

collective self-identification among Europeans so that as there were now "'others". the= was 

also now "us". Differences atnongst feiïow Europeans, in this light, became blurred as they 

began to distinguish themselves more and more from the New World inhabitants. Prior to ùiis 



time, for example, self-reference had been "Christendom", not "Europe" as  it came to be in later 

times (Berkhofer, 1978, 23). The concept of "continent" also began to rise in a geographical 

sense of self-reference; Europe was one continent and then there were 'othei' C O ~ M ~ ~ U  in 

spite of Europe really king only a peninsula of the Eurasian land masses. New images of 

Europe began to replace older ones, and these reflected a superior position over the "othei' 

continents. The concepniaiizations of the "othei' people Iacked the power, higher learning, 

prestige, domination, iatluence and ove& viraiity that representations of Europe were beginning 

to display. Some continents, those which the Europeans knew relatively weii, such as Asia, 

were far l e s  eloquently portrayed than Europe which was personined as a weaithy queen, but 

the unknown New World and Africa were represented by nakedness in figure or by wild animals 

(Hay, 1957, 95. 120). Eurocenaism, then, becvne entrenched in European thought; this arose 

from their own self-dennitions and selfconceptions of being civiiized and superior while, at the 

same tirne, ali others and their correspondhg c o a ~ e n t s  feN beneath in some descending order. 

Prosaic word usage describing Aboriginai people. such as ''infidel", "Indian". "barbarian" 

"pagan", and "wild", show a criteria of Eurocentric judgment and substantiated the collective 

descriptive tenninology applied to al1 First Peoples. As the Europeaas' foothold in the New 

World increased, so did "proof' of their superiority and the classification of others acconiing to a 

European-based measuring stick that became more inculcated in Eurocenaic thought. It was not 

an anomaly that Europeans correlated nationalities with certain moral andor intellectual 

attributes, for the English show a liberal deluge of this even in Shakespearean literature (Clark, 

1932). That they should initiate stereotypes of the New World inhabitants was customary to 

and consistent with their thought, behaviour, culture and literary traditions. 

There is another factor, though, thpt needs recognition: the cotegorizations in amdysis of culture, 

nation, biology and race were at that pre-colonial time ail blended together, not segregated as 

they are now in common Western study. For example, nations and races were seen as being 





this told a big story, a misinterpreted one, because the First Peoples were minimalists whose 

values were ro acquire muny spiritual possessions, not physical ones. It was from this modus 

operandi - of emphasiring by "deficienciesy* - that moral judgrnents began to take the meaning 

of the name given to the Peoples, or that the name "Indian" with previously-ascrïbed atmbutes, 

was given. It put the Europeans in a self-appointed position of judging other peoples' morality in 

light of their own ''perfect" character. 

It was only much Iater, weli into the 19OO's, that this type of categorization, negative 

prototyping, began to undergo change. Sociologists and anthropologists now, of course. work to 

be objective and quite readily accept the ideas of cuitural p l d s m .  Rare, however, were the 

academics who accepted ethnography with iîs overriding theme of moral relativism even at the 

beginning of this cenhiry. Prior to those Urnes, expressions of moral 'Tidings" according to such 

lay intellecnials as setilers and explorers were rampant in descriptions of the indigenous 

inhabitanu. Such fmdings often subsequently became "scientü?~" - this is according to the 

adage that, over time, "preconceptions become conceptions which become fact". For those who 

never had face-to-face meetings with Aboriginal people and could therefore not arrive at their 

own "findings", the best interpretations they could ever hope to derive were full of stereotypes 

and one-sided moral conjectures. 'Ibese referred to a i l  areas of Native M e  - rnarriage and family 

customs, child-rearing practices, gender roles, labour divisions, governent styles, clothing 

traditions, social niceties (everyday mamers and more formal protocol), econornic bases, 

spirituality, and others. As recently as the Second Vatican Council in the mid-1960's, the Roman 

Catholic Church, with an estimated membenhip of as much as a quaner of the global population 

and whose work over the centuries had a significant impact on Fit Peoples worldwide, 

acknowledged: that people can lead a moral Me without knowing the Christian G d  The same 

Council being represented by John Paul II speaks of a "secret presence of God" among people of 

other religious traditions (John Paul II, 1994, 125-127). Tbe First Peoples, however, did not need 

a Pope to tell them who the Creator was,.and who placed them on the face of the earth. They 



never doubted that other people knew these things, too -- albeit in their own, o k n  

incomprehensible, ways. 

As well, the practise of viewîng others using "negatives" was common in pre- and mid-twentieth 

century times. This involves using projection - the act of e x t e r n a g  or objectifyuig what is 

primanly subjective (Webster, 1967,681) - to prove or disprove something about oneself or of 

one's cultural practices- Some religious groups, for example, atuibute their own demonic 

thoughts ont0 others whom bey have labelled or named as possessing those very 

characteristics which would activate such thoughts. If those people to whom the projection were 

directed would cease to be, then a cleansing of those abominations would occur and the reiigious 

group itself would become purified. A purging of others. often incapable of self-defense. becornes 

mcessary to enable the "core group" to jus- itself before its Gd. Under this guise of religion. 

there were times in history that the First Peoples of North Amenca were eliminated or removed. 

The observer in cimes past, although it is well to remember that the residue of such thought s u  

exists, viewed AboribM people as king  either "good" or "bad". He had the power to express 

these views as an authority by virtue of his own race and because he happened to have had some 

form of contact with an Aboriginal person or group, even from afar or from heresay evidence. The 

"researcher"'~ judgment often âepended on the rationale behind his writing. For example, the 

Jesuits in Canada were known to wrïte especially heinous &scriptions of Abonginal people, not 

only because of their own moral and religious bises, but also because they were seeking further 

funding from their home clergy. They knew the harsher the picaire they painted of indigenous 

people, the more money the Church back home would send so that the word of God could go fonh 

to ease the plight of Aboriginal people. 

Certain conclusions were drawn from the picaires of Native people being either "good" or "bad" 

and these are l i b d y  sprinkled throughout lierature derived from early observations. "Good 



Indians" were hospitable, handsome, statuesque, noble, strong and with great prowess, 

whereas '%ad Indians" were indolent, sexually lax, petty, unclean, cruel and vengeful. As well, 

there was a general timelessness associated with Nafive people in that their lifestyles and 

cultures were interpreted as static as opposed to dynamic. The thuiking that indigenous cultures 

constantly influenced one another and that these cultures were living, thriving and ever-evoiving 

(without the European connotation of this word to imply progression fkorn worse to better) did 

not enter into this aain of earlier thought Even the wrenching changes made by Europeans to 

the landscapes, the naditional homelands of the Aboriginal peoplu, seems not to have had any 

influence on the depictions of the %al" way Native people Iived - the element of t h e  was 

simply suspended or jettisoned in many interpretations The marginalization of the Fust Peoples 

in colourful and vivid imagery, for example, is still not ofren depicted in native heritage 

presentations. In the pasf it was even les  so. Early times of Contact were portrayed and gave 

lashg impressions to many, and in far too many. history books, the Fint Peoples are entirely 

absent after European setdement 

. - 

The idea that the First Peoples lack any sort of history rose directiy from these early interpretive 

thoughts- Because of negative prototyping, the identification of the two societal structures had to 

be mirror-images and thus opposite of one another, with the Native assigned to be the negative. 

European society was 'kivilized" and Native society "uncivilized". One of the major criteria of 

what constituted "civilization" in European eyes is history and heritage presentation. By a 

short extension of this reasoning, Aboriginal people lacked history and therefore by defauit, a 

"real" heritage - this is why thy were (and tao often. are) presented in a permanent and static 

time warp - into those early or pre-Contact days. 

European societies werdare endlessly pomayed in various eras and epochs from previous 

countless centuries; writtui, and audio-visuai demonstrations still "prove" that theirs is a real 

history and that this is simply not open to question A study of the non- and Aboriginal 



relationships during the nineteenth and twentieth centuries continwd to "prove" that the ways 

of the two groups were still dissimilar. The possibility that perhaps it was by choice that the 

Aboriginal peoples strongly desired to retain their old ways of life as much as possible, even 

though they foresaw days of great change in the Iives of their progeny, never appeared to enter 

into the realm of what could be true- 

The concept of the "vanishing race" k a m e  rampant during and preceding the days of the 

diseaçe epidemics. In particular, the American history of open araifare included premeditated 

disease parhogen dissemination amongst the indigenous peoples Death by diseases previously 

unhown to the Aboriginal people was seen for centuries as doctrinal justification and as racial 

"supenority" of the European people. This concept was backed by their own implementation of a 

racial pecking order that put them at the top and indigenous people at the boaom. Darwin made 

the observation that death pursued the Aboriginal peoples whenever the Europeans anived, but 

does not note that while the Chinese were technologically capable of amving on the New 

World's shores, it was oniy their Ming emperor who banned further ocean travel and who thus 

prevented similar devastation of the Aboriginal communities by theChinese. Now. the concept 

of "metahistory" which is to tell the "real history of the human race" @yer, 1998, D4). so 

recent that it has yet to be written, sees the death of Native people by new diseases as king 

simply for "geographic reasons", not due KI supenority of one race over another. The image of 

the ''vanishing race" emerged in romantic. lofty and ethered imagery when the threat of 

Abonginal people as signïficant military enemies began to diminish. 

A current picture of Native people emerged in the early aud mid-twentieth century times: he is 

one representation of the "bad Indian". This image is the Native person who rejects the saint 

and instead accepts the sinning of "civilized" life. He becomes the stereotype of imperfection 

where nothing of the p s t  Indian nobleness or any other redeenring characteristics exist. He is 

what is infomaily cailed the "reserve Indian" or, in American tenns. the ""resemation Indian": a 



disdained, xidicuied, drunken, dishevelied non-person with no motal or ethical traits at dl, a 

totally transparent individual. He is a person who is quite incapable of "making it" in either the 

non- or the classic Aboriginal world and for all intents and purposes, an outcast nom humanity 

itself - a cuil (although there are deemed to be varying degrees of belonging even within this 

category). 

Assimilation or integration by choice into the mked broader society by Abonginal people or their 

incorporating change and making it their own was seen as the cessation of what constimted 

k i n g  an 'Tudian" because of how the Eutopeans d e h e d  and used these lems. Coupled Mth 

this thought came the notion that any change towarâs "civiiization" made an indigenous person 

less indigenous, and that this could progress to the point that king indigenous codd stop 

altogether, even though it was recognized that few ever aaained this elevated outcorne. This 

process was seen as ultimate proof that civilization was indeed godly and, inevirabIy, victory 

over the "bad" and 'cuncivilized" was the goal. This is why assimilation in most &les was 

seen as good and positive and was high on the EuroCanadiaa agenda. Nowegians, for example, 

who emigrated IO Canada were not thought to be less Nordic in their-ways because of adapting 

tu Canadian custom - they were not thought to be adapting to civilization at aU for they were 

already Iabelled as king "civilized". This illustrates the iaconsistency of EuroCanadian 

interpretation of different peoples. Many irrational, illogical and bizvre notions are amibuted to 

Aboriginal people, and these are &nved according to a Euopean-based standard and pre- 

existent conventional patterns of thought 



3.1 The of coi- * * 

Early French and British colonial interpretations of the First Peoples persist in Canadian society 

to this day and, overtly and covertly, these have an impact on the relationship between non- and 

Aboriginal peoples. This is a good reason for exhuming this buried past history, for the histories 

of al1 peoples are rooted in their hentage and must be interpreted before any presentation at all. 

In Canada, the shared history of the EuroCmad;an+ and the Fust Peoples is panicularly complex 

in its interpretation because of both the cross-cultural and social aspects as well as the inferior- 

superior perspective of one group over the other. The domirnt presentation of Aboriginal 

historyfheritage has been m e r  complicated by their type of Contact1 which is known as 

"collision". In this instance, the term means colonialism, although there are other types of 

collision as weil2 (Dickason, 1992, 87)- Collision causes an entire loss, or at the very least, a 

detexioration of the self-inrerpretation of the victimized group; the First Peoples of Canada are 

victims, there is no exception to thk 

hperialisrn3 invariably &ses from collisions, and unequal relationships between the colonizers 

and the colonized are sure to result There are wide implications regarding prosperity, prestige. 

power, grandeur and national dignity for the colonizing nations, and because many in Europe 

were suffering from a depletion of resomces, imperialism was seen as a remedy for regional and 

other problems. Colonialism is often viewed as the method by which imperialistic policies were 

implemented; an extension of this thought is diat oppression of the indigenous peoples in 

1 In this writingtToncact" refers to tbe initiai relationship between the Native people and ibe Ei~opeasis wben the 
latter first arrived in the territory later imown as "Canada". It daes not mean 1492 which is the more generic meanhg 
of the word. 

3 Nadel and Cinus &6ne this tenn as, ïbe extcnsicm of sovereignty or amtrol., dÜect or inrtirect politicai or 
economic, with one goveniment, mion a sxiety over aolha, togetha with the idtas justifying or w g  this 
process" (1964,l). 



colonized lands and the pillage of resources are inevitable and necessary outcornes 

England encouraged colonialism more than France during its years of imperialistic activity 

because its population was exploding; this combineci with a rapidly dwindluig supply of raw 

materials within the country (Nadel, 17)- France, on the other han& feared a mass exodus of its 

population, particulatly its elite, into "New France" (Jaenen, 1992, 47). Its own population was 

stable, if not experiencing a decline; expansion was generally thought of as an unnecessary 

expense. However. not wishuig to lose any ground it gained from earlier discovenes such as 

Cartier's, France started setting up policies to protect its interestS. In essence, a i l  French 

colonies were meant to achieve autonomy while simultaneously conuibuting to their mother 

country's maintenance as quickly as possible (Nadel, 17). Ideaiiy, as weU, indigenous peoples 

within new lands were to fall uader colonial subordination as efficiently as possible and 

govemoa were encouraged to procure the Nativepeople for labour, particularly the menial type, 

for the colony's upkeep. Direction fiom King h u i s  XVI to intendant Jean Talon in Canada in 

167 1 stated that: 

. . . through instruction in the matters of our religion and in our ways 
they might compose with the inhabitants of Canada a single people and 
by that means also fort* the colony (Public Archives of Canada, Senes 
B* w- 

Cornpetition for colonies by the European coiintries began to increase and so France dropped her 

reticence and joined in with a vengeance; her acquisitions by 1870, besides Canada, included 

Algeria, Madagascar, Cambodïa, parts of China and New Cakdonia Her arch rival was England, 

whose eyes were much earlier cast on Canada, for the Engiish knew that capairhg Canada was 

of tremendous strategic value. Other colonial powers were Germany, Spain. Portugal, the 

Netherlands and Belgium. AU had ambitious plans to capture and exploit the bounties of theh 

colonies for economic reasons. Religious bodies4 were identified as the vehicle by which the 

initial fiont-line relationships with indigenous peoples would be established and this as a matter 

Some would cal1 these religious g r o ~ p s  "busy-bodiesv*, so tbe rams may be seen as interchangeable. 
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of urgent policy. Christiaaizing was convenient, too, for it was the excuse needed by France to 

make ùiroads into the "New World", as a Papal Bull had already aiiocated it to Spain. 

Later, as colonies became entrenched on Aboriginal lands, both the French and British presented 

Native people as "defenders of Canada". This was not to last very long, however, for by the 

Treaty of Paris, England won its global cornpetition against France for New World territories. 

This British victory marked the beginning of the end of the Native peoples being employed as lcey 

military allies and as equais with full cultural atuibutes. Pre-settlement history shows that by 

18 14, Aboriginai people were no longer needed in either helping senie the altercations between 

the European powers for control of the continent (Upton in Francis & Smith, eds-, 1994, 375). or 

as aiiies against other Native powers which opposed European migration into traditional 

homelands. By 1850, the Fur Trade, which had moved b m  the east into the West, was 

experiencing a serious deciine. Further, labour on-the new settlers's farms was not conducive to 

employing Aboriginal people because senlement was established in patterns of the family unit 

which was able to maintah most of the required work- - - 

On the religious front, the Cathoiic nations of Earope underwent a counter-Reformation just after 

the Protestant Refonnation of the fourteenth century. This significantly increased the zeal of the 

Catholic Church and the era was characterized by a strong push of re-dedication to the "original 

works" of intense prayer, strict obedience and devout Godliness; in short, back to m e  

Catholicism6. Manifestation of these goals was gauged by good works and this could happen 

quickly, as seen by the example of two religious orden initiated in rapid succession: in 1535, the 

Company of St. Ursuh (the Ursulines or the Grey Nuns), and in 154û, the Society of Jesus 

(commonly known as the Jesuits) (Martin, 1987, 26). Both of these religious groups were to 

play an integrai d e  in ChristinniPng and re-interpreting the Aboriginal peoples in Canada. It 

5 Some. liLe the writer, argue ihat these were n a  settiers at ail, but s q m  on m g n i a l  hd. 

6 According to E J, Pratt, "The wiDds of God wert blowkg w" (hhm, 1990,26). 
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became apparent that it was indeed possible to "kill two birds with one stone" - to evangelize 

the people and to exploit the land of its many resources. As a general conclusion, the basic 

colonial interpretation of the First Peoples came fiom the political, religious and social attitudes 

of those who were instrumental in attempting to correct the stagnahg econornies back home in 

Europe. It determined the actions of the colonizers whose attitudes were strongly rooted in the 

unquestioned assumption of tbeir own global supenority and who were also diligently working to 

fdfii1 their own self-interests as well as their coffers, 

Colonial activity was signiscandy influenced by a clergy which played a political mle as weil as a 

religious one. For example, during the early seventeenth century when slrinoishes between 

important Native nations drew in the French, the priests played a mediator's role. The Wendat7 

had corne to negotiate treaty w m s  witb their Iroquois enemies only when priests were involved 

as wimesses. There were instances when freaties. about to be made independently of the 

clergy, were averted because of interference that was deliberately employed by colonial 

govemon through the prizsrs. For example, in 1624, Samuel Champlain, an early French 

govemor, sent Catholic Fathers Sagard and le Caron to one such gathe~g.  The priests were 

specifically instructed u> break up the negotiations, even though, according to Sagard's own 

writings, it was against his persunal desires and only because of formal instruction did he 

acquiesce. Champlain's rationale for this edict was that if peace between the Native nations 

were to ensue, the Wendat's trade in furs would be diverted to the Dutch, another of their ever- 

present European exploiters of New World resowces. Priesu aiso served as diplomats to 

ensure a free-flowing French-Native fiu trade liaison and actively meddled in Native political 

agendas. 

Some priests went even furiher, for they were Mlliag vehicles for instigating intertribal warfare. 

Honour was bestowed on the clergymen who were particularly knowledgeable and adept in the 

The Wendat came to be oommonly law,wn as tk H m .  
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art of politics. In the new French society, trading posa and missions were located in tbe same 

place so they could best serve each other. This symbiotic arrangement was seen as ideal, 

according to Jesuit Ragueneau: "it is necessary for the maintenance of the Faith in alI these 

regions, for the good of the French colonies and for the support of New France" (Hunt, 1940.69 - 
71) -- nowhere does he state that it was good for the Aboriginal nations who readily saw the 

differences between what was king said and what was happening in their traditional homelands. 

As the strategic importance of the First Peoples diminished, they were pushed fimher and M e r  

into the background and onto reserves, which were common by the 1830rs, to make way for the 

endless surge of immigrant sealers that would soon swamp the entire continent. In 1867, the 

Dominion had become a reality A one-sided paternaiisac relationship with the Aboriginal 

people, its roots in colonialism, was quickly becoming a reality. Legal protection was established 

to justify f d y  an accompanying m n e o u s  presentation of the Aboriginal people - Section 91 

(24) of the Bntish North Arnenca Act was enacted to iden- and label them as "wards of the 

Crown"8. The independent self-sufticient people .they always were was enacted away. 

* .. 

Countless examples of coloni'alism throughout the history of humankind can be used to illustrate 

the negative cultural changes experienced by subjugated peoples. As well, thex is a consistent 

truth regarchg those who perpetrate a collision. including the Europeans who came to Canada: 

they attempt to impose their own perceptions and worldviews ont0 those they oppress, and 

coerce them. in any number of ways including by religious persuasion. to depart fkom traditional 

culturai thought and presentation. Early Canadians, either as a govemment or as a people, rarely 

expended tune or energy in l d g  about the spuituality or other ways of the First Peoples, 

particularly as time went on and as their marginaiization increlred Eventually, the Native 

people were forced to take on both outside ianguages and educational systems and were king 

signifcantly infiuenced by foreign religions. Imposition and domination in these crucial areas are 



meant to dishonour and humiliate, for as these things &fine the world according to societal 

noms and thereby shape and influence wmldviews, they are the basis of the cultural orientation 

of any peopIe (Leavitt in Battiste et al, 1986, 126). 

As part of the earlier more successN Fur Trade relationship. in both the French and British 

societies, educati~n became a vital part of the colonial subordination process because it was 

identified as "the primary vehicle in the civiiuation and advancement of the Indian race" 

(Depamnent of Indian M a i r s ,  1876,6). Education. the dictionary definition k i n g  "the action of 

deveIoping mentaliy and academicalty, mainly by instruction", came to the Fmt Peoples fiom the 

Europeans with strong political and reiigious influences which. in its process, served to re- 

interpret them both to themselves and to others. Its undercurrent w u  assimilation and 

acculturation which were &riveci from the old colonial mentality towards indigenous people. 

3.2;1 'me F - u  - 1769 

After Contact and during their sealement, the French made concerted efforts to educate the 

Native people with whom they had cultivated a basically favonrable relationship during the Fur 

Trade years. However, as the demand for furs in Europe diminished and as t&e colonïzers' Wion 

of land settlernent strengthened, the balance of power began to s h .  away from the Abonginal 

peoples. So7 as one of the fkst permanent European colonizers in what they cailed New France. 

it is not surprising that the French were also one of the first to establish a formal education 

system on these lands. To them, it was justifiable. under the guise of following 

God's commands, to use education as a tool to fashion their own ideas of colonial bliss- Their 

basic goals fell into three objectives and these, directed towards the Native people, were to 

integrate, assimilate and franci*. These colonizers envûioned a time in the near funire when 

the Fist Nations people would become citizens of the new and upcorning French society; they 

9 This word IiteraUy means.% d c e  French". 
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were dedicated to this cause and certain that their society would swn take root in these fertile 

new lands. The belief that education should be-a strong force in Christhking the Native people 

to meet their three basic objectives ''dominated much of the thking about education over the 

next 400 years" (Daniels, 1973, 146). As weil, education during these times would serve as a 

means of social control and indocaiaattion, for " . . . no aspect of culture is more vital to its 

integrity than its means of education ... " (Hampton. 1995, 7). 

The initial French educational efforts concentrated on the AlgonLian and Iroquoian peoples of the 

central and eastem parts of what îs now Quebec, nom appmrtimately 1600 to 1760. Two sets of 

dynamic players were prevalent during these times: one was the missionaries who believed 

that by teaching Christianity to the Native people, they were accomplishing God's holy work. 

The other was the force behind these teachers. the ones spearheading those efforts (Nadel, 22). 

Doubrless there were humanitarian motives in these people as weli, but they were secular, king 

the government or central political figares from back home in "Old France". From these 

stemmed the economic and colonial-expansionist policies which were smouldering behind the 

scenes and by which the First Peoples were t0 become severely effected. 

The general attitude of the French towards the Native people is shown by the many pejorative 

references made in reference to them. Words such as "poor barbarians", "unbelievers", "lost 

SOS", "savages", "barbarians". "lazy". and "wretches" are sprinkled liberally throughout the 

literature of the day, particularly that orighting fkom the missionary elemeat. This interpretation 

was undoubtedly initiated and spawned by Jacques Cartieri*, who would be credited with 

rediscovering CanadaW Carrier's actions during his second expedition in the years 1535 and 

1536 confinoed his amtude towards the Aboriginal people: he was disrespecthl and arrogant 

10 This is not a imply that Cartier mgïnateü srich m ~ m ;  be mcrely hapgmeâ to be tbe nrst Fhnchman IO 
find himseïf in a position of reaecaOg EiPogesi attitudes about inôigemas people. 

11 Derivaticm of the wcxd "Cairada" is gcIiaPlly ~ m o d  to mean 'Whge", œ &z-au-ta in tb Iroquoian language. 
Other valid interpretations exist, thouiph, soch as h - ~ - d u n  m#nm9 "dean land" in tbe lnnu language - these people 
were acnially, uniiketbeïroquois, ont of tbtfpsttooadt withtbeFrarch. 
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For example, he ignored their traditions by sailing up the St Lawrence River; this was a senous 

infraction for the Stadacona people exernsed the monopolistic nght of all uafnc going in that 

direction. As well, before he departed from these territories, he kidnapped several important 

people from the tribe including a chieftalli and took them back to France. Cartier's complete 

disregard for the Iroquoian people would set the standard for ail Frenchmen who came dong in 

later years, 

One of France's major objectives in educating the Native people was to counter their own basic 

self-interpretatioa They set out u> franc&, meaning to: " . . . affect with French characteristics, 

as in manners, tastes and expression . . ." (Jaenen in Battiste et al, 1986,45). Their cause was 

to civilize them according to French standards, and this was very important because it was dso 

seen, particularly by the policy-makers back home, as the path to a uniteci and solid colony. 

Civilization, accordingly, meant converting to Cathoiicism, adopting French decorum, and 

particularly speaking the French language. As weil, it meant changing to a sedentary lifestyle 

and pledging loyaity to the French crown. Economic motivations ran deep, for there was much 

wealth to be gained from the seemingly endless resources of New France. Religious and moral 

ones were far from insignificant, too, for in Catholic eyes, primitive people. as the Native nations 

were perceived, were ungodly and inferior. Sedentarism was actively encouraged for many 

reasons, but a major one was so that the people could attend Mass each Sunday -- and how 

could anyone do this if he was forever wandering in the woods? This was vital to Church doctrine 

because attending Mass each Sunday was the same as paving the way into heaven for the 

afierlife. As well, perhaps the missionaries projected outcornes from Biblicai tales such as the 

Old Testament chronicle of Moses and the entire nation of Israel wandering for forty years in the 

wilderness; wilderness symboiized a life of sin or disobedience to God which prevented the 

Israelites from ever entering the Promised Land (Num- 14: 26 - 40). 



Some particularly pejotative sentiments are expressed by a RecoUeti2 rnissionary in the 

following passage: 

Formerly it employed all rny Thoughts. as well as those of other 
Missionaries among the Iroquois, to civilize these Savages, to make 
them capable of Laws and Civil Policy, and to put a stop to their brutal 
SaIiies as  much as possible. 1 have done my utmost to disable (?)13 
them and shew them the folly of their vain Superstitions; and so 1 
prepared the way of our Lord to the Utmost of my power. But it m u t  be 
coafessed the Harvest was Little; those People are as Savage as ever 
(Hennepin in Thwaite, ed, 1698, 581). 

Education with strong religious themes was implemented as quickly as possible. so that the 

CathoIics could correct a i l  these concems, for they were French patriots as weil as teachers. 

Missionaries and assorted lay people under their conîrol would spend the next 150 years using 

various educational modalities in their attempts to "civilize" their Native students; very few of 

these would have any resemblance at aU to the way that Native people educated themselves in 

their own societies. From a chronologiçal view, many of these educational activities actuaily 

overlapped but they feu into four major groupings: education in the 

Native elite; the use of mission reservesl4; and, the implementation 

47 - 48). 

mission field; education of the 

of boaràing schwls (Jaenen, 

Educational efforts were iaitially taken to the people, rather than vice versa; this became what 

was known as "educathg in the mission field". The French set about achieving this by living 

and travelling with the Native tribes, but this wu not easy for them as newcomers. They found 

the living conditions difficult and there was a fundamental difference berween the way Native 

people related to their children (which was labelled "permissive" and 'hon-authoritarïan"). and 

how the religious folk related to them. Missionaries saw children as needing to be conuolied, 



discipluied and regimented; this was according to their particular interpretations of the Bible 

including, "Do not witbbold discipline from a child; if you punish him with the rod, he wiU not die. 

Punish him with the rod and Save his sou1 ffom death" (Proverbs 23: 14-15). Other pertinent 

scriptures include: "'Foliy is bound up in the hem of a child. but the rod of discipline wil l  drive it 

far from him" (Proverbs 22: 15, 23: 14-15}, and ''The Lord disciplines those he loves, as a fathet 

the son he delights in" (Prov. 3:12). These wrïtings demonstrate the vast chasm of difference 

between the two groups' interpretation of what constituted correct child-rearing practice. The 

missionaries had never before encountered a group who so highly valued their children, and they 

found rhis confusing. This educatiod swtegy therefore wu dwmed to faiime because the 

missionaries were not permitted to control the children who played such an integral part in tribal 

society; as well, the Native ad& were unwiUing to be either educated or converted because of 

the different ideals king purported - both religiously and academically. 

This pedagogicd saga ended in failure, as weil, because it was impossible to follow up on 

sequential instructionls which the Jesuits had corne to use to a greater degree. Because the 

mbes were migratory, gathering the beunties according to the various sëa~oas. the Jesuits could 

never be informed ahead of time about either the routes which would be taken or their expected 

time of arriva1 at any given spot. So they prepared to simply follow dong the way, texts and 

slates in hand, instructing at every pit stop in the jomey. The missionaries could never fmd 

their students on a regular basis, and when they did manage to locate and gather two or three in 

one spot, which was often by chance, it was tw frequently impossible to find their various places 

in the curriculum. To add to the inconvenience, the entire tribe was hindered by having the 

children receive lessons when it wished to eat, rest or pedorm other essential daily activities 

such as engaghg in spirimal communications with the Creator. It quickly became such a 'âodge- 

podge" of who was where in academic progression tbat the teachers became h t r a t e d  and this 

activity lost its impetus ('Wrong, 1939, 133). 



The next educational attempt was implemented in the hopes that the Native people would corne 

to evangelue amongst themselves. So the French Fathers proceeded to exaicate what was to 

become a Native eIite - those who showed the most promise -- and send them off to Quebec and 

even to France for finther refinement in the most highly esteemed environments possible, Many 

students did not survive this expriment, however. for they died from diseases. new to them. 

which they encountered in these foreip settings. T h o x  who did retum were caught between 

two worlds -- king neither completely Native in tradition, thought and spirituality, nor having 

been compietely francized (Thwaite.. 1959, 5, 107 - 13). So the concept of an "elite" was not 

fflified and this effort was abandoned for two reasons: b high costs (for the missions in France 

were far from wealthy), and the Iow survival rate of  the student participants. 

Mission reserves were the next educational system to be implemented. 'The reserve of the 

French regime was not a move to relocate Native peoples in order to make way for a white 

senlement J6". rather, 'Ue relocation consistexi of amacting mative] peoples with a view of 

francizing and holding them to- the Catholic religion and French allegiance . . . " (Jaenen. 53). 

Viewed initially as a place of inregration, reserves quicldy became places of segregation as non- 

Native religious instructors anempted to shelter Native people from pernicious outside French 

influence. They were hard put to combat the ciifferences between what they were teaching, Le-, 

the pureness of the Gospel and wbat the Native poople were seeing in French behaviour, 

particularly the reckless and licentious behaviour of some of the couriers des bois, whisky 

traders and fur agents who were incrraslligly becoming a p m  of everyday life. 

Reserve instruction mok the fom of day schooling and actually became a way of presewing 

Native culture because of the close cont;rct the students (both adults and children) had with each 

other. and because interaction was not permitted with non-Native people other than the 

missionaries. But the mission =serve system baclaired because the removal of Native people 

16 Malcing land available for aew sealas was nor aa issue in tbcse earlitr times of Con= 
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from their traditional communiaes had quickly fostered dependency on the European economy 

resulting again in high costs to the Jesuit order- As weU, this approach had a negative impact on 

the Native psyche - they became dispirited and demoralized for they were experiencing 

deculturalization and their own self-interpretatioa was rapidly becoming weakewd and 

disordered- 

Finally, the French used boardhg schools, which was an attempt to educate children in a totally- 

controlled environment, In 1639, the Recollets had formed such a school near Huronia (Hunt, 

1940,46) and in 1635. the Jesuits estabiished a coIIege near Quebec City (Saenen, 52). These 

were costly efforts with little resdts; Native parents were nanirally unwilling to part with their 

children who, in mm, sufFered h m  the separation. The foreign discipline and the complete 

disregard for their traditional modes of being educated (i.e., through play, storytelluig) was also 

difficult for them. This effort was eventually abandoned as hancial resources dwindled. 

It is important to note that the various Roman Catholic order% the Recoilets, Sulpicians, 

Capuc hins, Oblates, Spiritans, Ursulines, and -ksuits attributed the Native peoples' problems of 

francization to cultural reasons, not to intellectual ones (Thwaites, 16,179). This means that 

they at l e s t  recognized, if to no one else but themselves, the inteliigence of the Native people 

whom they were a t t e m p ~ g  to re-interpret. More than any other group at this tirne, the Jesuits 

served as excellent foot soldiers not only for God, but for their home country, France. They 

understood the importance of Native traditions such as what they saw as  superstition - 
including game-playing - and used it to m e r  their own causes. They were one of few groups 

historically who voiuntarily ieamed fluency in local Aboriginal ianguages but this was done to 

improve their own religious and education efforts (ParLman, 1927,300), as weU as, some say. to 

permit them to act as intermediaries and interpreters in the economic world (Hunt, 55, 153 n12) , 

not to help preserve traditional Aboriginal ways. 



The French began to realue that the Aboriginal cultures they encountered were strong aad we11- 

rooted and that the motive of Native interaction with them was to enjoy the good parts of it, such 

as to utilize some of the obviously superior technological advances which Contact with the 

French had brought them. However, these motives for interaction did not parallel the French 

motivations, so they set out to counter this situation in their own way while advancing their own 

aspirations. The French f d y  believed that the inferiority of the Native groups wouid bring forth 

the results they wanted and that Mth God on their side. they would surely succeed. 

3.2.2 mucatian d r  the B m  . : 1769- 1945 

After France lost the war to Britain on the Plains of Abraham, the Treaty of Paris17 was signed in 

1763 ceding the nonhem territories of the New World to the BritishW Now they were the ones 

with whom the Native people had to contend, this king particularly complex because of the 

Aboriginal perspective that these lands were no one else's but the Creator's and could not be 

handed back and forth according to the will or whim of any group of people. Ultimately, tbough, 

the British ignored these interpretations and traditions as much as the French did. They did not 

appear to learn from any of the French efforts, for they proceeded to mismanage Native relations, 

including those penaining to religion and education, and to repeat many of the same violations. 

The results were much more widespreaà, however, and at a greater detrimental cost to the Fust 

Peoples. For the British would be aided in their efforts by the vast number of Aboriginal people 

who were devastated by the dkase fiontiers; from 50% - 90% of the entire population was taken 

(Price, 1990, 85). 

The British had set up a system of monopoly companies, the largest being the Hudson Bay 

Company (H.B.C.), established in 1670. The ELB.C.'s main made was in furs and the Native 

people were usehi1 suppliers of this valuable commodity. The Company actively discourageci 

l7 ï he  question is s t ü l  asked in amtemarary times if tbis Treaty had îhe autbority to tüak  such a niüng. 

18 The British held power m tbc Atlantic fnirn 1713 uuwards tbmgh tbe Treaty of Ufrecht. 
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colonization in that it would interfere with their business. for settlers would certainly disrupt 

animal life patteras as weU as adding to administrative costri9 (Newman, 1886. 16). Not und 

1806 would the H.B.C. send for teachers from Britain as it began to accede to the demands of its 

Company officers who wished to have an education available for theu (Metis) children. Untii 

1806, the KBC.  had refused to acknowledge any educational responsibility towards the Native 

children in the huge territory known as Rupert's Land. However, the Napoleonic Wars in Europe 

were making worker recruitment to the New World difficult, so as an incentive, the H.B.C. offered 

tracts of land around the Red River area (present-day Winnipeg) to those who had served at 

least three years with them. Schools for the youngsters became an added induœment for those 

wishing to get on board with the H.B.C. during these years (Newman, 88 - 9 1). 

Thus began the momentmn for European settlement Two other factors were &O pressing on 

the H.B.C. to increase educational seNices in Rupert's Land: i. Protestant evangelicd voices 

wafting over from Britain, accusing the H.B.C. of not doing enough work towards soul-saving in 

the Native communities, and-ii. increasuig violence beweeb settiers and the Native people (for 

example. the "Massacre at ~ e & n  Oaks" in Manitoba - the H.B.C. had hoped for missionary 

presence to help conuol this incident). Yielding to these pressures, the H B C  began, by the 

18409s, doing more to support missionary work, its main activity king tbat of Native education. 

Many missionaries, particularly of Protestant iik, came fkom Ontario into the west Because of 

the lack of fonnal govemance within the huge tract of land now called the Nonh-West Territones, 

missionariededucators acted in many capacities and would have signincant impact on the way 

the West  was developed (Dichson, 1992,276). Some. like John McDougall, would act as 

transistors andor interpreters for the govemment, parricularly at Treaty time20. Some suggest 

19 The oniy exception m this was tbe anœnaly of tbe Red River Scttkamt which ICSUIted fn#n the effoats of al-t 
and philanthtopist Lord Selkirk in tbe years around 1812. Its location was tht amf luc~x of the Red and Assiniborne 
Rivers wbere modemday W i g  is now located 



that they acted as a buffer for the Native people between the govemment and the settiers (Dr. 

Kerr, Lecture, 1995) - this wodd appear to be mie if one looks at what became of the Beothuk in 

Newfoundland - they had no protective missionary voices on their side and were hunted for 

bounty to extinction21. Protestant missionaries shared a common educational phiiosophy with 

their French predecessors: they wanted to Christianize, educate and civilize, except that it 

would be according to British standards with their own interpretations of what was "correct" and 

to establish a society as it "should be". They were diligent in their other duties, too, even to the 

point of accepting none other than G d ' s  authorization to begin laying the foundations for what 

would shortïy become the Dominion of Con& which wodd saetch fiom the Atlantic to the 

Arctic to the Pacific, or from "sea to sea" (Psalm 72:8), 

Educationally, there was a shift away from &y schwls which were seen as ineffective because 

the children wouid r e m  home, only to be re-educated by theu "uncivilized" parents. New 

emphasis was then placed on indusaiai schooling, and then on residential or boaràing schools22- 

The question to examine at this point was: to what end were the Native people king educated? 

To s h v z  and thrive with immigration, and to secure a place in the newly-forming society? Or, 

to be removed as obstacles to immigration, Le., to be assimilateci? Levaque (1990) wouid Say 

that it was to survive the immigration proces, but others disagree- For at the same t h e ,  

despite the humanitarian impulses of some of the missionary educators, there was a govemment 

motive behind having missionaries act a s  assimilaîionist forces (Satzewich & Mahood, 1995, 

54). This was to make Native education fbncially feasible because the federal govemment was 

adamant about providing only some capital funding, while the mission would have to absorb day- 

to-day or operational costs. Missions only managed to do this by passing the labour aspect on to 

their students; this, nanirally, took away h m  their academic and tutoring tirne. 

21 This is not to imply <bp missimaries w a t  tbe only nrson fa the prevention of the annihrlarion of Native nations; 
it is plain, though, tbat tkir prcscact umai'buted to any lack of activity in this directioa. 

22 ïndustnal schoob were locared away fram remes, and bairrdnig schcK>ls were cioser to tbe rcserves for the 
younger chilàren @aman et al, 6). 



In 1884, the federal In& Act commined Native children under 16 yean of age to indusmal 

schools wirhour parental consent. By putting the force of government legislation behind the 

educational impetus, assimilationist policy was enhanced and non-Native education became " . . . 

cultural, spiritual and psychologicai genocide . . . " (Hampton, 1995, 7). Industrial schools were 

rneant to prepare Native children for Canadian society at the lower, manual-labour levels. These 

types of schools, though, were expensive to maintain, and as mentioneâ, the labour of the 

children was necessary to keep them operating. In many cases, this superseded the educational 

component, much to the detriment of the children and the &ety of their parents. For the Native 

parents, they kept up traditiona1 educational practices the best they conid, as they had corne to 

view the new education systems in a pragmatic light in that it would be advantageous to their 

chX1dren in having to adjust to a different society. 

The attitude of superionty portrayed by D.C. Scott, Deputy Superintendent General of Indian 

Affairs, seems to have been typical of the govemment of that tirne. As he acted for the fedenl 

Crown during Treaty negotiations, his voice and opinion was a powerfui one and it was under his 

authority chat the segregationisi policy of educating Native people to fit into their own reserve 

Iife, and not into that of general society, was initiated. One of his poems even spealrs about the 

differences between the non-Native and Native languages and reveais his cultural prejudice: 

. . . Joined with sonorous voweis in the noble Latin, 
Now are married Mth the long-drawn Ojibwaa, 
Uncouth and mounifui . . . (Momison, 1988,7) 

Despite centunes of educating for assimilation into British religion and tradition, complete with 

its miserable track record, Scott simply stoked the fire although this time it was with imperiaiistic 

British Victorian overtones. He expedited the meanhg of education and Rotestantism as king 

synonymous with overcoming Fust Nations traditions; at the same time he aimed to improve 

EuroCanadian chic hamony and he had bis contemporaies to help hirn dong in these goals. 

Because of high costs, boardkg and indutrial schools were eventuaily merged, becoming 



residential schools. In 1923, the Department of Indian Affaits (DIA.) officially abolished the 

category of indusuial schools. These forms of schooiing closely p d e l  those in the French 

period of colonial management. The last residential school closed as late as 1988, but this entire 

period of Native education created long-lasting ill-effecu on the Native people. Some even see 

the schools as having k e n  genocidal in both intent and nature. Statistics estimate that ody 

about one in six children attended these schools (Lascelles, 1992, 8); reality, however, shows 

that the psychological devastation this type of education created in these students was then 

extemalized so that the entire family and community keenly felt its negaave impacts (Haig- 

Brown, 1988,7 - 10)- 

There are those, however. who went through this type of schooling and Say they did benefit in 

some way. That evidence canwt be i gnod .  (nie of these is author Basil Johnston. and a 

particular passage of Indian School D q s  is particuiarly suiking: 

You can't iive the way your ancestors did; you have to organize your 
time. your work, if you're going to get uiywhere. You can no longer just 
move ii together and live as husband and wife; . . . you c m  no longer . . . 
you can no longer .. . you can no longer . . . Fmm now on, you must do 
things the civilüed way, the m o d ,  Christian way (1988. 128). 

The passage indicates that what was king taught was against the students' cultural noms, In 

spite of this, though. many who were thus educated have gone on to become their people's 

leaders and have articulated the culturai destruction fiom outside interpretations in foreign 

education systems. Without this education, would they have done so? This question is 

impossible to answer, and beyond the scope of this writhg. Overall, though, residential schmls 

led to cultural and individual aiienation and to the despair and family dysfunction commonly 

. la belled "Mission School Syndrome" (Haig-Brown, 26). 

La p- C w-w W u I I  

A new social consciousness in the mid- ro late 1940's finally caused changes in public attitude 

regarding Native-related problems. One cause of this shift came ftom the disproponionately high 
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number of Aboriginal people who enlisted in the War efforts even though they were not Canadian 

citizens. When these veterans retumed home, they found their reserve iives extremely 

resuicting and vastly unequal to that of other Canadians. Furthet, they re-d that at least one 

vital component of their heritage was king eroded by the govemment policy of transferring their 

traplines to non-Native trappers during the yean of their absence. They therefore consolidated 

thek concerns by launching a campaign which eventuaüy established the Joint Senate and House 

of Commons Cornmittee; this body investigated the Indian Act on an in-depth level unhiown 

since its inception, 

From subsequent Cornmittee discussions on education which were held during the years from 

1946 to 1948, and because of the known high costs of residential rhooling, the govemment 

moved to integrate ali Native children into reg* public provincially-funded c k o o m s .  Meant 

to be a diversion from overt assimilation, the Cornmittee initiaîed this action which was then 
. . 

implemented in 195123. By 1% 1, close to 10,000 youngsters were enrolled provincially and the 

number of post-Grade Six students had -double& In 1967, the Hawthom Report which endorsed 

integrahon and moved to end the support of denominational education, such as that implemented 

by the Oblates, was publishd This Repon also ariiculated the failure of al1 levels of 

govemment across the country in establishing effective practises towards fP1nUuig the 

educational goals of Aboriginal people and identifîed the First Peopies not only as Canadian 

citizens, but as Canadians plus. 

In 1969, the infamous "White Papeî' policy was released by Rime Minister Tndeau; it was 

meant to remove the special status of Native people as a way of making hem full and equal 

Canadian citizens. Not surprisingly, it was rejected by Native people throughout the country for 

it was seen as a dismissal of their treaty rights into the convenient and blissful misu of amnesia. 

The "Citizens Plus" report, more commonly known as the 'Tted Paper policy", was produced by 

This year saw ocha changes to ihe Indimi Act a weii. 
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the Alberta Indian Association as an official response. A short t he  later, the National Indian 

Brotherhood24 published a report called "Indian Control of Indian Education". The latter 

landmark document was accepted into policy in 1972. It identified and addressed two key points: 

that Native people should have local control of their own education, and tbat Native parents are 

both responsible for, and have the right to determine the education of their own children. The 

latter conciusion is appalling in that it reveals that Native parents had not k e n  sharing this 

seemingly fundamentai right with the rest of Canadian parents. 

During these yean, too, many Native educators and parents were seing the advamages of 

having their own separate school systems. This was not a new sentiment; Diclrason (1997, 313) 

States: 

. . - such voices had been raised since late in the 19th cenhuy- One of 
these was that of Anglican missionary-educator Edward F. Wilson 
(1844 - 1915); why, he adced. should Ametindians be denied 
independent communities? 'Wodd it not 'be pleasanter, and even safer 
for us, to have living in o u .  midst a contented well-to-do, self- 
respec~g,  thriving çommunity of Indians, rather than a set of 
dependent, dissatisfied, Calfeducated and haLf-hglkized paupers?' 
Threequaners .of a century later, Jacques Rousseau (1905 - 70). raised 
a sirnilar point in Quebec when he argues agaùist m g  to transfonn 
Inuit into French Canadians. 

The number of schools king operated within native communities reflected some positive 

changes; by 1985,450 of the 577 First Nations bands in Canada were in conuol of their own 

education to some degree (313). Roblems had been constant with the Department of Indian 

Affairs and Northem Development (DIAND) which purported to support these schools but which 

in reality did not adjust its funding policy even to match the levels in other provincially-nui 

schools. There are still problems, such as the reticence of the federal government to m f e r  

educational authority to a band level and the emerging provincial-federaî jurisdictional stand-offs. 

One solution has been special agreements; these, however, are often the exception, not the d e .  

24 This was later to k a m e  the Assembly of Fint Natians (AIN..). 
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A breakrhrough for Aboriginal people on a national sale occuned with the re1ease of the five- 

volume report from the Royal Commission on Aboriginal Peoples (RCAP). This fact-hdhg 

mission originated with a promise made by then Rime Minister Mulroney when he was faced 

with the increasing threat of the demise of the proposed constitutional changes in the Meech 

Lake Accord of 1990. fts mandate is as follows: 

The Commission of Inquiry should investigate the evolution of the 
relationship among Abonginal peoples, the Canadian govemment, and 
Canadian society as a whole. It should propose specinc solutions, 
rooted in domestic and international experience, to the problems which 
have plagued those relationships and which confkont Aboriginal peoples 
today. The Commission should examine all issues which it deems to be 
relevant to any or a l l  of the Aboriginal peoples of Canada . . . 
(Rem, 1, 2)- 

While Royal C o d i o m  cannot r n b  laws, they can inform and make recommendations based 

on their fmdings; this Commission conducted nearly 100 intensive face-to-face meetings with 

Abonginal people between the years 1991 and 1995. The resulting 1996 report f o n d  that, in 

reference to the Abonginal people, the EuroCanadian society "sought to obliterate thei. cultural 

. . . institutions" and that the pmcess of how this hap.pened "is not a history of which most 

Canadians are. aware" (1, xxiv, xxv). It achowledges that the exclusion of the Fint Peoples' 

participation in the maluigs of national institutions such as education did not benefit either the 

Aboriginal peoples or the EuroCanadians. It therefore made an overall recommendation to the 

federal govemment that aii upcoming policy adhere saictly to an ovemding principle of 

participation that includes the First Peoples. Tbere were, as well, other areas of Native Me that 

the Commission pursueci, and these include historicavheritage interpretation, cultural identity and 

self-expression, and inter-cultural relationships. 

There were many specïfic recommendations made by RCAP regarding education, and these 

include: 

a prompt to aii leveis of governent to acknowledge thpt education is core to tbe goal of 

Aboriginal self-government and to CO-operate with Aboriginal education authorities; 



to establish comprehensive educational strategies in Aboriginal cornmuniries that include 

Aboriginal appoiuments to boards of govemors and Aboriginal councils as institutionai 

advisors; 

to implement Ianguage instruction to help retain Aboriginal worldviews; 

to ensure cross-culturai sensitivity trainhg for non-Native faculty and staff; 

to develop appropnate and culnuaUy-relevant curricuium at ail levels of formal education; 

to implement or enhance Abonginai studies and programs in regular offerings and to 

recmit quaiEed Aboriginal facdty; 

to increase teacher-training for effective curricuim delivery and for positive role-mode1 

motives; 

to Iadder between non- and Aboriginal programs, includïng program or f ru l ty  admission 

policies that encourage access by Aboriginal appiicants; 

to implement effective early childh00d education s e ~ c e s ;  

to encourage Aboriginal parental control and involvement in grade-school settings; 

to help empower youth thraugh support prognms, sports and recreational aaining, 

smdent exchange systems, kaàership skills development and heahg  programs that are 

specially designed for them; 

to promore educational achievement for those adults who did not complete secondary 

SC hooling; 

to de-institutionalize older Aboriginal adults who experienced residential r h o o h g ;  and, 

to provide adequate hindiag for rquired aaining needs, part of which can be accomplished 

by the federal govemment's fulfilling its treaty obligations to the First Nations and 

through sholarship funding (3,434 - 584). 

These suggestions, gleaned nom a thorough consultative process, address Aboriginal education 

issues from the stages of early chüdhood to the elderly. It is clear nom these conclusions that 

human resources development is a prionty for the overall Native community, and that there is 



finally recognition from the higher govemment levels that education is one sure way of effecting 

positive changes in the lifestyle of Abonginal people. Arising directly fkom the RCAP 

documentation is the 1998 federal govemment policy called Gathering Strength which specificaily 

c d s  for building appropriate partnerships between non- and Aboriginal people. One of its main 

ways of accomplishing this is "a public education campa@ to iacrease the understanding of ai i  

Canadians about Aboriginal culture and history" (Stewart, Public Address, 1998). 

These recent developments reflect that, as the twenty-first century begins, it is a thne of seif- 

dennition, self-determination and potentiai fornent It is a goai for Native educaton to look with 

hope on present-day efforts whiie still remembering what happened in the past And, despite " 

. . . the unsystematic and haphazard way in which local conml of Indian education has been 

implemented . . . " (Mabindisa, 1989, log), it seems apparent bat  aftet yeats of overt and covert 

assimilationist tactics, Native education and therefore Native culture will evenhmlly achieve its 

place in Canadian culture, Though there may bave been almistic humanitarian motives behind 

some of those involved in the history of Native education in Canada, their effort was combined 

with suong Eurocentric notions of the superionty of their own culairesi Tbese now are the &ys 

that al1 Canadians must realize that Aboriginal people need to formulate provisions that respond 

to their own distinctive educational needs in their own unique circumstaaces, and that work in 

this area is already beginning- 



Aboriginal people were presented by imposed colonial-inspireci education systems in many 

pejorative images that were manifested to the rest of the world- Because of the injurious effect of 

this type of education and its resulting misrepresentation on the First Peoples as a whole, 

changes, partXcularIy in the post-World War II era, inchde a dramatic increase in Native 

restoration of their own educational systems, although in a very Merent environment. Native 

people, however, have always valued education for their friture generations, Effective education, 

according to one source, ' look in two directions at the same the:  to the future for which it must 

equip the student; and to the past whose ueasures it must presewe and make accessible" 

(RCAP, 4, 237). This seems to parallel the thoughts of Native leaders about education during 

the past centuries and including the present the :  that unless an education provides teaching on 

how to survive in the present and that udess it uses irs p s t  and heritage in this process, it is 

Little better than dead. 

Because the motive ~f most teachers had been to civilize and assimilate their Native students 

into positions of no more than. the lower .echelons of C-dian society, the results over the 

centuries have been devastating to Native communities (Goddard, 1993, 163). These intentions, 

though, were founded on obviously biased and therefore very erroneous interpretations of the 

Fnst Peoples and their culnues. The effects of this cycle, of which there are s u  repercussions 

to this day, were so powemù that the pprsdigm quickly developed that "common knowledge" 

dictated that oniy Europeans (and later, the EuroCanadiailc) would ever be in a position of 

teaching Native students, even in the area of their own bistory and the understandings of their 

own cultural heritage. The concept that Abonginal people could teach or educate other Aboriginal 

people was unthinlable. This is only one giaring and negative example which can arise fkom 

what is essentiaiiy the exploitation by outsiders when they place themselves in a position to 

interpret and present another grmp of people to the na of the world- 



From very early times, Native people had been skepticd of European-based education systems 

because of their own views about the purpose of education. For example. as early as 1784, the 

Chief of the Iroquois Confedaacy was offered the gift of having six of his sons educated at 

Williamsburg, a highly-pesttigious educational facility in the EuroAmencan society, and his reply 

was: 

We are convinced . . . that you mean to do us good by your proposal and 
thank you heartily, but you, who are Mse, must know that different 
nations have difEerent conceptions of things; and you will not therefore 
take it amis  if out ideas of this kind of education happened not to be 
the same with y m .  W e  have had some expenence of it; severaI of 
our young people were fonnerly brought up at the colleges of the 
northem provinces; they were instructed in a l l  your sciences; but, when 
they came back to us, they were bad m e r s ,  ignorant of every means 
of living in the woods, tmable to bear either cold or hunger, h e w  neither 
how to build a cabin, take a deer, nor kill an enemy, spoke Our language 
imperfectly, were therefore neither fit for hunters, warriors, nor 
counsellors; they were totally good for nothîng (Danieis, 148). 

This passage shows that Native .people valued an education which prepared them to take an 

active and constructive part in their societies. Most of this is now commonly referred to as 

"traditional knowledge'" and is based OII relationslips pmongst aii living things including with 

other humans, and with the naturai environment. Transmitting this knowledge was accomplished 

in every-day living situations through the aibal culture (Sheridan & Parezo, 1996, xxvi); the 

teachers were parents. other adula. and of most importance, the elders. This powemil system, 

educational in nature, was almost demyed by colonization although its remnants have been 

preserved mostly through the oral means which was predominant in Aboriginal knowledge 

aansmission. ThanLfully, it is now experiencing a renaissance, for iu long-standing value is 

k ing  recovered and recent expressions from Native leaders include the following simila? 

sentiments: 

Education is a life-long continuum ... a holistic process. 



Elders need to be involved in our schools to reconnect us with who we arel. 

Technology must change but the basic prhciples must not 

We need to provide our children with a "worldview of who we are" and teaçh them our 

philosophies in relation to "spirituality and our traditions". 

In the pst, we had no curriculum documenting out own histories. geography or beliefs. 

We became isolated in our own country. The de-colonization of our miuds will ensure the 

hiture of our children and their childree This means . . . language, culmral beliefs and 

traditions; without these. our children will be disadvantaged wherever they will be. 

Undertake lobby efforts and establish political alliances to protect and advance First 

nations education efforts. 

Define what treaty right to education is- 

Develop an Education Act to reflect First Nations' aspirations and set minimum 

education standards- Translate this Education Act into our Aboriginal languages. 

(AFN Conference Report, 19%, 8 - 13). 

The overall and r e c d g  theme in al l  these comments is t h t  Native comrnunity leaders see a 

solution to their historic U s  as king based on education for Native people by Native people. 

They see the sigpificance of having the means and resources for self-interpretation which would 

thereby become the foundation of this type of education: 'We need to overcome Our oppressive 

history. Our studenn need to have duir own ihntity and i&a about their heritage . . . we have 

our own homeland, education and hismry ( 1 1 )  (Emphasis mine). 

The attempu at educating Native people by both the French and English colonial powers were 

abject failures because the underlying foundation of th& interpretation was itself drastically 

flawed. There has been no greater success by later govenunent efforts since World War II 

1 lhisisavital~~lrceptbcapseas~didwiitycmctges~asepreofsdtibs<isbocbc~a~~crndaccepfable~ 
oneseif and to the rest of society. Failme in this area results in con€used individuais w b  may withdraw mto 
themselves or who are so much a p m  of tbt crowd that tbey canmot fPnctioQ effactivciy on an Uviduaï kvci 
(SanPOCk 1992.50). 



either, and for the same reason. Instead of encouraging Aboriginal people to enhance their own 

lives by self-interpretation within their own homes to their own families and in their own wider 

communities, education in ali a ~ a s  served ody to rnargiaalue them M e r .  Selfexpression 

within the fiamework of positive self-interpretation strengthens a people's communal self- 

concept and identity as signincant people.; this would have prepared Aboriginal people for 

greater and more meaninghil participation in the general Canadian society, but history shows that 

this did not happen, 

There were many serious violations made by nomNative teachers who based their educational 

philosophies on their own interpretations of their smdents' lives. The foiiowing Iist is 

incomplete, but it consists of some of the more significant of these for they have become major 

issues that Native educators now need to address in an attempt to eradicate or minimalize the 

destructive effects from that outdated edurational system: 

the imposeclgoals were not pure in spirit; they were meant to convert, civiiize and 

assrnate students into the standards of the aew and growing European-based society and were 

motivated by the educators' own ambitions, schemes and aspirations, either on personal or 

nationalistic levels ; 

while some of the the famiiiar leamhg modaïities were used (e-g., rote memory training 

which was common in the Iroquoian Confederacy), it was to a foreign end, that determined by the 

teachers who were total strangers to the Aboriginal cultures; 

uivialization of traditional mudes of leaniing, e-g-, storytelling was reduced to an idle 

pastirne, used in passing time with siUy nonsense tales; legends (what were once solid 

rneaningfui descriptions of what had been detennined worthy of leaming) were reduced to 

fantasy, myth and fabrication. becoming meaningless, shallow and vacant and devoid of their 



original intent; 

there was no emphasis on developing the total human being - those concepts which 

comprised the backbone of traditional Aboriginal heritage: the intellectuaYmental, physical, 

spiritual and emotional facets of al l  persons; rather, an outside spirituality became a significant 

focus for teachings and mostly, other aspects were simply ignored because they were not 

understood; 

a religious uidocainatïon conquently reigned supreme; the spuiniaI beliefs of the Naave 

people were openly denounced and Native students were forced either to practise their own 

religious traditions in secret, or submit to strict puaishment; 

intemalued racism and teaching to hate one's own self, language and culture; for 

example, The Book of Mormon is quoted, ". . . afw they [the Native people] had dwindled in 

unbelief, they became a dark, and loathsome, and a flthy people, fidl of idleness and all manner of 

abominations"; when Native people accept Mormcnism, however, " . . . many generations shail 

not pass away among them, Save they shall be a white and delightsorne people"; this means that 

accepting Mormonism means tuming white which equates to king good and godly; 

a cultural clashes resuited - the cultures of the teachers and those of the students were 

incompatible and probably could not mix (Mander, 220); outside interpretation rarely took the 

cultural differences into account - a simple but destructive "solution" was to impose or "buil- 

doze" as much of the European culture as possible onto the Native students who were expected 

to accept hem blindly and willingly; 

education was expected to happen within set time and location parameters - this ran 

contrary to the students' intemal workings; the dock and the calendar in the European system 



determined the hours of the day and the days of the week when education should occur; it was 

not according to the pattern foilowed for aeons by the indigenous peoples and was dichotomous to 

the belief that e d u c a ~ g  should occur at any thne or place or within any conrext; 

education separated lemers by their ages; this intempted and sometimes destroyed the 

inrergenerational approach of Aboriginal peda- and andragogy - where anyone of any age could 

l e m  and teach; 

the forcible removal of cmdren h m  their parents' homes and lives diminished the 

youngsters' desire and abilities to participate in the overall Canadian society; as weU. it served 

to hculcate them .with Eurocanadian religious, economic, personal and societal values at the 

expense of retaining and cherishing their own cultural and hentage-based ideals; 

introducing competitiveness into the school setting - it was encouraged and winning was 

rewarded; these principles were anathema to the intemally ceoperative and collectively-oriented 

mechanisms of Native society; 

the o v e d  ethnocentric notion of European superiority and Native inferiority was a 

dominant theme throughout and ingrained within aii cumcula; 

irrelevant curriculum pro"ded for a mechanical and liberal foundation for Native students 

[see Appendix 1, page 125, for a sample of the fkancizational approach to pedagogy] - this 

proved almost useless to the students when they graduated; those who were diligent and 

fmished often had forgotten their own lanpages and ways; they came to be viewed as strangers 

by their own blood relatives and often died in either mental or physical isolation; 

and, lastly, but one of the most important, 



the almost total lack of Native teachers for Native students, and the continuing reality 

that most Aboriginal students will spend the majonty of their rhooling tirne king taught by non- 

Native teachers @CAP, 3, 498). 

Teachers are essential to any educational system for they axe the medium through which 

students can most readily learn to incorporate previously-unhiown information into their own 

knowledge base - although there is common recognition that some material is self-taught, or 

self-incorporated (Lefiancois, 1994, 11). In Aboriginal societies, teachers held a highly- 

esteemed and honourable place in society but there are still tm few Native teachers now, and 

the profession itself is not seen as a particularly prestigious one in Canadian society. In recent 

times, because of a severe lack of employment and other types of career-related opportunities, 

growing numbers of First Nations people are migrathg into &an centres and the number of 

Aboriginal students in these areas is increashg. The need is p a t e r  now thm ever for an 

educational system that conforms to their cultural values and perspectives; one immediate way 

to start accornplishing rhis is by increasing the number of Aboriginal teacben in the school 

system. 

Ever since the document 'Indian Convol of Indian Educarion" was published2 in 1972, signif~cant 

but slow saides have been made in the field of Native education. The initial govemment 

response was to begin tramferring the administration of educational fiinding to the d a e n n t  

reserve comrnunities; this has also b e n  according to the wishes of Native leaders who have 

k e n  encouraghg Native bands to take over as mucb contra1 in this area as possible although the 

area of hancing for educational puposes is only one of many in which to be taking wntrol. 

RCAP describes the importance of Aboriginal teachers in the overail prwess of making positive 

changes for Aboriginal students in the school system: 

2 This was published by the Naticmai indian B m î b h m d  (NïB) w h î h  is naw hcmm as tbe Asscmbly of Fmt NStiotls 
(Am). 



It has been recognized for decades that havUIg Ahriginal teachers in 
the classroom represenn îhe first lino of chunge ih the education of 
Aboriginal chiIdren and youah- The Hawthom Report of 1966 talked 
about the importance of Abonginai teachers and non-Aboriginal 
teachen with cross-cultural sensitivity. The Ûaining of Aboriginal 
teachers has ken  a top priority for Abripinal people since the 1960's 
when they began to lobby for programs that would bring Aboriginal 
teachers into the classroom (3, 490 - 1) (Emphasis mine). 

Even though progress in this direftion is on the upswing, it is still far behind that of non- 

Abonginal Canadians. The following information (Figure 1) was derived from the Statistics 

Canada 1991 Aboriginal Peoples Survey: 

Another 24,000 more Aboriginal teachers have to be hired in the Merent rhool systems in order 

to equalize the two ratios. This is about 3 times as many Aboriginal teaching profession& as 

there are now, and at the rate of about 3.600 new Aborigiaal teachers per decade (which has 

k e n  the rate for the decade between 1981 and 1991)3 , it wiU take over 65 years to catch up to 

the non-Aboriginal Canadian average. Encouragingly, though. it may not take that long, for 

among Aboriginal women attendhg post-secondary education, 22% enter into the field of 

3 K. Ken, Sig-, JP. Botdeau, "CaWa's Abangioal RymUm, 1981 - 1991". mearc& gady pcprred for RCAP, 
1995, States that m 1981 about 4,490 Abmi- people wtxe tcpl.amg a d  in rtlated prof- and that in 1991, tbe 

Aboriginal 

non- Aboriginal 

, 

Nurnber of 

Sc hoolc hildren*" 

148,135 

3,637,150 

w 

Number of 

Teachers* 

8,075 

612,415 

Ratio of Teachers 

to Schoolchildren 

1:18 

1:6 



Education, the single most popular field of those itemized4 - among Aboriginal men, the statistic 

is fairly low - 12% mid-range in those itemizeds. There are now about 34 Aboriginal teacher 

education programs in Canada, and these began in the mid- 1960's (3.49 1). 

The majority of Native studenu, however, are still not instructed by Aboriginal teachers; this is 

apparent in elementary schoots. But the situation is afute at the secondary schooling stage 

because most Abonginal teachers have been trained for teaching at the elementary levels. 

Nearly 40% of resewe youngsters &op out of school in the secondary years (LeClair & 

Assocîates, 1997). and an i n c d  Aboriginai teacher population in these grades would aimost 

certainly improve the student retention rate- Competent teachers are invalaable for fostering a 

one-on-one development of confidence and sense of accomplishment in their students; this leads 

directly to positive self-images and strong life skilis capabilities - strengths that are especially 

important in giving youth a fim gtomding that.wil1 last thek lifetimes. The Iack of Aboriginal 

teachers for these years also has an indirect negative affect on youngsters -- the powerfid but 

subtle innuence that role models play is simply not there. 

Because of the low Native-tacher-to-Native-student proportion, it is imperative that non- 

Aboriginal teachers prepare through professional development and cross-culhinl training to 

interact effectively in Abonginal environs and with Aboriginal students. Non-Native teachers, 

whether on- or off-reserves, o h  experience difficulty in teaching Aboriginal students; many of 

the problems they encounter originate from the reaction to the long and weil-documented history 

of mis-education within this group of people. It was not until the 1970's and '~O'S,  during the 

emergence of ethnography in the smdy of history, that much of this information had been 

uncovered - that the long-ierm and negative effects arising from hving ken exposed to different 



dysfunctiond educational systems bas had a cirastic and negative effect that continues right to 

this day (Erickson & Mohatt, in Spindler, ed-, 1982, 166 - 167)- At that same time, a 

consciousness in the educational community was emerging about the dynamics of teaching ethnic 

minorities, especially if the teacher was not a member of that group. 

Certain attitudes and mindsets are necessary for effective non-Native instructing of Native 

students. Mostly, this is because of the different prevailing culture, and culture plays too vital a 

role in any educational system to be ignored (Warren, in Spinder, eb,  1982, 383 - 384). Not 

acbnowledging that there is a dinerence, and especially not sensitizing oneself to it (perhaps 

because of not knowing how) leads to miscommunication between teacher and student and 

conaibutes to the high rate of academic failulle in many Aboriginal student bodies. Many other 

teachers do not even recognize the culniral differences, but simply subconsciously attribue the 

Native lifestyle variances which they encomteras a "backard" or 'tndeveloped" version of 

the dominant Western culture and one which, given enough time and education, wiiî progress to 

that level6. . - 

. - 

The generai problem area is that unrecognized and unaddressed cultural differences between 

those who teach and those king taught often affect such essential concepts as the smdents' 

self-image, self-concept, seif'teem, understanding of Nativehon-Native interaction, and 

eventually, chances of graduation - in a pejorative way. Any educator who sees education as 

non-culturai, particularly in an Aboriginal setting, is like the spouse of an alcoholic who &nies 

that alcoholism is affecthg life so greatly. Denial "works" because it takes the view that there 

is no problem- SpiIlovers from the very red pmblem, though, keep appearing and re-appearing, 

negatively permeating the atmosphere. There are some workable solutions to these problems, 

but fnst they have to be articulateci and meditated upon; they m l y  corne d y  to anyone. 

Additional information from the school itseif, networking with competent education professionals 

6 This is undoubtedly a carry-over of tbe olda ''social d u r  cuimral Dawinism" thaught 
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(not oniy instnictors), and participating in various workshops and conferences can be extremely 

valuable for those in a crossculhiral teaching and/or leaming situation- 

Within the last generation, Native people have been working hard to take back control of their 

own educational systems; the basis of these efforts is the concept of appropriate self- 

interpretation. Essentially, Aboriginal groops in Canada have been struggling to maintain their 

own cultural identities while still trying to fit in some constructive way into the dominant culture. 

The exertion for some form of signifîcant identity has become the driving force in the founding of 

seif-interpretation Mthin an effective educational system. These efforts are also in responr to 

mis- and non-interpretation7 which has shackled the Abonginai people into marginaIization within 

their own temtories, and they see that concrete procedures must be set in place to advance and 

guarantee their cultural seifexpressions as distinct peoples. While non-Native Canadians did 

benefit from the effects of Aboriginal misinterpretation, the day is long over when those with 

European-based values -- outsiders - should continue doiag this. It is apparent that it is now an 

absolute necessity for Native people themselves to provide their own interpretations, for 

heritage and its related concepts are very personal, and these are the places from which any 

people derive theu svength and identity. 



sz Realities of Native H-ve E m  

5.1 - f i p l i v e  

Contemporary Aboriginal tradition, of course, has changed over the, particularly since 1876 

when the federd Indiun Act was legislated The First Peoples have been persevering in the face 

of a new society which deliberately excluded them, but bey are more than simply swviviag. One 

of the greatest challenges is to emerge fkom the negative interpretation they bear as miaonties in 

a dominant culture, one which has been perpetuated for centmies. This obstacle is king  

overcome by a strengthening sense of identity which is E S ~ M ~  from taking oaaership and 

control of education. Progress is also talang place thmugh partnerships Mth non-Aboriginal 

institutioI1S/individuals. In the area of museology, the Task Force on Museums, a joint venture 

between the First Peoples and the Canadian Museums Association (C.M.A.), knew that the 

process of change towards Aboriginal self-interpretation would not be easy. Then- President 

Flewweling of the C.M.A. stated that: 

It [the parnership] had its mots in controversy, protest and accusation. 
Out of this has grown a healthy dialogue and a remarkable report- Such 
success is due to the Task Force undertaking iü work based on the 
guiding principles of respect, friendship and understanding (Letter, 1992, 
Task Force Report). 

It is readily acknowledged by many that a CO-operative attitude is essential for success in this 

area, and that non-Aboriginal people, both those involved in heritage and its interpretation and 

the "average" Canadian. need to be educated about the European-based interpretaaons of 

Aboriginal peoples because these are so often taken for granted as 'Tact". How this cm be 

specificaiiy accomplished through education for non-Abonginal Canadians, however, is not within 

the scope of this writing. The following Abonginal self-interpretation program is proposed to help 

Aboriginal students understand their own very significant role in helping to change public 

attitude. First, Abonginal studenu need to see the necessity of increasing their Lnowledge 

about their own history and heritage More they can s u n  addrrsllng the causes of their negative 

image or complete absence in Canadian historical writings and presentation, The Mission 



Statement of the "Task Force Report on Museums and First Peoples" is k ing  adopted as part 

of the guiuiding principles in the courses that have been estabiished and chosen for this program. 

This statement reads: 

"to develop an ethical framework and strategies for Aboriginal Nations 
to represent their history and culture in concert with cultural 
institutions" (n. p.), 

Another prevailing motive of all curriculum and instruction is to build positive bridges of 

communication between the dominant culture and Abonginal peoples - not to hirther alienate 

each from the other- instructors will have to be screened for th& own individual teaching 

philosophies and abilities regarding this. For example, in the study of a heritage site, its history 

must be discussed from the perspectives of both the Europeaas and the Fi t  Peoples; 

ciifferences in motives will be acknowledged without neceuarily malgng judgment, although 

discussion wiil be initiated as to the long-tenn effects of actualized decisions. Students wiil be 

encouraged to conclude that repea~g  the mistakes of history will stiU incur disastrous results, 

even if several hundreds of years have passed- Creativity in thought towards a more informed ~. 
and understanding society will be advocated. - 

The reality that most Abonginai s ~ d e n t s  will be instructed by non-Native instructors is a 

pertinent issue which requires some discussion for so much in education is dependent not only on 

curriculum itself, but on its delivery. 

I i r P t r o e t M n m  . 

5.1,1.1 

The different needs including the distinct leaming styles of Native people1 have to be addressed 

if their education is to be properly and appropnately atablished (Wilson, 1997). Their implicit 

ways of ordering, perceiving and understanding nature and the universe bas not been weii lmown; 

1 These are infiwucd by tbe colanel pasaralicy of 8ny pmple. 
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when, historically, these things were reaked to the srnall extent that they were, they were not 

given validity or taken seriously except in terms of king  part of an "uncivilized" culture. Both 

the reaction to their culturai Merences and the differences themselves have tended to alienate 

Native students fkom the overall Canadian educational system. An innovative approach in both 

delivery and content of instructional materiai needs to be implemented in order for students to 

begin taking ownership of their education. Anytbing new musr include the development of 

culmaLly-relevant programs with appropriate accompanying materials (Leavitt, 1995. 126). 

As well as developing cumcula that refleftî the values and history of a culture, educators need to 

consider teaching strategies as they relate to leuning styles. Wholistic learning in which al1 

aspects of the individual are developed is not new among the Fint Peoples; it was an integral 

part of both teaching and socialization in pre- and early Contact times. It was a natural outcome 

of Living close to nature and accordhg to its cycles. This style of leaming directly contrasts with 

teaching approaches in Western societies- Instead of binh CO death2, 24-hours-a-day leaming. 

non-Native education is rheduled in highly specific circunistances - it is not a 'leam as you go" 

approach; rather, it is when entering a dwn>om. particuiarly the moment when insmictors start 

speaking, that students are expected to start leanring- In traditional Native contexts, every 

situation was a leaniing opportunity, and youngsters were expected to use these opportunities to 

the fullest. 

The goals of traditional Native education were different, too. Self-knowledge was primarily 

important; so was seeking an undentandhg about the aeative pmcesses of life, becoming more 

aware of and sensitive to the natural world, and bowing how to preserve it for as far into the 

future as the next seven generations. Students were expected to know about and take 

responsibility for their own roles in the social order of the community, and to be properly 

receptive to the spiritual aspects of the ePrrh and the entire body of living and non-living things. 



Skills were required to know how to listen, observe, speak and use one's physical senses to the 

fullest in meeting these goals (Kerr). While changes have occurred over the yean since Contact, 

vestiges of these teachingliearning styles are still found to some extent in most Abonginal 

communities. Non-Aboriginal teachers must reco- and address these issues in their Native 

student groups. 

Very few non-Aboriginal teachers coming into theu new jobs are ever propedy prepared either in 

a fomal or non-formal way for the part of their jobs that concems teaching Native students 

(Kirhess, 1997). Cross-cultural awareness training is not compulsory in most school boards, 

yet this is essential, particuiarly in areas liLe the Northwest Temtories and the Yukon where 

Aboriginal people constitute the majonty of the population and courses are attended by a 

predominantly Aboriginal snident body, or  even where the subject matter has a predominantly 

Abonginal theme. Assistance and direction regarding what is culturally-appropnate teaching 

matenal and funher, how to effectively present it to Abonginal students. are other areas which 

need to be communicated more to non-Aboriginal teache= (Wilson). As well, most school 

administrators in Aboriginal communities have oniy vague conceptions about the role they want 

teachers to play (other than the obvious one of teaching) in both inside and outside the school 

setting; as a resuit, many teachers la& the confidence to deci& how to fit in, or to know even if 

they should fit into Aboriginal community life. Many education graduates teach on reserves or 

Aboriginal communities as a fkst job because "it's the oniy job 1 can get" (itself showing a 

disparaging attitude about Native education systems); they have linle previous experience 

(except for mandatory practica) and the d e  they are about to piay is un, rarely discussed wirh 

porential employers. One of the worst scenarios for non-Native teachea is to let chance and 

circumstance develop theù place in reserve or Aboriginal commmity teaching. although in more 

urban senings such as a community college or miversity, Abonginai students are stiil tare 

enough that non-Aboriginal instructors simply overlook them. . At the lem, instructors in this 

case can encompass wht they do know about indigenou worldviews within theù cornent of 



expertise, or acknowledge that other worldviews do exkt that are just as valid as their own. 

Specifically, teachers can find strong but perhaps more weu-known examples within their subject 

areas and relate these to the class; in these situations, it may help buth them and their students 

if they articulate the recognition îhat perhaps their fidl understanding in these areas is 

incomplete. 

Culture shock is one of the first problems that confronts non-Native teachers in several different 

teaching contexts: when they start full-time work on reserve schools and are expected to Jive 

there, or in teaching ciasses with predominantly Abonginal students, or when, u s M y  at a 

community-college levei, they are hired pan-time to teah specinc classes in a Native community 

without having to live there. It may even pertain with single or smail groups of Native students 

and perhaps even in a reguiar classroom setting where Native students are a minority (which is 

very often the case). The resulMg reaction known as culture shock occurs when people nad 

themselves in an damiliar environment and carmot access the means to react appropriately to 

those new surroundings because of their outright fomignness (Hail, 1976, 56). AU people, 

including teachers, bring their previous life experiences with hem into any new vennire; some 

will be advantageous and some will not. Some individuals react to new settings with such 

apprehension that even tryïng to aàapt becornes diff id t  and debilita~g; this tends to d u c e  

normal communication ski& and strained relationships c m  easily develop. A uacher's culnue 

shock will be shared by his snident(s) who will then react in some way, so it is important that 

teachers be prepared to address this issue beforehand d e r  than atternpting to " h g  it" or will 

it away or deny it (which are common but ineffective ways of trying to cope). 

John Taylor, a non-Native teacher, dand to write on the mpic that many sïmply lack the courage 

to discuss, let alone acknowledge as being a d and tangible problem (in Batdste 8t Barman, 

eds., 1995, 224 - 241)- His observations about the processes and the content of Native 

studenu' thought paerns have been given Mde credibility in the Native community (Kirkness). 



In w r i ~ g  of his specific experiences on a reserve, Taylor noted in himseïf and observed in other 

teachers with whom he had close contact, the following four reactions to culture shock The 

principle in each can be taken out and applied in any of those teaching con- previously 

mentioned: 

1, g s c a  -- this means avoiding contact and involvement with the Native community; it can 

mean spending off-hours socinlizing with otber other nomNative teachers, or if the 

reserve is close to a major city-cenîre, consciously and deliberately spending time and 

visîting fiends and family there, rather than making any concerted efforts at maiting new 

friends on the reserve 

This is the most common coping mechanism in attempting to deal with culture shock It is doing 

things which most closely resemble those things from "back homeTT and while, in thernselves, 

are not objectionable, nor should they necessarily be abandoned quaiity time should be spent in 

getting to imow the community and fhding sociplly compatible ways of fitting in. 

S. 

LL confrontation- fighting against Native culture andfor willing oneseIf to succeed in spite of 

it; this results when non-Native teachers h a s t  on maintaining their ethnocentrism and 

includes propping up the notion, in any number of ways, of the superionty of their culture 

over the other. of adhering to the outside European-based interpretations of Abonginal 

culture 

This is doing things which maintain and c o n b n  the familia. reaîity of the way things were before 

king on the reserve or by simply ignoring the cuihue of Native students. Complaining and 

criticizing in conversation with other nomNative teachers is a common expression of this, for it 

reiterates by constant articulation, one's own noms and conventions- It also serves to c o n f m  

superiority and dominance in an obviously imperfect comxnunïty. 

... 
m. encaasulation - this is creatïng a 'kulture bubbk", a simulation which attempts to bring 



back what is "ordlliary and naturai"; it often welcomes other nonoNative teachers for they 

are a part of "how things should be"; it serves to Save mental energy and reduce stress, 

especially in getting to know people across what seems like an unfathomable culturai 

chasm 

Encapsdation conFirms to oneseif and the group of its power to recreate home; it is a haven of old 

cornforts (again, these things are not undesirable in themselves - it is the way in which they are 

used, as  a front against the community, which is undesirable). Taylor describes a common 

reaction from Native community members to those who encapsulate themselves: they are 

deliberately rude and nasty to them, but in the bng nin, they do stop this behaviour. Sometimes 

these interactions actually end up eventually being a form of fkiendship - it is as if the newcomer 

has to be initiated and p a s  a test Taylor gives advice to those who encounter this kind of 

rreaanent: have no fear and do not take it personally; just be SUE not to avoid or ignore it - or it 

may escaiate beyond everyone's cornfort level. Be brave, and expend energy in m g  to 

understand why others do these things and above all, do not piace biame. 

. 

iv. -tioa - meaning to "fit together", this is the most useful of the four, and involves 

making a conscious effort to taLe a constructive part in Abonginal life, but realizing that 

one cannot, nor should wish to, become Native oneself (tbis can happen in extreme 

situations); of al l  these reactions, this is the only one which is done fully consciously and 

is an atternpt to cope with a new situation about which the teacher is aware he knows 

very little. 

Integration is a positive endeavour towards becoming involveci in the community Me, of talcing 

time to begin learning about the history of the resewe and the heritage of its people. This tends 

to strengthen one's own cultural identity because while learning about the others', conscious or 

subconscious cornparisons with one's own is always taking place - the colonialist mentality did 

this to an extrernely negative end, but instructors must remember that this can be a very positive 

mental exercise because it probes the intricacies of the concept of worldview. It may be -cuit 



for new teachers in new environments for it requires mach effort, but its outcome is mostly 

always positive so it is well worth the effon Integration does not always rely on other non- 

Native people for stability and a sense of place, so it c m  dennitely be accomplished on one's 

own. 

In the context of an urban classroom, instructors cm enhance communication, bridge cross- 

cultural barriers and effectively react to cuiture shock by king prepared to teach their Aboriginal 

students who see themselves as Aboriginal people 6rst and foremost, and then secondly, as 

their smdents. Some teachea shply  ignore tbis issue entirely for a variety reasom: Iack of 

understanding usually stemming from ethnocenaism; a displaceci feeling of defensiveness; a view 

of "confrontation" and of king too "personal" and therefore not relating to their jobs; inability to 

pnorize this as being important; an attitude that "it's way over there, and I'm way over here" 

(denial); and because of simply not caring. Whde the solutions to these conmdnims are not 

simple, for they are often deep-rooted in the individual, instructors can go far by nonetheless 

achowledging the realities of these problems, and determining how solutions can creatively and 

effectively compliment their own individual teaching style whiie at the the remaining optimistic 

and expecting positive results. 

Taylor States that when nomNative teachers go into reserve schwls, they must at least be 

aware that many things WU be quite dinerent, that their 'honns*' will probably be challengeci in 

some way, and that having at  least these preparatory thoughts will help (226). In a non-resenre 

setting, Aboriginal students often challenge expressed ideas. but do not verbal* these thoughts 

except to their Aboriginal peers, and there are different teasons for this. They understand that 

their non-Aboriginal peea' have diffezent perspectives which probably parailel those of the 

instructor, and because they kmw h m  experience that many teachers react differently to them 

than their non-Aboriginal counterparts. These reactions are impediments to communication and 

can cause students to close up and become non-communicative - which is often seen by the 



student as a better aitemative than haWig to just* responses or comments. Teachers, though, 

should be aware that natural shyness can cause non-participation, and not push any of their 

students into verbal feedback, panicularly when all  other classrnates aze non-Aboriginal. Taylor 

rnakes some very useful suggestions for non-Native teachers, particularly if they are 

experiencing any degree of culture shock3- They are included below, +nd although they 

particularly refer to a reserve school setting, the underlyhg principle is applicable to any urban 

post-secondary. school: 

for Non-Native 

The Native educational commdty, including Native students, have to get to know 
non-Native teachers, at least in their own institution so that two-way trust, which is 
essential for effective teaching, can begin to be developed. Trust is the basis for the most 
successful human relationships, regardless of their depth. It may be surprishg to non- 
Native insiructors to discover how quickly a positive reputation in the Native education 
community can spread; often such teachea find more and more Aboriginal students in their 
classrooms and this is simply because of word-of-mouth "advertking" because these 
students can relate to and therefore leam more quickly and e d y  irom culnirally-sensitive 
and -carhg teachers. 

Non-Native teachers must be aware of cultural ciifferences and try to enter into 
discussions with Native students with an open mind and an attitude of acceptance - this 
is the road to positive involvement in the Aboriginal education community. 

Most non-Native teachers relate to, and are familiar with low-context communication 
patterns (that is, having a high amount of verbal content); therefore they oiten experience 
teaching difficulties when aying to relate to high-context communication patterns (where 
much information is implicit and uiispoken), such as  those found in Native cultures. 

Students who reach out should never be denieci by theu teachers; old boundaries of 
teachedstudent relationships will often not apply in teaching Native students. 

It is vitally important to h d  culturaUy-appropriate teaching materials because this 
strengthens studentlteacher relationships; students do understand when their teachers 
are at lest  attempting to teach them according to their noms. Insnirtor~ should also be 
aware of presentations on a course-length basis - that Native people are presented in 



many different scenarios that include successful ones4. 

Teachers must decide to take a specific personal stance on alcohol consumption when 
. they go to reserve communities and to be prepared to act as a role mode1 in this area, even 

if it means readjusting their normal drinking habits 'Ihis point probably wïii not affkct 
instructors in an urban setting. 

Non-Native teachers should constantly analyze and re-evaluate their perceptions 
about their roles as teachers of Native students, preferably with supervisors, school 
administrators or coîïeagues who have more experience than bey do. This cm be 
approached academically or culturaUy, whichever makes the teacher more comfortable in 
expressing his thoughts, queries or comments. In a reserve school, administrators should 
help non-Native teachers feel free to speak about how they can best adjust to their new 
environments; those teachers can then make full use of such oppoRunities. 

Non-Native teafhers should inform themselves and participate in as many workshops 
as feasible about Native history and traditions and about how these relate to their 
particular subject maaer so they c m  be &tic about possible changes in their future 
teaching style, and so fit into new educational studentkac her relationships more 
effectively and easily. 

5,1,1,2 

There is no magic fomuia or recipe for teaching Native students. There are misconceptions and 

misunderstandùigs, but a basic principle is that good teaching practice is essential; caring and 

sensitive teachers do frnd positive ways of dealing with students as individuals- The subject of 

how communication takes place between Native and non-Native groups is a vital and interesthg 

one, and constantly affects the student-teacher interaction. 

It is considered to be more difficdt to adjust to a high context (WC) culture if one is coming from a 

low context (LC) one, than vice versa (Taylor, 233). A major difference between the two is that 

One example is that, in a rcccat rmiversity dass Qmînate kvcl), vide0 clippings wexe shown thnnighout the year 
long course. In oniy one secring did Native peopk appcsir - in a diScussicm about an urban skidiow social poblem m 
which, needless to say, aloobolisn and dnig abuse were nmppat. By tbe end of the year, it was piah tbat tbere was no 
other showing of Native people in business, politicai or otba succeJsfPl social satings. Oniy those Shudents. usually 
Aboriginal m origin, would notiœ tbis very obviops ooüssiinn- canprrbcad its üana&m impwt on non- and 
Native saxientheacher relations, aad bow this typifk and iiegatively reinfixas tbt gcnaal raiipnian -aide mwaràs 
its indigenous people. 



HC cultures are communicated not so much through conversation as through nuances and other 

implicit coding expressions. The exact opposite is mie of LC cultures which are highly dependent 

on explicit verbal articulation; in these culaires, conversation is the primary form of 

communication- Inevitably, non-Native (Euro- or E d a n a d i a n )  teachers, coming h m  a LC 

culture, experience iasmictional difnculties. For example, they often cornplain that Aboriginal 

students give one-word or one-line answers, when the "correct" answer is multi-phrased and 

multi-lùied. The student in this situation is ofkn hard put to be so detaïlecl, and constantly 

havhg to be so in order to get p d  grades is seen by Abonginal students as tedious and a 

needless expense of time and effoh 

As well, when teachers use questiooing as an instructional technique, it is oftea interpreted as a 

sign by Native students that the tacher does not know the answer and so he is asking the 

question. The styles of interaction are vastly different, too, between the two contenuai groups. 

Native students often see their non-Native teachers and feUow classrnates as being excessively 

htemiptive and spealjng too loudly and quickly; these are-considered mde in an HC culturie but 

are nonnal conversational interaction in the dominant Canadian society (Hall, 34 - 38). Usually 

the way teachers find out about these thoughts, personal though they may be, is by implemenàng 

journal-writing for their students. Armed with this type of information, teachers can then adjust 

their own teaching styles to make them more compatible with the leaming styles of their 

students. The goals and objectives journal-writing. however, should be discussed with students 

as some have strong adverse feelings about this particular exercise; i a s ~ ~ c t o r s  cm Liod options 

for these snidents. although if the goal is to improve snulents' written English. it would perhaps 

be best to retain it. 

Another problem is that the correctly-worded, strongly-stated and sometimes lengthy arguments 

of a non-Native student andor professional is oftcn seen as the suitable solution to the problem 

king discussed This is most easily seen in mixed classroom dynamics where non-Native 



studenu tend to be more verbose, more opinionated and generally more confident in expressing 

themselves, for they are used to being asked as dominant society members for their thoughts and 

opinions. Comparatively, it is rare for Native students to be asked the same thing. What is 

really happening hem is that those with the essentiab voice are king rewarded, wbereas for 

Native students, the aspect of not haviag the '6essentdkt voiceT' is simply another thing with 

which to have to contend and generally reinforces verbal non-participation. Native people, then, 

tend to state their positions simply and with what outsiders would consider hadequate 

explanations. The realities of HC and LC cultures differ vastly and unless both sides understand 

some of the underlying characteristics of the other, miscommunication is iikeiy to occur. 

ïhe foilowing strategies will help in some of the more common concems that are expresseci by 

nomNative instnictors when they teach either on reserve schmb or with Aboriginal -dents: 

. a  
1. - Open communication is essential mth the students, their 

children (or their parents if the student is a younger adult) and the cornm-dty at large, even 

within the University community itself. Snidents should be encouraged to become involved and to 

take as much responsibility for their own education as possible - for those who live with their 

parents, an initial step is to make the parents feel welcorne in the school environment, Taking 

part in Native-oriented lunches or  events can certainly enhance relationships as students will 

become familiar with seeing their non-Native instnutors around campus and not necessprily only 

in the classroom. To establish a relationship with the student and his f d y ,  and to visit his 

home at an opportune time can be very helpful; p a m ~  of younger students iike small talk from 

teachers who have to remember to make visits without king bearers of bad news. Teachers 

should feel cornfortable in giving the student their home phone number if they are asLed for it and 

when circurnstances wamnt it; this is particulariy true of adult students. Finally. the concept of 

home visits with school coiieagues to exchange ideas is helpful. 



For non-Native teachers to see their schod lives as belonging o d y  in the classroom is natural 

because back when they were students, there was probably very little social and non-academic 

interaction with their teachers, so this is one of their 'horms" (Leavitt, in Battiste & Barman, 

eds., 125 - 126). First Nations people, however, had their teachers Mth them ail the the: they 

sat with them, played with them and worked with them at possibly all  hours of the night and day. 

This ciifference is the teason why, when non-Native teachers do not participate in the 

cornmunity's activities, Native students see rejection and quickly mistrust those teachers. Lack 

of crust is not conducive to leaming, and non-trusthg students do not tend to work well for a 

teacher whom they have rejected, though they may well put up with him. Mmual mst, on the 

other hand, is crucial to the learning process, and students within t n i s ~ g  environs often expend 

themselves academicaliy Mth linle or no coercion from others. 

& A w m  of 9 ' Wàïle teachers must expect high standards from all 

their studenu, they have to help them understand that making mistakes and failing happens to 

everyone -- that individuals are not anomalies when they fail an exam or even a course. Students 

f i d  it very important, though, that their teachers know that failtue is not a pan of king Native. 

With younger adult students, one way of subtïe encouragement is to h d  positive role modeils for 

them and discuss the character traits of these people which made them successful; ideally, the 

role mode1 will be related in some way to that student's career, or desired career - this can even 

be done in a classroom setting as a full discussion or lesson. Instructors aeed to know that whüe 

traditional educational practices have not existed for some time now because of societal changes 

due to Contact, contemporary Aboriginai students are undoubtedly aware of them and respond in 

an ideal way when such methods are used. To fuLnI the goal of educating leamers to fit 

meaningfuily into community life, for example, a teacher can use the class~oorn and perhaps the 

entire school or university as a micro-community that represents the broader society; this can be 

wful  to students in leaming how to participate. especially if the xhool setting is a mixed one. 



m. Flexibiiity, - DBerent leamhg pmcesses need to be aliowed within the classroom, and 

given the necessary space to occur. Teachers must be adaptable in terms of teaching style, 

testing and evaluation. Trying to do something should not be emphasîzed because. in a Native 

context, students observe until they have mastered a skiIl, and then they perCorm it. Teachers 

who ernphasize uying are (probably unknowingly) negatively reinforcing their stuclents (Cronin, 

1982, 13). Studenrs can also be given the option of re-testing, for results usually end up about 

the same, but it instils confidence and introduces the element of trust when students are allowed 

a re-test Awareness of other 1 e a . g  strategies is very helpful for non-Native teachers. 

Learning by trial and error is too cosrly in terms of their students' confidence. Teachers wodd do 

weil to remember that even though students may a l l  be of F i t  Nations descent, they may not 

necessarily l e m  by the sme method Teachers should feel free to dimiss their studenu' 

optimum leaniing methods with them. p~eferably at the begiaaing of the school year - adult 

students are receptive to this type of disussion- 

Many teachers who were expected to leam by straight lecture-typ instruction. i-e.. "the sage on 

the stage" method, continue to use this method with their students. Unfominately. this mode 

can conlirm the belief that leaming does not take place if there is laughing, or working in groups. 

or otheMnse networking with other classrnates. This, however, is not entirely the case, for while 

there are "sole leamers" (and even they may be surprised at how much they learn in a focus 

group setting), many are group learners (Kirkness). 

It is important for educators to recogniz the changing economic modes in Aboriginal 

communities - from a subsistence to a wage economy. Where applicable and within such a 

framework, students should be taught the attitudes. skiiis and knowledge necessary to achieve 

success in both types of economies. Certainly, it ought to be acknowledged that this is only one 

type of change with which the Aboriginal population bu had to contend and make adjusmients, 

and there wil i  undoubtedly be many more to foUow. 



iv. Ad- - Leaming beforehand about the culture in which one will be 

working is very conswctive and will achieve far-reaching positive results. Teachers cm prepare 

themselves by learnuig as much as  possible about the history and heritage of their Native 

studenrs, and most relevant to study the general history of Fïrst Nations education in Canada It 

is a rnistake, however, to make assumptions based on past howledge or generaiizations, for the 

Fint Nations. particularly in British Columbia, are as diverse nom one another as the different 

countries of Europe. Teachen must consider their own assumptions. perceptions and past 

conditioning as they delve into this study, and realize that the interpretation of history is 

culturally biased- 

The study of more than one time period is advisable, for just as European history spans over 

different æons, so does Native history. It is inconsiderate u> talk about Native people only as 

they lived in the past - as if they were caught in a perpetual time warp. Future teachers also 

need to h o w  that there are many different indigenous groups and that each has a distinct name, 

history, language and diverse cultural practices, so as it pertaïns to what is king taught, studies 

can be made into class projecu where everyone lems, although teachers should always be 

prepared so that their teaching is at a level above their students (Piaget, 1967, 89). 

Fair evaimtion of V* - Clwroorn materials need to be malyzed, panicularly 

books wrïnen prior to 1970, for Native authorship of culturally-approp~te educational litetam 

was just beginning to emerge around that tirne. There are h i g h q d t y  resources but good 

practise is to watch for errors in fact, interpretation, and stereotyping. If materials demean, 

stereotype, or patron& Native people. t k y  shouid not be used unless as deliberate examples of 

these things, or to deiïberately date and discpss the thinking of those particular times. History, 

especially, needs to be presented in as balanced a perspective as possible; students have to be 

s h o w  that a l l  history is skewed from a certain perspective, and that a l l  people have their own 

interpretation of events. AU sides of an issue need to be explored - not just one. Certain words 



subtiy cany bias; for example, "knassacrey' vs. ""Lill". so teachers need to be aware of the 

imagery that these words pomay. Quesaoning and challenging television and movie portrayais 

of Native people in class is appropriate, particularly if it relates to the subject matter king 

discussed, and needs to be encouraged. 

Native students need something that is relevant about their history, language and culture to 

which they caq relate (Leavitt, 133 - 136). Many of the First Peoples have not read about their 

involvement in Canada's history, and of their many positive contributions to its development 

because most textbooks simply omit this information, even though there are gradual positive 

changes in this area Past historical content is rife with negative information about the First 

Peoples who are portrayed as "'hostiley', "%raitors", "complaining", "elusive", or king involved 

in what are labelled 'beacherous acts" [See Appendix 2, pg. 125 for an example in earlier 

textbooks]. Insmctors need to be- alen and sensitive to the repercussions of this kind of 

interpretation to young and impressionable min& and to both the collective and individual effect 

on self-perception. - 

vi. Effectiven- - Teachen should be familiar with various positive classrwm techniques. 

Whenever possible, they should demonstrate ht, and then explain (Bain, Lecture, 1996). 

StorytelIing and small group work fit in with Native tradition and are also good general teaching 

techniques. Storyteiiing should be an integraï part of the educational process, for most people of 

all ages remember more h m  stories than fkom lectures. It is an art that needs to be fostered; 

perhaps some students have a special talent in this iuea which their teachers cm help develop -- 
also, it can be disguised as making a presentation, especialiy early in the year. Teachers 

themselves can consider developing storytelihg as a part of th& teaching repertoire. Tbey can 

also inuoduce a Native storyteller or elder to the students, if the tacher is hiowledgeable about 

appropnate protocol when inviting these guest spealea. 



Elders had always played an integral part in traditional Aboriginal education for they were the 

keepers and teachers of ancient wisdoms. They were never invited, however, to be a part of 

post-Contact historical Native education. Even today, they are not seen enough outside Native- 

specific schools, although there is more and more recognition for their validity in the general 

school environment Elders can provide leadership and direction in situations where youngsters, 

reared in one set of values but educated in another, consequently begin to doubt and become 

confused. For example, a student taught in the home to value group needs over persona1 ones 

but attending a class "which not only exaits Anglo values, but sets the individual in opposition to 

the group, will feel the conflict between king Indi'an and king educated" (Hampton, 1993,286); 

elders can help resolve such b e r  twmoil. As an authority with spiritual leadership, an elder is 

in a position to provide leadership and vision for the school to lessen the impact of contradictions 

which arise fkom different cultural experiences. As well, he can provide pragmatic guidelines for 

students so that they corne to recognize the differences and cope without having to compromise 

their own personal p~cip les .  Akan, a Mter who recorded an elder's thoughts about bis 

perspective on education, wrote: 

An Elder is regarded as sumeone who knows what is important in Life 
and applies tbat knowledge to his or her life . . . the relïability of the 
Eider's discourse can be tested in the context of tirne, when it lasts; 
vaiues and attitudes that outlast conflict and contradictions are 
reflective of a peace-oriented paradigm that pervades the essence of 
"good talk.c" (Akan, 1992, 120). 

With cognizance of those age-old aaditions and in emiilating the leadership of the Eldem. 

Aboriginal educational professionals, including teachers within their own classroom settings, 

have the potentiai to make significant contributions to their studena. The importance of hi&- 

quality school systems under some tuteiage fiom Elders to adequately serve the needs of Native 

students cannot be underestimated In such a system, Elders who are teachers by definition and 

a priceless resource in the indigenous cultures, can help fiIl the educational gap thot they so 

clearly recognize: the necessity, particulaly in this time of history when Aboriginal people are 

striving to gain a nghtfid and dignined place in society, of having Native teachers for Native 



youngsters [See Appendix 3, page 13 1, for one Elder's perspective of his people's historical path 

in education]. 

In a modern urban setting, many Fùst Nations students who have no contact with Elders lack 

the setting to practise even what they do know about the land, its proper keep, maintenance and 

relationship with humankind according to traditional teachings. In this type of artificial 

environment - concrete buildings, liberal dousings of television programming, vi&o games and 

movies - the uaditional reality of Native lifestyles is far removed. Younger adults generaiiy find 

it harder to understand and comect with nature than the older generations (and yet that 

comection is not nearly as strong as that of their parents). Urbanity can often exclude a true 

sense of community, particuiady the sense of an Elder-1ed community. Often this type of 

community is often a formal and scheduled arrangement, rather ?.han an integrai part of everyday 

Me. Teachers are in a position to help balance this simation by nenuorking with Elders for their 

students' benefit, 

In post- and secondary schools, students c3n be exposed to tangible Native art such as dances, 

artwork and crafts, but these have to be explored within a specified context so that some 

understanding c m  be gleaned in addition to the entertainment aspects. For example, colour, 

form, origins and meanings in artforms cm be creatively incorporated into core subjects. 

Students appreciate the excellent crafiing of the "reai thing", rather than just paper or cardboard 

replicas and this can be achieved by inviting Native craftspeople to corne into the classroom 

(Cronin, 1 3). 

Small group wodc should be encouraged for it promotes "group success" without isolathg any 

individual and allows students to share ideas openly in a non-cornpetitive atmosphere. This is 

foundational to traditional Aboriginai education. 



y& Sensitivitv. In a younger student body, teachers need to understand the historic reasons 

for the frequent lack of Native parentai involvement in the school lives of their children If 

teachers do not research these reasons, they can readily biame the youngsters themselves for 

this and inadvertently and indïrectly cause the youngster to blame bis parents for not 

participating. Such a negative cycle erodes many images: the seKimage of the student, the 

image he has of his parents, and the one he has of the community at large. Because most 

parents have not been encouraged to be a part of rhoo l  funciions and administration, they tend 

to see the entire school system as foreign and isolated, even scaq  - particulary if they 

themselves lived through an unhappy residentiai school experience Even though these are often 

subconscious, the messages are stiU h w d  clearly by the youngsters (Hesch, 1992, 445). 

Teachers would do weli to empathize more with their students regarding the pressures they face. 

These include: a general la& of educational resources; lack of parental support; a lack of sense of 

belonging; and, a large teacher turnover and social/po1iticaVcommunity problems. Because of the 

poor economic conditions in which many Native people live, social settings tend to be inferior to 

those of other Canadians. Many Aboriginal students, living in substandard conditions, lack 

proper nutrition which consequently affects their learning in a negative way. Adequate nutrition 

is a relevant factor in leaming because the cost of fkesh foods, especially fniits and vegetables, in 

remote communities is high- Even in h a n  cenues, students tend to consume t w  many sugars 

and starches because they are easy to kaep and cheaper to buy than hi@-protein and other 

important foods; this causes sluggishness in their performance and the* ability to leam suffers. 

This is just one of the many aspects of the lifestyle of the average Abonginal person that is not 

conducive to optimum learniag. 

Social problems such as teen pregnancy and h g  and substance abuse also hinder the academic 

performance of Native students in school. Too often, negative peer pnssure overrPLes what 

youngsters really know to be right, and this just shows that right values have to be pushed more 



swngly - by teachers, parents, Elders, other community-members and by peers. Positive 

pressures have to be encouraged so they can overtake the negative ones. 

. vm. - Teachers are required to accept Native cultures and ways of M e  for their own 

worth and help their Native students feel pride in these thuigs through reinforcement and 

encouragement In everyday Me, teachers c m  help students feel that they can become 

competent, and help build self-esteem in all aspects of their lives. not just in education. Students 

need to hear that their traditional way of doing things is valid and wonhy so that they can be 

cultivahg the kind of pride, self-esteem and confidence that will e n d m  thmughout their 

lifetimes. 

Encouraging awareness of the historical contribution of Native people is a worthy vocation for 

both teachers and students. Native philosophy and ways-of-life are relevant in today's Me; for 

example, respect for the earth and living in harmony Mth nature is important for humanity's 

ecological survival. A part of traditional Native philosophy is that one does not take fkom the 

earth without putting something back to replace it. 

. . 
ix, nee-b- Seeking commonalities rather than differences is a positive undertaking 

for ail teachers. Rather than emphasizing clifferences, it is more productive to concentrate on the 

human experiences in which everyone shares: birth, kinship, fnendship, learning, ce lebra~g,  

gift-giving, and laughing. as well as hardships and grief. 

P- It takes time to build t m t  and understanding. True educationai success is 

determined by the extent to which education accomplishes the fulnlment of Native cultural 

identity, the quaiity of the leaders it produces, the numbers of effective administrators in Native 

education, and the degree of life devance established for the students within the educational 

system itself. 



Knowledge and implementation of the preceding stlrategies can be more easily effected if they are 

addressed by tacher education institutions, band education directors or by groups of reachen 

themselves. In summary, instructoo who are exposed to and precipitate specinc ways of 

improving teacher-student interactions in any Native student body will undoubtedly be improving 

the academic success rates within those groups. Such instructon are ideal for delivering 

programs in a i l  academic areas, but of particulai importance when dealhg with heritage 

interpretation in Aboriginal communities. The following section examines a non- site-specif~c 

heritage interpretive program in Iight of some of the issues discussed. 

The foliowing curriculum for an Abongiaal heritage interpretation program is designed for 

pragrnatic use by, and immediate relevance to, Aboriginal students. Its delivery, proposed to be 

in a culnirally-acceptable manner by iasmrtors who are aware of Native - non-Native 

communication patterns, would make it appropriate to both heritage instructors and students. 

This particular academic environment is congnious to the heritage field because these teachea 

are in an ideal position of acknowledging th& stuàents' heritage b y  working with them according 

to theù specifïc culairally-foun&d leaming styles. 

The Program is stnicrured as a certificate- or program-year in length, and the proper articulation 

agreements with regional colleges or universities can tramfer it into the second year of an Arts 

degree program in such fields as Archaemlogy, An th~po l~gy ,  Native Studies, and Tourism. 

Two courses, Herirage Interpretatîon and Tour Guide Training, have been developed to meet 

certification standards endomd by the Canadian Tourism Human Resources Council; these are 

useful for employment in the tourism industry. The Rogram is invaluable to those with career 

aspirations in archivai fields and heritage and cultunil settings. and particularly to those who 

wish to enhance their Aboriginal group's heritage representation in Canada. 



The Rogram is designed so students can express the philosophical ideals of their own 

indigenous cultures in a practical, measarable and manageable form. It examines the issues of 

heritage interpretation from their historic roots, and moves into areas that leamers can use and 

that are directly relevant to Aboriginal seif-interpretation. It takes the perspective that only with 

a thorough understanding of the problems can effective and lasting solutions be implemented, and 

a l l  interpretive programming reflect a conciliatory position. All courses should be approved in 

principle with the professional standards of the Canadian heritage industry, and pathways within 

the Program for meaningfd communication between students and heritage stakeholders should 

be emphasized, 

The courses are divided into two areas: those that fimiliarize leamers with a broder knowledge 

base of the heritage industry, and the other with specific solls that are quired  for heritage 

interpretation. The first category consisu of Heritoge & Heritage Interptetution, A Hismry of 

the Indigenous Peoples in Canada, Geography. Cultural Resources M'gement. and CuIturul& 

Herimge Tourism. The second area are the skU-based courses: Aùvonced Comnucnications 

Skills, Research & Plannihg Ski& Curatonal Practices, Tour Guide Training. and a Practicum 

Placement The order of presentation of the courses is, ideally, as kted although this could Vary 

according to the Program coordinaltor, the partnership arrangements with outside institutions, or 

the availabiiity of instructors. The courses themselves may be modified to accommodate a 

specific Aboriginal cultural group although more general themes help students transfer skills and 

knowledge to any part of the country, or to any First Nation. 

Readings by known authontiesS in the field are quired as a basic foudation for this course. 

5 'Ihese indude but are not limited to aie folbwing authas: Michael Gaoss, Michad Crlnto, Tfdan, Tban 
Heneiy, Russeil Gaater and m e  Atmcigaial B O ~ K M  wbo have wriaen about mtapetation such as Dickawm and 
Beafdy- 



Students will be exposed to the differing views on heritage-related concepts that are held by non- 

and Aboriginal peoples and will analyze how these variances lead to different interpretations. 

Leamers will examine some of the existing interpretive strategies irnplemented at Abonginal 

culturaYheritage sites and have the o p p o h t y  of developing theu ability to integrate different 

perspectives into personal or site-specific interpretive progranis. 

to evduate the existing perspectives regarding interpretation 

to i&nrify and assess the goals of interpretation by both the Fust Peoples and 

EuroCanadians 

to assess the inter-relationships among the various aspects of interpretation (audience, 

programming, goals. objectives. etc.) 

to recognize the importance of a thorough knowledge of the interpreted subject 

to master skills in integrating diverse audience perspectives into interpretative 

pro gr d g  

to formulate suategk planning methods and guidelines for Aboriginal interpretation with 

special consideration of b delivery 

to examine the necessity of program evaluation 

miCs; 

basic principles and the different types of interpretation 

cross-cultural differences on the view of heritage and heritage presentation 

content and materials for an interesthg interpretive program: programming for an 

Aboriginal site 

assessing an audience and cross-cultural communication strategies as part of the 

program delivery 

building professionalism into intetpretative showïngs 



k A Hi= P- in C e  

Descrbtion: 

This course traces the political, social and economic maditions of the First Peoples beginning in 

pre-Contact times. It examines the changes to traditional liféstyle brought about by the 

Europeans, their policies of colonialism and its effect on Abonginal self-image. It addresses 

colonial identity as it impacted on the sense of Native identity and the resulting long-rerm 

relationships seen in contemporary times. Finaliy. it includes historiography in Canada and how 

this has affixted both the externat and intemal conceptions of Aboriginal people. 

to become knowledgeable about the EuroCanadian interpretations of the Fust Peoples 

to analyze the images portrayed of the indigenous people in accepted literary productions 

to increase awareness on how such interpretations impacted the Aboriginal peoples 

to become knowledgeable about Aboriginal histories by Aboriginal peoples 

to trace the contempomy relationships between non- and Abonginal people to historic 

roots 

oral vs. written history; different perspectives in historical recocdings 

the goals of coloniaiism; colonialism in other parts of the world 

general Eurocanadian history; general Aboriginal history 

Eurocanadian interpretations of the Fim Peoples: the impact of DarMnism 

govemment policy regardhg the First Peoples: the Indimi Act. aeaties, land title and 

Abonginai rights 

the roles of the different churches and foreign education on Native culture 

recent historic events 



m. - 
Descn~tion: 

To derive an accurate physicd perspective of the First Peoples of North Amenca (with a focus on 

Canada), students require howledge about where they Live and have Lved Included are the 

locations of the different language groupings, specific reseme placements, the topognpliy of the 

land and how it impacted the maditional liféstyles of its inhabitants Course work provides a 

basic foundation to help students develop an appreciation and respect for both the similarities 

and ciifferences among the diverse indîgenous cultures in the "Néw Worldn- Settlement pattems 

of both the Abonginal peoples and the Europeans are also studieb This course as weil traces 

the routes of the European powers as they colonized different indigenous peoples globaiiy- 

to examine the relationships between indigenous traditions and the physical environment 

to increase knowledge about the heritage dimensions of landscapes and Aboriginal 

peoples 

to gain an understanding of the geographical impact of European colonizing powers on 

indi pnous heri tage today 

to become fatniliar with the Geographic Information System (GIS) on inventories. 

mapping and management 

Topks: 

basic physical geogrsphy - names and locations of region% oceans, rivers, mountains, 

(etc*) 

specific Native groups: their traditional territories and basic lifestyle patterns 

naturd ecology: its relevance and impact on traditional Aboriginal lifestyles 

foilowing the tracks of the European coLonizing powers 

immigration settlement in Canada and subsequent relocation of Native people 



iv. - Cultural 

Descrin fion: 

This course explores effective identification, upkeep, conservation, management and 

interpretaaon of Aboriginal cultural heritage resources. An examination is made of the technical 

skills and professional theories used in managing culairal landscapes and objects. Reference will 

be made to topics in fields such as archaeology, history and anthropology and includes field trips, 

special guest speakers and individualized projects. 

to becorne knowledgeable about goals, ethics and professionalism in tesources 

management 

to become farniliar with legislative activity regarding heritage resources, specifically the 

principles, practices and activities of the Department of Canadian Heritage, Parks Canada 

to examine public atîitude and societal values as they relate to cultural resources 

to discover Aboriginal concepts of heritage/culnual resources 

custody, ownership. stewvdship and repatriatioa issues of indigenous artifacu, remains 

and landscapes 

Tovîcs: 

identifying historical and cultural objects/landscapes 

research and evaluation methods 

cross-cuitural heritage management or co-management practices 

heritage conservation/testoration (in landscapes and built sites) 

an o v e ~ e w  of the rientific techniques for materials presenration and technical 

examination methods 

networking in the web of caltual organhtions: heritage departments in federal, 

provincial, territorial and municipal govemments, heritage-protec~g organizations, other 

interested lobby groups 

communicating with Elders regarding guidelines in protecting Aboriginal heritage 



resources 

culturpl drouri~ocirisni v. - 
D e s c d  tion: 

Tourism is one way bat  communities can gain economic benefits fiom culturai andior heritage 

resources. This course examines different definitions of "Cultural Heritage Tourism" and 

various approaches for development. It provides thorough analysis of the potentid advantages 

and disadvantages of a Native cultural tourism venture and addresses such issues as 

authenticity, sustainability, CO-management and local vs. outside control. Case studîes and 

srnall-group activity are used to complement this course- 

to describe heritage tourism trends and recent changes as they pertain to Native people 

to increase awareness of the siWcance of Aboriginal involvement in identifying, 

planning, operathg and managing heritagdcultural sites for tourist presentation 

to develop skiils in differentiating between the cultual aspects which may or may not be 

shared with outsiders 

to examine the concept of heritage tomism being a way where non- and Native society 

can meet in an open exchange of values* beliefs and traditions for the benefit of dl 

to support, where applicable, controiled tourism at identified sites in a culturally- 

appropnate manner 

to develop a strategic community management Eramework for desired heritage tourism 

ac tivi ty 

T o b i a  

the benefits and drawbacks of tourism (economic, environmental, social, cultural) 

introduction to the tourism industry (the industry sectors and their interrelationship) 

domestic and international Aboriginal tourism initiatives 

the issues of identifying resources and developing for heritage tourism purposes 



minimizing or eradicating adverse touxist impacts - developing a "Code of Ethifs" for 

protection from heritage tourism 

working with Native and outside heritage- and culninlly-onented organitations on 

sensitive issues 

. . 
vi. Advanced Co- - 

Descrbtion: 

Increasing written and oral communication is the goal of this course. Because public 

presenntions are a major component of heritage interpretation, it emphasizes delivery of various 

programs, some of which sadents themselves will develop. Activities include informa1 

introductions, voicing personal opinions, role-playing, reading written material (which is then 

video-taped), and leaming to derive support nom the audience (classmembea). 

obiecfives - - 

to cultivate the ability to appropriately and effectively present interpretive proograms to 

multi-cultural audiences 

to present effectively in both Native and non-Native settiogs and to respond appropriately 

to questions fiom the audience 

Tovics: 

effective written English - reports. essays, joumals. history-writing exercises. (etc.) 

p~sentation skills: public spealing, intercultual communications and familiarity with 

different styles and principles, making good impressions at meetings 

leadership: evaluating group dynamics, team-building (improving workiog ~lationships, 

rninimizing interpersonal conflict, getting ideas across in an easy but professional marner, 

fostering a CO-operative learning environment) 

developing positive seif-esteem: identifying common manifestatiom of low self-esteem 

and pragmatic ways to correct ihis, increasing professional image and credibility 



vii, 

Descn'btiott: 

This course is designed to help students develop their research SU in different areas, 

particularly in Aboriginal interpetive programming and bistoric analysis. It gives "going to the 

library" a whole new and added meaning as in-depth methods of finding secondary research 

information are explored. How to effectively procure primary research material (such as from 

focus group tabulations, fiom elders, community members, industry and govemment 

departments) is also taught. Some field tnps are reqaired for this course. 

Obiectives: 

to identift resources needed for developing interpretive strategies and programs 

to conduct tesearch into natural and/or cultural collections 

to become familiar with research tools, techniques and methods using CD-ROMs, archival 

material, periodicals, Internet, articles, government documentation, jounials (etc.) 

to prepare and deliver a bnef training presentation 

Tonics: - 

developing research slrills involvhg primary and secondary evidence 

examinhg the modem system of information storage 

electronic research: knowledge of Internet, e-mail communication, database searching 

locating content for public interpretive programming 

locating historic recordings 

fi CurPfOZiP) Pr- 

Curators are the backbone of museology which is a vital way of presenting an historical p a x  

Curating involves maintainhg Abonginal artifacts, and smdents become familiar with how this is 

done. Also essential is knowledge of the philosophical frsmework in wbich aquiring. 

documenting, preserving and presenting these artifacts for the public is done, so that saidents 



c m  ascertain whether or not these are appropriate for Abonginal heritage presentation. The 

issues associated with these activities is relevant and they are discussed, for they are often 

contentious with the descendants of those from whom the artifacts originated, and for ethical 

reasons. Curators' specialized knowledge in the subject matter and how to develop exhibits are 

&O examined, 

to become knowledgeable about the history, principles, philosophy and practices 

(collections documentation, use and development) of Eufocanadian rnuseology, including 

its overail standards and ethics 

to become knowledgeable about traditional Aboriginal stewardship practices and 

philosophy as they periain to heritage and specinc artifacts 

to develop and implement solutions to Aboriginal-specific collections management issues 

to develop a working knowledge of exhibit development that is consistent with Abonginal 

tradition andor contmiponry thought 

to develop governing pidelines, regdations. policies accordingly 

Toaics: . .  

the foundational ideology, history and organhtion of archives and museums 

Eurocanadian concepts of curatonal authority, collections-gathering, preservation, care, 

maintenance 

indigenous views of curatorship, heritage conservation and artif'ts 

cntical Aboriginal-relevant issues in contemporafy rnuseology 

guiding p ~ c i p l e s  of CUIturaUy-appropriate exhibit development 

the interpetive process in museums 

gaining support for exhibitions and commimicating with the public through showings 

familiarization with contemporary Aboriginal museuns in Canada 

the significance of visitor research and exhibitlprogram evduation 

relationship between artifact and ritual 



ix. . . - 

Descri~tion: 

This course examines the importance of being an efficient interpretive tour guide and includes 

practical hands-on expenence. Students are taken to several cultural sites that they have 

researched and given an opportunity to practise their sLills. Front-he customer services 

training enhances their earlier exposure to Commw~ications SkilLI. It also familiarizes leamers 

with legislation applicable to this profession, and how to comply with b 

Obiectives: 

to outhne guidelines for a tour guide, an "ambassador" in Native culturd tourism 

to maintain professionalism and sensitivity in cross-culturai communications with visitors 

to iden* the components of non-verbal commuliication and how to respond appropriately 

to researsh, formulare and render effective interpretive material to guests 

to prepare for and manage aU logistics of a tour 

T O D ~ S :  

front-line customer seMces irainhg (leamhg to use active listening skiils to reduce 

misunderstanding, avoiding common mistakes in everyday communication, establishing 

rapport with guests, coping effectively with different andor difficult peoplelsituations, 

responding to criticism by visitors, "reading" nonverbal communications) 

understanding the processes of cross-cultural coping and adaptation 

preparing, adapting and delivering commentary to different audiences 

how to manage the clerical details of a tour (including iiability) 

knowing the visitors' profiles and conducting the tour 

This experientiai work pîacement gives studenu an opportunity to match their academic training 

with pragmatic involvement in settings that offer interpretation in some form. Such institutions 



may include: museums, culnrral centres, heritage agencies such as Parks Canada, various parks 

services, public archives, ans centres, tour guide companies, collections management agencies, 

and private practices. These two 2-week practica in the Rogram (one in each semester or 

semester-equivalent) engage students in a bentage environment, help estabüsh future 

employment associations, and integrate employment histories, career aspirations and individual 

preferences for workplace-based leamhg oppoRUnities. 

Aboriginal Canadians do not enjoy equality with aeir fellow Canadians in the area of heritage 

self-expression. Through education, specificaiiy a Heritage Interpretation Rogram with an 

overail theme of strengtùening Aboriginal cultural identity, this dispanty can begin to be 

corrected In a pragmatic way of action to support cuinval expression, studenu can understand 

their historical past and how it has led into the status quo so they can then actually take 

meaningful seps towards restoring a fundamentally inaccurate heritage representation - one 

derived by outsiders. Students mirit examine theh tfaditioiipl culture in its ol&r context of 

intimate relationships with the rest of the universe and equip themselves by delving into those 

traditions for the philosophy and principles to effectivdy fulfi these responsibilities in a 

contemporary society. 

The Rogram has adopted formal readings from RCAP documentation, specïfically the ''Arts and 

Heritage" and T h e  Relationship in Historical Perspective" sections, although readings are also 

taken from other topic-related paris, such as that on education. This in-depth and very recent 

documentation, vitai for students' lcnowledge about the circumstances of their people nationally, 

provides a strong foundation for their studies. As in the past, contemporary studenîs need the 

tools to continually incorporate new concepts and ways into traditional social and philosophical 



structures, for this is a key to cultunl survival6. The Fim Peopies, as an enduring peoples, in 

spite of the many changes in their landscape, ianpage and liféstyle, have had to acknowledge 

inevitable changes and consciously adapt to them. The sense of their king a people has been 

kept alive through rituals, symbols and ceremonies which rernind them of their own identity that 

sets them apart from everyone else. 

Almost al1 Aboriginal people have been or will be exposed to some school cumcula and are at 

leasr somewba t familiar with an academic environment The A bonginal Herïrcrg e Interpreration 

Program is vitaIïy important because it r e k t s  positive images of the First PeopIes and their 

cultures in both the material and delivery. This is in direct contrast to the EuroCanadian 

education to which most Abonginal people have been subje- and this is why students require 

programming fiom which they can derive a constructive sense of their own worthiness and an 

assurance that their subsequent employment will be a significant overall conmbution bth to 

their own people and to the broader community. It is only by elevating the esteem levels of those 

in "cultural stress" that they can begin to participaie as responsible and dynamic community 

members. The Rogrm, for example, raises awareness by exposing students to the critical roles 

played by colonialism in Canada, the First Peoples' rightful place in Canadian history and the 

Eurocanadian distomon in the popdar representation of the First Nations, and provides a way of 

helping to escape the pitfaLls of this legacy. It becomes a part of the means of communication 

that is sorely needed to free Aboriginal people to pursue their own tellhig of historicai recordings 

and to authenticate heritage presentations as they see fit, 

The Program's cumcuium emphoszes recognition of the ciifferences between the perspectives of 

the two groups regarding heritage. For example, traditional Native views link heritage and 

heritage conservation with ail other life areas. The opposite is true of non-Native Canadians for 



theirs is segregated, like a single cornpartment separated €rom al1 other M e  compaments. 

When one, in this sense, accepts the option of king a part of heritage and herïtage conservation, 

leaming about these things is to learn more and more about less and les. In the Native world. 

these things are an unavoidable part of everyday life, those in which everyone, young and old, 

participates and which are Iearned daily fiom the beginning to the end of Me. Students in the 

Program are taught these differences, not so they can lay blame for serious omissions or 

transgressions in their heritage representation, but so they c m  understand the ways of different 

people, help dislodge old conceptions about their own people and contribute to positive cross- 

culniral understanding. This is much more true now in an age when Canada has become more of 

a mosaic culture than ever before - more recent immigrations include non-Europeans, such as  

those from India, Pakistan* tbe Orient, and M c a n  countries. Leamers will be taught that there 

is no such thing as wishing away another's contradictory perspective and that it is only through 

hard work and munial eft'ott that win-win siîuations in Canadian heritage representations can 

begin to be achieved. They will also be reminded that it is up to hem, as individuals or as 

groups, to put these-teachings into practise to funher a better society. The words in 1963 of 

former U.S. Resident Kennedy are appropriate in describing the o v e d  thnist of the hgram: 

Before we can set out on the road to success, we have to know where 
we are going, and before we can know that, we must determine where 
we have been in the past . . . It seems a basic requirement to study the 
history of out7 Indian people. Amenca bas much to leam about the 
hentage of our Arne- Indians, Only through this study can we as a 
nation do what must be done if our treatment of the Amencan Indian is 
not be marked down for ail time as a national disgrace (Twiss, 13, 14, 
from Russell). 

The Aboriginal Hedage Interpretarion Ptogram, for example, accentuates the importance of 

lands and their sculptings in Aboriginal tradition, and ensures that students become familiar with 

at least some of those of special significance. not only for the regions' geographical or physicai 

7 This passage implies that the Americans, inciudhg Kenaedy, owaed the Fm Pcoples within tbe US- biiundanes, brit 
they reaiiy did not. 



attributes, but also for th& deeper spintual meanings. These sites include old burial spots and 

places such as the Stein Valley where amient traâitions, customs and practises of the old people 

go on, much as they have in zeons p u t  Thre are many of these in Canada that include both 

recent historical events such as the Treaty 1 signing at Lower Fort Garry (LFG) in 1871, and the 

much older sites of Kay-Nah Chi-Wah-Nung Manitou Mounds in Nonhem Ontario. There are 

areas that are remnants of old disputes berween nations. of wampum belts that spell out peace 

treaties, and on the barren Arctic horizons, timeless inukshuks that tell their own tales, 

Snidents also need to h o w  about sites that are in danger of being destroyed for technological 

reasons such as dam construction for increaoing hydroelectric power. or diedging out river 

bottoms for any number of economic-related nasons and which can easily collapse histoncaily- 

Students need to become founüiar with the mechanisms of heritage site protection boards and be 

able to ideniify specincally how and why these boards sometimes c a ~ o t  intemene in the face of 

development. They need to koow the stanc~ quo of heritage preservatiodprotection agencies and 

their methodologies in fulnlling their mandates. Without this kmwledge, students carmot 

address the many difTiculties that such agencies encouter, and forward their own rationale with 

the input of significant othm to bring about positive changes which could thereby begin to stop 

the breakdown of Aboriginal cultunlly-signincant si&objects. The Federal Archaeological 

Office, a Division of National Historic Sites (Parks Canada, Department of Canadian Heritage), 

for example, describes three obvious challenges it faces when tryïng to manoeuMe "naturai 

sacred sites" into pre-estabiished systems of identification, evaiuation, designation, 

preservation and presentation: 

to develop approaches to identifying, categorizing and evaiuating 
the signiticmfe of "naturaï sacred sites" in an appropnate comparative 
context whüe respecthg wholistic cultural perspectives and values; 

to fmd ways of protecting these sites in a context of limited 
legal mechanisms for protecteû areas, which ofkn -cially separate 
naturd and cultural values; and, 



to find ways to manage these sites to protect and present the 
cultural values which led to the sites being designated, while still 
providing for continuing traditional uses. (Lee, International 
Symposium address, 1998). 

These problems have been specifically articulated. and they require a solution. Because of the 

sensitivity of these issues and the very distinct perspectives regarding them, it can only be those 

with specific and forma1 training in this area, by those who belong to the culture king affected, 

that are in a position to offer pragmatic, culturally-sensitive and appropriate solutions. It is 

acknowledged, too, that a common problem regarding the dedaration of a site for protection is 

that "the process in itself may be alien to an Abonginai group's way of operating," and that ". . 

elders find it difncult to select specinc sites fot special consideration - as ail the land is 

considered sacred" (Lee). These statements verify the reality in a very specinc way of the 

different worldviews of the non- and Abonginal heritpge staikeholden. It is an expected learning 

outcome in at least one of the Program courses that new perspectives and skiils fiom the 

Aboriginal students themselves and their sources k implemented to effect change in Native 

cultural management practices. 

Ways are needed to avoid conflict with officiais of Parks Services. archaeologists and tourists on 

what is known as "Crown land" or park areas. Often. the wishes of paying tourists at a site 

supersede those of Native peopk who want to enter the land for a variety of reasom: gathering 

herbs and medicines at harvest-times, conducting mernonies, berry-picling, vision-questing, or 

sirnply treading on the land for any number of personal reasons. The incessant search for ancient 

artifacts has many times led to the disturbance of human remains at oId burial sites. This is 

particularly appalling and especiaily repulsive to Native people in general who wish to have such 

grounds rernain undisnirbed for consideration of the dead and for the desire that burial grounds be 

officially designated as their collective property. Provincial heritage sites officiais, however, act 

according to Eurocentric declarations. For example: 

Since 1967, found human remains have been owned by the Province 
a d  their custody has rested with îhe Province . . . a Epücv C w  

100 



Re of Fo- 
which details the procedures to be followed by persons who discover 
human remains, how these remains and any associated items buried 
with the person(s) are only to be removed by qualified persorne1 
authorized to do the work, what analyses shall talce place, and when 
the appropriate cucult~cral groups shail be consulted (Manitoba Culture, 
Heritage and Citizenship, 1996, 8) (Emphesis mine). 

These süitements make it clear thrlt official ownership of ancient Abonginai people belongs to 

the provincial goveniment; policy-makers probably never think in terms of these arrangements 

being reciprocated and to consider the appropriateness (or otherwise) of such policy: i.e., if 

indigenous nations were to fbd oId Caucasian remains, that they wodd belon@ to the indipnous 

nation which found them. It might do government policy-makers well to reflect on a New 

Testament teaching. one to which their culture gives such credence that it is commonly called nie 

Golden Rule: Do on«, others as you wodd have them do onto you (Mat. 6:12, Lk. 6:31). The 

latter emphasis shows tbar information-hoarding (which can equare to power-hoarding) is 

suitable -- that it could be years, p e h p s  even never, that such pertinent information is released 

to the appropriate Aboriginal nation. As weU, it goes almost without saying that noue of the 

"qualified personnel" who are touching. handling and exsminiag these remains is Abonginal. a 

major reason king that Aboriginal tradition is dichotomous to these practices, another being the 

general exclusion of Abonginal people in culnually-signiricant findings and in policies regardhg 

rhese fmdings. Regarding any type of excavation, RCAP States that, ""Genedy, however, no 

consistent policies or laws are in place to ensure that Aboriginal people control this centrai 

element of their heritage" (3, 590). 

Studerits of the Abor ig i~ l  Hentage bterprciation Program can involve themselves in efforts 

that ïnclude Abon@ people in the approach, methodology and meam by which government 

heritape agencies function. The Heritage Conservation Branch (H.C.B.), a regdatory body 

8 This hypothetical siruaicm bas a &OUS ûaw~ indigeaoa~ people do nt% amsider they "owd* dead people; hke the 
land air and aees, the bodies of tbt "deat", f a  hey bave movad into a spmt world, are C O I ~ S ~  to belmg only to 
the Creator. 



within the British Columbia govemment, for example, stipulates the appraisal of archaeological 

resources according to values in four dinerent areas. These are: 

z, the depth of public interest; 

ii as an historic base of information (this is understood to apply to 

Eurocanadian, and not to Aboriginal history, for this history. because it is oral and unwritten, is 

neither "accredited" nor credible); 

iii. ethnic value by a specifïc group of people (this generally excludes 

EuroCanadians because they comprise the "reference" group and thus se. themselves as 

lacking ethnicity; this criterium is directai towards managing Abonginai, and other visibIe 

minority groups' heritage); and, 

iv. that genented by the scientific commUILity- 

These criteria are established to provide a basis .by which recommendations can be made as  to 

whether to develop a specific site, or to leave it alme. As well, they serve as a means of 

determining which sites are in danger of being either desuoyed or enbanced by development 

(Ministry of Forests. 1984). .For example, if logging, which has been identified as one method of 

development, in the culturally-signincant Stein V d e y  wexe found to have ody a minimal impact 

on the general public interest, it would be allowed to proceed and bids would be accepted from 

various logging companies to stan achieving this end. 

As a formal and supposedly neutral assessrnent by which the province's heritage (or potential 

heritage) sites can be evaluated, t&e H.C.B.'s rating system contains serious &ws. Each of the 

items, having been given equal weighting in a 'To Develop7' or "Not to Denlop7' ma&, do not 

really have equal consequences if development proceeds. A site that bas beea thus deemed can 

bring severe and irretrievable loss to the cultural identity of a group of Aboriginal people. even 

though that site may have aaained a high o v e d i  score in favour of development. To most Native 

communities, this would be a serious matter for their culauai traditions are in a highiy-dekate 



state of regeneration and they can dl a o r d  a drastic loss. Many First Nations equate heritage to 

history and this includes al1 the variations in cultural traditions that have occurred over the ages, 

including those since the t h e  of Contact Archaeological sites with high ment for development 

according to the H.CB.'s criteria can readily bring about irreparable and lasting cultural loss to 

those of that cultural group (Corner, 1968, 33). 

Fwther, the archaeologicai approach itself is often highly damaging to the spiritual values of 

those Native groups with significant artifact resources. Experts in this area of digging and who 

actively encourage shidents and other interested parties to participate, tend to isolate an entire 

site from its geographic and environmental setting. Resulting interventions tend to =volve 

around extraction of the resources which are eventually plaad either in the instinitionalized and 

staid sening of a museum, or sold and fall into the hands of interested "art" collectors. This 

process produces a high degree of loss to the effective and spiritual dimensions of the resource 

while retaining oniy those of the cognitive; this outcome is conaary to the holistic life concepts of 

indigenous people who value contextual setthgs very highly. The H.C.B.. though, concludes that 

if a heritage site is destroyed wMe the artifacts are king pnserved, then the heritage value of 

the entire site and collection is indeed intact and has not been deswyed (Stein Basin Smdy 

Cornmittee, 1976, 12). Building or other fonns of development would then be encouraged right in 

those very sites, particuiarly if monetary gains are ascertained to be high. 

Most Aboriginal groups would sbare neither these definitions of development nor such 

conclusions -- the entire process and consequences would be seen as oumghr heritage theft and 

destruction. They view the physical setting of their signincant sites as integral to and 

inseparable from its value. The setting, which is not just the land itself, but also the scenery and 

Iandscape surrounding it, describes at least one stôry about the Aboriginal peoples. Oral 

depictions convey the reasons for these places being chenshed, the people's role in history as it 

flows to the present day, and mon signincantly, about the place's spiritual magnitude including 



its role as a source of swn@ for the people. As the environmental aspects of a site are 

intrinsic to themselves, a place is considered special because of its attributes and characteristics. 

These are understood to remain as long as the land and its setting exist. It is in aU these areas 

that so much work by infonned Aboriginal people needs to be accomplished; of course, they 

cannot work in a vacuum, and co-operation fkom Canadian heritage professionals is essential. 

Potential practitioners in the Aboriginal heritage field are introduced through the Aboriginal 

Heritug e Interpretation Progrcm to these and other significant pro blems to which Native heritage 

is being subjected, There are many genuine cases to be used as case studies for discussion to 

denve solutions that a ~ e  inclusive of Native people and compatible with their traditions. The 

area of professional ethics, for another example, is one in which serious endeavours need to be 

expended. While professionals are undoubtedly tnined according to the tem "professional 

ethics", their training has ofrw not included the people themselves, for in North America, all 

archaeological fmdings known as "pre-historie" (this term reflects a Eurocenaic attitude: that 

indigenous people had no history at all until Contact) are indigenous in oripin. Additional efforts 

are required for promothg an awareness of Abonginal peoples' concems which then need a 

response within foxmal professional ethics standards. Ciadoubtedly. the= has been progress in 

th& area, but much more inclusivity of the First Peoples' interests is necessary. m e  a 

Statemenr of Principles for Ethicai Conduct Pertaining to Aboriginal Peoples has been 

developed. they are only general, and not aii F i  Nations endone them. While one reason for 

this is a myriad of regional clifferences in a country as large and as geographically diverse as 

Canada, many are from nation-specific unresoived issues on which the First Nations ci tkns 

have not k e n  consulted. 

The area of ethics can lead students to delve into the problems associated with consultation. 

Many professionals thuilr tbey have consulted meaningfdiy with relevant Fit  Peoples, but 

hose with whom they have supposedly consulted ohen think otherwise. Rofessionals cm have 



specific conclusions in mind and communicate in ways that Iead to pre-detennined goals; they 

conduct i n t e ~ e w s  in ways that lead to the desired outcorne. This approach leaves behind the 

real views and wishes of those being interviewed, unless they happen, infrequently and by 

chance, to coincide with the ascertained mults. Often, as weU. consultations take place Mth 

those whose personal or political agendas help the professionals' goals, whiie those whose 

views are known to be different are ignored; this does not help community cohesiveness at aü 

and, in fact, can cause imparable nssuR to naity and weiiness. Leamers in the Aboriginal 

Heritage Interpretation Program are given an opportunity to study dynamics such as these, and 

to help out with consauctive solutions that involve the voice of the EIders. They c m  be very 

helpful in the area of spintual matters which is dinicult and often impossible for outsiders to 

discuss with Aboriginal people, and righaully so, for these are usually cdairally-pnvate. 

Other related areas in which saidenu can involve themselves is in helping associations such as 

the Canadian Archaeology Association work out effective guidelines for individuai Fit Nations, 

rather than for a national genenc AboripUiai collective. This thought by many culturaïiy-onented 

associations cm, at least partiaiïy, be amibuteci to an age-old amalgamation of various and often 

erroneous understandings of Native people- One of the most obvious of these is the tenacious 

practice of thnisting generalizations frorn one tribe's society and culture onto that of others. A 

giaring example of this is the inclusion of several tipis on the grounds of LFG in Manitoba where 

Treaty 1 was signed, when in fafz, they are not indigenous to this are? at ali? It would rarely 

N e  into the consciousness of tourists, both Canadian and foreign, to question this simple 

presentation of what, in some unidentifieci context, has been depicted as "Aboriginai culture" 

particularly in the absence of ony type of explanation regarding these tipis. This example shows 

the power of interpretation even when mis-representation is subconsciously being presented as 

"facr". Undoubtedly, the underlying assumption is that al1 First Nations possess the same 

qualities, cultures, beliefs, and thought systems. Even though "culaire specialists" remml on 

9 In this a m ,  the Finr Peoples iived P wigwam-cype dw0mgs. 
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LFG staff supposedly to ensure purity in presentation, there r e m a h  continued represenution 

that ail Aboriginal people are interchangeable for the purposes of description, fundamental 

culnual dynamics and social organization. This actuaily adds to the abstraction of Aboriginal 

people in modem Canadian times, and reinforces pejorative stereotypes. 'Ibis in tum reinforces 

the correctness and validity of EwoCanadian stereotype images in historical accowts - this 

includes, but is not iimited to imagery such as "brave pioneers", &'the development of the 

Canadian West", "the grand Canadian adventme", "the uatrammeiled Canadian West is a 

haven for the downtrodden of Eastern Europe", and 'We search for Utopia, the promise of a 

Prornised Land" (Burton, 1984, cl, 1). Akhough students have much work in which to engage 

themselves in oblitera~g such misinterpretations. they &O bave much to do in formuiating 

guideluie policies that would prevent similar blatant examples of the foreignness to auth. 

Much as Western thought is steeped in the notion that humankùid is progressing closely 

towards the brink of solving world problerns and that archaic thought is king eradicated, Native 

hentage interpretation in Canada still encounters many senous problerns even as the year 2000 

approaches. Leamers in the Program are taught the background information to understand that 

this is very much m e  in the area of historical mcordings and subsequent assumptions needing to 

be correcteci. Again using the example of LFG, as recently as 19% research was being 

conducted at that site so that Aboriginal interpretation of the treaty signing and for which there is 

iittie cornmernoration except for a standard Ppdrs Canada plaque10 , could be identifiai and 

approved by the affectecl Treaty 1 nations11 themselves. Students are cognizant of this treaty's 

vital signifîcimce, even in contemporary Ornes for both non- and Aboriginal people in Canada, for - 
they will have studied the fact that it is the nation-to-nation treaties which are the foundationai 

documents by which Canada was to formaUy acquire its land base. They know, as weU, that it is 



only the Native people who completely fiilfillai their part of Treaty 1 while the Crown has yet to 

mil aU its obligations. They understand why non-Abonginal Canadians never expound charges 

of being denied their treaty rightsiz - such complaints, legitimate in nature, corne only fiom 

Aboriginal Canadians. Ali too weli, Aboriginal people in Canada know that many nonoNative 

Canadians today are unaware of both the Abonginal reality of those eatlier days and that they 

now dwell safely in this country because of historic treaty rights they enjoy from agreements 

made between the Fint Nations and the federal govemment They encounier the perspective ai l  

the time that treaties within Canada are irrelevant, but they also recognize that the 

obliviousness by many non-Aboriginal Canadians to the vitPl importance of treaties in both 

Eurocanadian history and contemporaty times does not alter their extreme significance. The 

learnea of the Program who exercise an obedience to the inclination of re-writing history have 

ample oppominity to do so. 

The Program's inclusion of heritagelculturai tourism wiii appeal to a sizable number of students. 

This is basically an unexplored area, and those who wish to pursue it nom a business 

perspective are advised to enrd in formal entrepreneurid training (which is not included in the 

Program). Learners, from studying some of the better-known Canadian herïtage sites, are aware 

that facts significant in Canadian history are those king presented while those deemed of lesser 

si-cance, such as those involving the Aboriginal people, are hardly k ing  interpreted in any 

way at A, and that their bistoric activity b not high-lighted in the same way as those of non- 

Aboriginal people. Students can involve themselves in primary resenrch (which they are taught 

in the Rogram) in the form of person-to-person interviews with the present-day chiefs or 

stakeholders in the individual Fust Nations, or by other constructive means. They become 

familiar with products that are congruous to the Canadian Tourism Commission's (CTC) 

publication, "Challnges for C d ' s  Tourism Indu- which identifies the importance of 

12 These have aU been Gy, pmPps mAbaipinal CamJbs n evcn ampkccly igmmmt of the fmt 
that they themselves have ueaty rights. 



animating a heritage product. CTC makes the following statements which are relevant to Native 

hentage tourism development: 

Without tourism, many communities will fhd their ability to preserve 
[oud heritage and environment reduced- By definition, heritage tourism 
includes a variety of experiences focused on naairal . cultural and 
historic tesources . - - Heritage tourkm focuses on the expenence of 
visiting a place Mth geniiine historic, cultural or naturai signincance. 
The quality and integrity of the setting, whether nanual or cultural, is 
mosr important to someone wishing to experience their own heritage or 
U t  of another's country. Heritage sites are not desiped for tourism - 
they are a "roaâ" to discovery and a way to leam about Canada's land, 
people, cultural md history (1997, 15). 

Students can help communities detemine if animating historical events is appropriate, 

or if other means are more efficacious. 

There are many different conceptions of heritage tourism that need exploring beyond the sope of 

the Program course; undoubtedly many students will fmd these sufficiently intriguing to pursue. 

Broader political questions of values, interests and control is one example of an area that is 

pertinent to individual Native nations. There are other issues such as the derivation of power 

and how it is relevant to understanding the politics of heritage management - such as analyses 

of government participation and individualized snidies on heritage consemationltourisrn 

agencies/consultanu which supposedly determiae ways of effecting more workable and positive 

strategies. The political nature of heritage management and representation involves many 

different associations or individuals: interest or lobby groups, Abriginai people, government at 

various levels, consultants, and other pnvate organizations. The politics of hentage tourism has 

to do with the question of control over what is seen as the money-making capacity of a site 

versus the culhuai value of the heritage resources; it is about the domination of one group over 

another, and how indigenous people can nicely remove the ever-present threat of govemment 

control. Aïthough these issues can be seen in almost any type of heritage tourism, it is 

particularly relevant in Abonginal heriuge tourism sites, for the political control of their heritage 

has never been formaüy resolved, 



RCAP's results of national co11sUltations regarding heritage interpretations s u i w  that: 

The consultations demonstrated that museums and cultural institutions 
are well aware of the necessity and the value of working as equal 
partners with F i t  Peoples. There is a saong consensus that 
partnerships should be guided by moral, ethical and professional 
principles and not limited to areas of nghts and intemu specined by 
law. The many case studiu of collaborative efforts uidicate that 
partnerships have been underway for some the in many cultural 
institutions across the country (3, 652). 

The desire to work together has k e n  stated by non-Abo@nal heritage specialisu, 

practitioners, professionals and institutions; the Fkst Nations have also stated on many 

occasions their willingness to parmer with outside agencies. Pamierships are essential at this 

particular time in history, too, because many Abon- agencies lack the physical facilities and 

huma. resources development to take more control of heritage-specific concems, although 

Aboriginal leaders see a time in the future when these circwnstances wili change. 

Specifically, R C N  concluded with the foiiowing advice. and it is in these areas that Program 

participants can consider for additional ways of involvement: 

as stewards of cultural collections, outside institutions such as museums are i d d y  

positioned to enhance public education about Abonginal culture and the contributions of 

Native people to the broader communîty; 

that museums provide, through exhibitions. the affiliation and linlr between pst-Contact 

history and the staacs quo of Canadian Abonginai people and that they facilitate 

Aboriginal-related discussion; 

that access by the Native people to a i l  types of collections (research material, artworks, 

archival property, artifacts. etc.) be greatly irnproved, and that inventories of these by 

outside institutions be made available to hem; 

that human remaias and associated materials and other artïfacts be repatriated to the 

appropriate First M o n ,  and that where applicable, the retaining institution and the 

Nation work together to presewe them; 



that aaining regarding Aboriginal heritage in mainstream culnrrauheritage institutions be 

greatiy improved; 

that indigenous cuiturai centres require support in helping to estabiish and maintain a 

positive identity; 

that funding be made available to Abonginal-owned or Abonginal-themed exhibitions; 

that international coilections be remeved with the help of the Canadian government 

(3, 652 - 655). 

AU these recommendations quice the co-operation of both Native and nomNative heritage 

cornmunities. Students can seriously reflect on how these can be implemented primarily as 

practicum set-ups because some institutions may not have ready employrnent or house-specific 

training available at the time. This is why networking Liaisons are encouraged and fosrered 

berneen the class (either as a group or individuaiiy) and outside heritage agencies -- to help 

meet these and other identified ne& in ways that are compatible with Native interest groups, 

Linkages are also valuable to the students in that they provide a reasonable and legitimate way 

into an agency. ideally for subsequent employmen~ For the agency, its managers can get to 

know students in a more informal way, and while it does not do away with a formal interview, 

they can get to know, to some extent, the students as people, and detennining their interests and 

strengths beforehand c m  be very helpfuL 

The time, then, is rïght to begin building partnerships for appropriate heritage presentation in 

Canada The federal government document, Agenda to Action wirh First Nations, specifies as an 

initiative under Lanpage, Heritage and Culture: " . . . other measutes to preserve and protect 

First Nations languages, heritpge and culnue". (hie of these measures is the Aboriginal 

Heritage Interpretation Program which educates its students as to why hentage-related changes 

need to be effected and why CO-operotive and respectfiil liaisons are essential in this p r e s s .  It 

is a way that collective solutions can be derived by non- and Aboriginal Canadians anda way in 



which space, time and energy can be administered for a rightful ând authentic Abongiaai heritage 

representation, 

I I I  



&  conclu&^ 

Clearl y, Canadian heritage must include seif-interpreted Aboriginal presentation The First 

Peoples' distinct voices in redefiniag a new Canada in which they are included in a positive living 

light must be heard, and the standatdized depictions of staid '"long-ago" Native cultures that 

were seldom appropriate must be replaced in all forms of heritage presentations- Indigenous 

truth, for there are many mths, needs to be communicated to dl Canadians in Native 

representation of theù worldviews in showings such as history books, formal and informal 

government activities, museum exhibits, travelling exhibitions, architecture, educational 

instinitions, poliacai establishments, etc. Openness to replacing histoncai inaccuracies in a 

spirit of "out with the old, in with the new" is becoming more evident as  the millennium rapidly 

approaches. Included in the 'hew" is the Mtal understanding that historie, political and cultural 

domination of the First Nations has signincantiy depreciated theu traditions, worldviews and 

insights. No longer should room be made avaüable for the kind of cultural bigotry that sees 

Aboriginal thought as king unsophisticated, undeveloped, and simply unapplicable in a 

contemporary global society. Because the "'Fathers of Confederation'" deliberateiy excluded 

Aboriginal people from the nation-building pmcess, there is now a crucial need to restore the 

First Peoples to their honourable and righaul places, and to recognize them for their continuhg 

conmbuting presence in Canadian Me. 

Because historical interpretation is vital in any heritage-testrucniring process, the recognition of 

culturally-dictated differences in the appmach to histoty is even more so. Because there are no 

'cco~ect" or "incorrect" cultures, there are no overall "correct" or "incorrect" approaches to 

historical and heritage presentation. One cultural anthropologisr describes the dangers of closed 

thinking in cross-societal relationships: 

So long as socio-cultural expression is oppmached cross cultudiy, it 
can be recognued as auth as weil. The moment mth is wed to one 
cultural expression, there is high potential for 'Yalsehood" in any other 
cdture. More seriously, since any aven culture is in the process of 
change, there is even higher potential for fPlsehood Mth the culture that 
Iocks truth into one expression (Mayers, 1988, 257). 



Cultural noms, however, must be foiiowed in all heritage presentations and a key word in both 

the process and outcome must be respect. In order to persuade non-Native Canadians to forgo 

their long tradition of dishonouring this key concept in their presentation of the Fit Peoples, 

they must fmt recognize its negative effects in rnargh-g the once-strong and self-sufficient 

people who belonged to the land before Contact Disrespect was directed to both the People and 

to the naturd environment; these are only two significant areas mwards which respecthl 

changes need to be directed. It must be understood that systemic changes in many areas, such 

as education and political structure, need to be made which include and consider the Aboriginal 

peoples' ways and means of self-interpretation. While there have recently k e n  many positive 

changes, many more are required. For example, in 1982, a consritutional amendment recognimd 

and affmed Aboriginal and treaty rights; this was a signiticant and constructive change which 

ushered indigenous people into a standing CanPdiln institution. Because systemic refom in 

modem Western society tends to be a long process, the exact interpretation and subsequent 

implernentation of the constitutional change. however, will probably still take many more years. 

The presentation of Aboriginal peoples in PR- and Canadian history throughout the centuries has 

ranged anywhere in a specmim fiom the good Rousseauiun Iridianl to the suvage brute of 

Danvinism. These are a l l  outside and totally unacceptable interpretations. Intemal 

interpretations by the First Peopks to the rest of Canada are historicaîiy rare, and this lack 

iliustrates the need for choice and flexibility in cultural seif-expression which recognizes the 

diversity among the different nations. The motives of interpretation m u t  be self-defmed by the 

First Peoples themselves; foreigners with their own "axes to grind" must no longer be allowed 

to determine these motivations. Just as any European country interprets itself differently fiom its 

neighbour, so too the interpntation developed by one Aboriginal nation may not necessariiy be 

1 This imagery arose fkœn counttf-EniightnrnKLlt îhougûî which ogpmcd mt Do<m of "scîentific progrcss". 



right for any other. Each group. and there are just over 50 culturai groups in Canada2, must have 

the opportunity of showing itself to the outside worid in ways that it prefers, 

History shows that stereotypical images were serving a purpose for those who endorsed them. 

The overail opinion of the k t  Europeans was cautiously optimictic for they relied on the First 

Peoples for all their basic livelihood needs. They acknowledged that even though these 

"primitive" peoples needed civilizing. they wexe fidly confident that this could be accomplished 

throug h educational processes which they themselves would predicate. Times c hanged as the 

me imperialist ambitions of the colonialist powers began to emerge, and the fairly baianceci 

relationship cnunbled Tbis gave birth to the interpztation of Aboriginal people as being 

wretched, barbarie, even demonic; many history and children's books of this cennuy have been 

written based on this imagery. Settlement in the ' W d  west" increased, but not at the invitation 

of the Fiist Nations for they were finding themselves, after decimation fiom foreign diseases, 

increasingly on the h g e s  of theu own traditional temtories. These times saw rampant theories 

of Native racial inferiority for it rationalid to the Europeans their taking of 'Tudian" lands. The 

newcomers wiliingly listened to academics who predicted the disappearance of the entire 

indigenous peoples as God's way of using natute to weed out an inferior group in favour of a 

superior one. In the meanthne, the Fkst Peoples were king further marginalized into the 

undesired Canadian hinterlands and their su£Eering. unknown to most, was increasing. Then, taro 

world wars in the twentieth century precipitated changes within CanadiPa social dynamics and 

many previously-unquestioned convictions began to be scrutinized. "Average Canadians" 

gradually became conscious of the inequaiity and marginalkation of the indigenous peoples 

within their own country. This r e h t i o n  was initiated by adamant Native leaders and their 

supporters who had been setMg the stage for lobbying against the causes that were bringing 

about the deplorable sram quo among their people. As weil, the laws forbidding Native people 

to advocate for their rights had been lifted in 1951, 



From the impetus of a growing Native outcry and a rising social consciousness, attitudioal 

changes began to occur, parcicuiarly in the area of Native education- By the mid-197OYs, it was 

proven beyond any doubts at aii through the Hawthorne Reporr that Aboriginal parents were fa ,  

from experiencing the same rights as other Canadian parents regarding their children's education. 

In post-Contact years, this vital system had been sequestered by European powers which 

mouided and interpreted the Aboriginal peoples for their own self-senring purposes. Native 

leaders, though, had seen education as the hmdamental way of sustainhg their cuiniral 

traditions, and this was no l e s  mie then as it is now, even though the traditional modes of 

education, having ken  nearly desnoyed have had to be and are king re-established. 

The core of Native education has aaditionalIy been of "spiritual totality", which is educating the 

whole person: mentally, physicaüy, emotiody and spiritually. The specinc role of spiritual 

values and the comection to a greater miversai power or influence has always been vital in the 

process of Native learning and teaching; this was the mason why Aboriginai religious expression 

was so rigorously targetted by the Europeans for eradication. Even now, though, the link to 

spirirual principles estabiishes a method for d iscove~g and building personal identity which 

becomes the foundation of ail leaniing experiences. Because Eu~oCanadians Mer radically in 

their concepts of education in these areas and because of their history of attempted 

religious/educationaI genocide of the Native nations, creative Aboriginal-specinc educational 

programs in ail areas, specificaily iacluding heritage interpretation and conservation, are an 

irrefbtable necessity. 

First Nations education utilizes a hands-on experientiai approach with activity-onented 

objectives so that snidents have the opportunity of intemalizing the information being taught 

NomNative teachers need to be aware of this partïcular learning aspect of Native teaching, which 

in many instances has to be re-leamed by Aboriginai students, and of other cultdy-related 

leaming speciflcs as well. For example. active participation in the cuituraî aspects of heritage 



interpretation and presentation needs to be encouraged. Evenaidly, some saidents who 

=raduate from the Aboriginal Herirogc Interpretation Program can re-teach different courses3, 

thereby regenerating new activities k t  in the classroom and then in the commmity. This 

longer-term goal is particularly applicable in the present time when the most comrnon classroom 

setting is non-Native teachers teaching Native students- 

Successful and responsible heritage interpretive programs for and by Aboriginal people provide 

snidents with o p p o h t i e s  for self-expression in a cuituraUy-fiiendly and spintua3ly-receptive 

environment The belief that haman attitudes, motives and f ~ h n g s  are an integrai part of the 

components and processes of the larger universe is a part of na sons-old Aboriginal tradition 

which needs to be incorporateci into the ovedi theme of such prognimming. Native laaguages, 

for example, are compliant and accornmodating towards nature and the environment, and 

studenü, coming from their own individual First Nation, cm be cognizant of the Merences in 

language nuances as they penain to heritage interpretation and worldview expression. The 

strong affiliation between the ancient spiritual values and the method by which heritage-related 

knowledge and skills are effectively related to Aborigiaal leamers cannot be understated in any 

Native-oriented program. Contemporary terhing must therefore tale place in a culturd context 

and non-Native teachers must leam how to initiate and foster such a learning environment. 

The issue of ownership of heritage resounrs &ais with an economicdy-significant activity 

which cm generate employment in Native-controlied enterprises, so it is imperative to resolve 

this problem with di levels of govemment. While this is a major endeavour, heritage-specific 

education for Aboriginal people is a first step towards establishing nation-wide and provincïdy- 

corresponding policies and practices. As well, Native hentage iaterpretive activities hold a key 

for supporthg and enhancing cultural undaialings in appropria& envhnments, as taught in the 

Aboriginal Heritage Interpretive Program In terms of expressing Aboriginal heritage, 

3 Additionai addt ierhmg anmes onth "Psm-tbc-traûm" instNdion fa v a y  spacific Prra ic ~ O m @ y  
recommended for those who wish to pa'pcaiate wbat tbcy iœn. 



entrepreneurid initiatives which must include adequate and up-to-&te business uaining, 

convibute to economic self-sufficiency because they are so heavily dependent on the human 

resources skills and development which are embodied within the Rogram. 

An educational process for heritage iaterpretive resmicturing in Canada can tum out welï- 

qualifed Aboriginal students with new understandings of how inclusive and appropriate 

presentation changes can be implemented across the country. Graduates are the beginning of 

posiave changes in the education of non-Abonginal Canadians regarding m e  Native heritage. 

some of which must begin on a very basic level4- Mainstream herîtage literature now supports a 

dominant Eurocanadian view with Iittie acknowledgement of that shand within Abonginai 

circles. The result of this is that the Aboriginal perspective remains either virnially unheard of, or 

at bat, obscure. The understanding that ciBennt people live under dinerent cosmological 

umbrellas is often ignored, sometimes because of convenience but aLso because of a lack of 

awareness. 

It may be difficult to understand-that people can see only througb the eyes of their own particular 

reaiiry, and not from those of any other. Diftemnt Me realities. such as those encompassing 

socio-economic status, political landscape, social class structure including division of labour, 

gender roles and ethnicity. Vary radically within the country, so the leaming objects and modes by 

which professionals, students and "everyday Cenadians" are able to relate and find devance 

will also vary. Unquestionably, the world itseK is fidl of diffierent versions of life realities, and 

people have to be reached at whatever theh happens to be. in fact, it i s  impossible, as well as 

unethical. to attempt to force another d t y  onto students than that which they already have. 

Information which bas been incorporated and absorbeci into individuai reaiïties is in accord with 

the parameters of various personai or communal societaycuitural structures; this is me of a i l  

4 For eximiple, even the wd-bowa nemes of mioy Abcnigiual peoples arc a reflecticm of f(nCjgn wddviews, not a 
statement or name of a group's own scEidcatity. "Navajo" is a Spmisù-based uaoîe thot "thitvcs*', and 
"Sioux** is a comrptcd Erench-Ojibwaa versian of ainuurt the ~pamr! mesminp. Traditioaal names damte arigmal 
haûitation by a sovereign people with a mit politicai ideatity, tbost wbo wcre crcatcd in the image of tùeir Maker, not 
inanimageâccordebbyEmqmnsmdack. 



people. whether Aboriginal or non-Abmiginai. Those in heritage conservation need not generate 

the same self-expressions; authentic cultural representation cannot follow patterns derived from 

a homogeneous melting pot or fiom extemally-enforced or utincially-created sources. 

The decade of the 1990's has shown an increased willingness by Aboriginal people to partner in 

many ways with non-Aboriginal Canadians who, in tum, have expressed a g e n e d  desire to 

reciprocate. On a govenunent level, the Gathering Strength policy which resulted as a response 

to the recent report on the Royal Commission on Aboriginal Peoples, shows that new efforts 

through a federal action plan need to be expended so that the relationships between n o n  and 

Aboriginal Canadians can progress. Awareness and a willingness for cultural accommodation by 

both the general public and the government are ideal conditions for augmenthg meaningful 

participation by the the First Peoples in heritage presentations. First, there are changes that 

have to take place, and some of these are already underway to some de- - education by and 

of the First Peoples should have utmost priority. Specifically, training and self-knowledge 

regardhg indigenous hentage and how it can be authenticad appropriately and respec$uUy as a 

minority group's expression to a larger outside culture is a .  absolute necessity. Only in this way 

can Aboriginal voices, so long suppressed, begh to assert positive influences on the Canada of 

the twenty-first century, and N1 measures of me Aboriginal self-representation begin to take 

place in Canadian institutional senings. Non-Native Canadians, including the economic sector 

and the resource industry, can be assured that they wiU lose nothing, but have everything to gain. 
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Place more value on the professor's explanation than on private study; hence never 
absent yourself* uniess forced to do so, even for a &y- 
To sleep in class, to taik, to trifie, or to disturb the professor is whoily unbecoming a 
student. 
Unless engaged in reading the text or in writing, keep your eyes, ears and müid 
concentrated on your teacher. 
Moreover, accept mth docility, the whole of his teaching. without seeking to impose 
your own interpretations. 
Strive to imitate in words and speech, the manner of your professor and of the 
authors explained to you in class. 
Ask your professor to solve doabaul problerns. 
Private study wilî help your un&rstanding of the lessons; but above ali, read and re- 
read explmations given in class. 
Intempt long and difficult study with some healthy recreation. 
Love and obey your professor as you would your parents. 

Source: 7ne Jesrrit Reiàtions & Allied Dtmments 
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HISTORY OF CANADA 
i- 

CHAPTER 1 

1.. Tne indiam.-The sight which met the eyes of the 
ibst Europeans who sailed up the St. Lawrence was a strik- 
h g  one, but very dinerent from that which is seen today. 
Instead of fields covered by abundant harvests, there w& 
almost impenetrable forest ; ininstead of prosperous towns 
were seen single wigwams or a .collection of - smoky huts; 
instead of railways were narrow, winding trails, leading 
through the dense forest growth; instead of palatial steamers 
was seen. an occa&nd bcrk csnoe creepGg silently dong 
the shore. The changés of the -1ast four hundred years have 
been marvelious. The story of these changes is unfolded 
in the pages that foliow. 

A. . w ~ ~ Ï I  Ëuropean explorers first came to Amenca they 
found the country- occupied by a race of copper-coloured, 
black-haired people whom they c d e d  Xndians. The two 
great f d e s  of Indians with which the story of Canada 
deals were the- Algonquins and ~uron-iroquois. The 
Algonquins were widely scattered and known by many 
names. To $bis farnily belonged the Abenakis of Maine, 
the Micmacs of Acadia, the Montagnais above the St. 
Lawrence, the Ojibways to the north of Lake Superior, and 
the Crees of the fax West. Of the other famiiy the Hurons 
dwelt south of- the Georgian Bay, and the Iroquois south of 
Lake Ontario. The Iroquois were sometimes cslled the. 
"Five Nations," because they consisted of five tribes- 
Mohawks, - 0neid&, Onondagas, Cayugaa, and Senecaa. 
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ETSTORY OF CANADA . 
Later, after they had been joined by the Tuscaroras, the 
confederacy was known as the "Six Nations." West of 
Lake Superior dwelt a tribe called the Sioux, so like the 
Iroquois that they were known as the "Little Iroquois of 
the West." 

2. The strength of the ïndlan natlona-l'he Indian popu- 
lation of Canada was not, considering the sbe of the country, * 

very great. By fsr the most numemus were the Algonquins, 
of whom there were about ninety thousruid men, women, and 
children. The thkty-two villages of the Hmns contained 
twenty thousand. The Iroquois, powerful though they 
were in war, at no time mustered more than three thousand 
fighting m&. The strength'of the f i ve  Nations, reduced 
by continual warfare, was recruited Ijy a peculiar custom. 
When a w d o r  was dain, his relatives might adopt into 
their family one of the prisoners brought in by the war 
parties. The newly adopted, grateful for being saved from 
torture and death, became one with his captors and later 
fought with them even against- his former b m e n .  So 
white men, both French and English, in this way became 
members of an Indian tribe, and, delighfing in the free  
dom of forest Me, refused to retum to civilization, even 
when they had a chance to do so 

3. Description of hdlJm Ilte.-The Algonquins were 
hunters, ever on the move: .the Hurons and Iroquois 
were more settled. The former lived on game, 'the latter 
grew corn. Where the Indians settled in villages, they 
made many usefd articles, such as earthen pots, mats 
woven from d e s ,  twine, stone axes, f i t  spesr and 
arrow-heads,' and bone hh-hooks. The most remarkable ' 

material, common to many tribas, was wampm, made at 
first of coloured shells, later of beads obtsined from the 
white men. Fiom warnpum were made a l l  kinds of or- 
mments-necklaces, collaas, belts, and bracelets. Wmnpurn 
was also used 89 money. 

In most of the tribes the women, once they passexi the 
period of youth, became drudges. To their lot feu the 
gathering of firewood, sowing , tilling, hamesting, smoking 
fish, dressing skins, making clothing, prepadng food, and 
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carrying burdens. In summer and autumn the men were 
busy hunting, fishing, or waging war. During the remainder 
of the season, once their houses were built and their weapons 
and canoes made, they were idle. The New Year was the 
season of festivals. Then the wamiors were idle and even 
the squaws -had some leisure. To the village feasts the 
guests brought their own dishes and spoons. Seated about 
a huge kettle slung over the fire in the centre of the dwell- 
ing they would continue to est often throughout a whole 
day. With most Indians gambling was a passion. One 
game of chance they played with plum sfones, black on one 

side and white-on the other, which they tosseci in a wooden 
bowl, bettkig upon the turn-up." 

AU Indians were very supersfitious, having strange ideas 
about nature. They thought that birds, beasts, and reptiles 
were like men. Thus an Indian has been known to make a 
long speech of apology to a wounded bear. They thought, 
too, that in lakes, rivers, %ad water falls dwëlt the spirits of 
living beings, and they stro-ve to win the favour of these 
by means of gifts. Dreams played an important part in the 
life of the Indian. They told him the cure of diseases, 
taught him the position and plans of his enemy, or the 
haunts of game. The IndianYs idea of a Supreme Being 
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was not a high one. When he tried to think of the One who 
made the world, he bmught Him down to the level of a man. 
The India,n had no one word. to express the ides of God; 
the word Manitou meant mything which he thought of as 
having more thsn humas power. 

Such were the people whom -the pioneers of our own race 
founa lording it over the 
North American continent. 
In his deahgs with these in- 
tniders the Indian displayed 
two very ,marked characteris- 
tics: a lcive of keedom and a 
spirit of revengei- This un- 
tamed savage of the forest 
could not bring himself to  
'submit to the restraints of 
European life; so, as the new- 
corners pushed inland : from 
the Atlantic, he withdrew 
farther and farther west rather 
than part with his beloved 
freedom. In the treatment 
of the Indians the settler was 
not dways just, and hb injus- 
tice drew down upon him the 
vengeful enmity -of a foe that 

never forgot an injury. Thus we find the early pages of 
Canadian history filleci with the records of Indian wrufare 
with al1 its homrs. 

- Whcn Europeaxa clplorers bnt came ta Amuîca they found the 
couptq  OcCupied by tmo v t  f e  of IPdht~, the Atgonquiiu u i d  
Huron-iroquois. The Algonquins wem r~aming hunters: the Hurons 
and Iroquois .were more scffled in tbcir habits. The newcomers found 



by Chief A. Solomon 

The traditional way of education 
was by storytehg and example 

and then by experience. 

The k t  principle involved was total respect 
and acceptance of the one being taught 

And that Iearning was a continuous process 
fiom birth to death 

It was a total conhuity without intemptïon, 
Its nature was lk a fountain 

that gives many colours and flaveurs of water 
and that whoever chose could drink as much or as Iittle 

as they wanted to and whenever they wished. 

The teaching strictly adhered 
to the sacredness of life, whether of 

humans, animals or plants- 

But in the course of history, there came 
A Dismption. 

And then education became 
"compulsory miseducation" 

for ano ther purpose, 
and the circle of life was bmken 

and the continuity ended- 

Source: Solomon, Arthur. (1990). Songs for the People: TeacAings on the Nmural Way. Toronto: N.C. Press. 
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